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Systolic and bus connected arrays have recently been shown to offer a signifi¬
cant throughput advantage over serial architectures for many digital signal, image
and matrix processing algorithms. While array structures are well suited for the

parallel execution of computationally intensive algorithms that operate on large
data sets, they are difficult to conceptualize, design and program. This dissertation
focuses on the problem of automatically generating an algorithmically specified

array design from a serial program description. Program loop structures are cast

into index set based program and algorithm models. The models are subsequently
transformed to array structures. Matrix based analysis tools are derived to ma¬

nipulate and transform the models. Integer transformations are introduced in order

to pretransform or post-transform the algorithm so that it can be mapped into
fixed sized or fixed dimensioned arrays. A set of design equations is derived that

Vll



may be used to solve for an algorithm transformation that will generate an algo¬

rithmically specified array with desired data flow characteristics. The method is

showcased by examples where several arrays are designed. Arrays are designed for

Cholesky decompositions, QR-decompositions, matrix multiplies, convolutions and
more. Also, a structured method is presented to generate bus connected array

implementations of algorithms based on the dependence graph of the serial algo¬
rithm. Finally, the design and implementation of an experimental programmable
bus connected array are presented.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Array Processor Fundamentals

An array processor consists of a regular lattice of interconnected processor

elements and attendent memory. Control over the processors in the array may

come from a central controller (Single Instruction Multiple Data-SIMD) or each

processor may execute its own instruction stream (Multiple Instruction Multiple

Data-MIMD). The complexity of the processor elements (PEs) may vary from

simple single bit ALUs to complex instruction set processors with word parallel

fixed or floating point arithmetic.

Array processors present an alternative computing structure for the high speed

execution of certain types of algorithms. They have been applied to image process¬

ing, mathematical modeling of physical processes, digital signal processing (DSP),
and numerical linear algebra (NLA). All of these applications have several com¬

mon attributes. First of all they are characterized by regularly structured algo¬
rithms. Secondly, they all operate on n-dimensional data sets where n is at least

one. Thirdly, they often run in real time. The high complexity and real time

requirements provide the motivation for seeking faster computing structures for

executing these algorithms. The regularly structured algorithms acting on n-di¬

mensional data sets give rise to the regular n-dimensional lattice structures of the

arrays. Some arrays are constructed specifically for one algorithm (algorithmically
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specified arrays). The second type of array is a programmable array. Programma¬
ble arrays are capable of implementing a wide class of algorithms.

One encounters many problems when implementing an algorithm on an array

processor in hardware. First of all, most problems require a large number of proc¬
essors to execute a given algorithm on a given data set without partitioning. An¬
other problem is the hardware complexity of an interconnection topology. If word

parallel data paths are used, the number of connections may grow too fast for

practical implementations, and as a result many practical designs are bit serial

[Fou88]. Array control poses another physical problem. The simplest control struc¬
ture to implement is SIMD. Another problem concerns array level I/O bandwidth.
If data arrive from a single source and are passed to the array boundary of n PEs,
and word parallel transactions are occurring, then n words must be read from

memory in order to service a single cycle of the array. This means that the memory

structure must operate n times faster than the PEs. Again this problem caused

many designs to be bit serial so that a single m-bit memory read could service m

boundary processors in a single cycle.

VLSI technology has had and is having an impact on array processor designs.
Now multiple PEs may be packaged on a single chip, making these systems more

practical to build. More complex PEs that required whole boards to implement

may now be implemented on a single chip. Still, VLSI technology imposes con¬

straints on designs. The cost of communications in VLSI is very high. Communica¬
tion in VLSI circuits takes up approximately 90% of the total real estate of the chip

[Sei84]. The I/O pads and drivers for inter-chip communication may take 50%

[Sei84] of the power. Also, if many chips are to be connected together, the inter¬

processor communication cost at the board level will be exceedingly high, espe¬

cially if word wide paths are used.
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Beside the impact of VLSI on array processor technology, advances have also

been made on array processor algorithms. Mathematicians have rewritten many

algorithms for parallel implementations, going back to Givens rotations and Jacobi

iterations over preferred methods (Householder transformations) [Gol83] on serial

machines. Researchers in the fields image and signal processing have developed
array algorithms for many of their applications. Also, a new science is emerging
that considers the problem of geometrically or mathematically representing an al¬

gorithm and then transforming it to an equivalent array processor algorithm using
linear and/or affine transformations. These aspects of advancement will be cov¬

ered in detail in the literature review in section 1.3.

1.2 Scope of Dissertation

This dissertation research focuses on systolic and bus connected array proces¬

sors and algorithms. More specifically, it studies systematic mathematical ap¬

proaches to design algorithms for these architectures. In considering these architec¬
tures several implicit assumptions are made. The systolic architecture is considered

to have nearest neighbor connections as depicted in figure la for the two dimen¬

sional case. Figures lb,lc, and Id show how linear, mesh and hexogonal inter¬
connection topologies may be implemented with the connections of Figure la.

Also, each processor may operate autonomously in a word parallel mode and be

able to compute whatever operations (sqrt,are required. In some cases

the PEs may be required to make a decision. The Bus Connected Architecture

(BCA) is assumed to be configured as depicted in figure 2 where all paths are also

assumed to be word parallel. In the BCA a SIMD control strategy is assumed with

the addition of a halt line that allows given PEs to ignore instructions and an output

enable that allows selected PEs to write to busses individually.
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(la)

(le)

(Ib)

(Id)

Figure 1.1 : Systolic Interconnection Structure and Embedded Topologies
la: The Interconnection Network; lb: Linear Topology ; lc: Mesh Topology ;

Id: Hexagonal Topology

The central focus of the dissertation is to develop methods for the design of

systolic and BCA algorithms. To this end, known serial algorithms are cast into a

mathematical framework that allows them to be manipulated and transformed into

equivalent parallel algorithms. The mathematical model is developed for a sub¬

class of algorithms that consist of a single statement embedded in an n-level

nested loop. The statement operates on m dimensional data sets where indexing
into the data is done via a linear combination of the loop indices. The method is

developed for the systolic array case and is later used to help design BCA algo¬

rithms. Next the model is extended to include more diversified algorithms such as

those that arise in the field of image processing and numerical linear algebra. The
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central objective is to provide a methodology which one can apply to design array

algorithms, or that one could program into a CAD tool to convert known serial

algorithms to parallel algorithms automatically.

Figure 1.2 : The Bus Connected Architecture (BCA)

Another focus of the dissertation is the design, implementation and program¬

ming of an experimental attached array processor system. The system, called the

Floating Point Array Processor (FPAP), is under development as an experimental
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machine for image and signal processing as well as matrix computations. The

machine has a modified bus connected architecture (MBCA), SMD control, and

32-bit data paths. This machine will be examined as an experimental endeavor
that will keep a focus on the practical and technological issues that are involved in

implementing an actual system.

1.3 Literature Review

As mentioned in section 1.1, the research trends in array processor design and

analysis has taken several directions. Some of these directions are the building
models for parallel computation, the rewriting of algorithms so that they may be
more efficiently executed on parallel machines, the algebraic and/or geometric

representation of algorithms, and the transformation of these representations to

equivalent parallel implementations. Another research trend has been to study the
characteristics an architecture must possess in order to have an efficient VLSI

implementation. Hence the study of VLSI architectures and VLSI algorithms was

introduced. Researchers studied algorithms and how to alter them to run efficiently
on VLSI array processors. Another area is the design and analysis of experimental
machines and user programming environments and the like. This literature review

will present the highlights of these research trends along with related reference

information.

Early work in the area of algorithm mapping was performed as early as 1967

by Karp, Miller and Winograd [Kar67] at the IBM Watson research center. They

considered systems of uniform recurrence equations and their implementation on

theoretical parallel computers. This work introduced the concept of computations

occurring at points in an integer space. The uniform recurrence equations were

defined in such a way that they were guaranteed to have uniform dependencies

throughout the index set. They also viewed the algorithm in terms of a dependence
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graph and looked at algebraic conversions of the graph to perform parallel sched¬

uling of computations.

In 1969, Karp and Miller produced a formal mathematical model for parallel

computation [Kar69]. An important concept introduced in this paper was that the

sequencing of computations was considered separately from the actual computa¬

tions themselves. They also used the concept of algorithm equivalence. Although
did not present a method to map from one ”schemata” to an equivalent maximally
parallel form, they did propose that future work be done to this end.

Around the same time an aggressive research effort was proceeding at the

University of Illinois. The ILLIAC IH array processor project spanned the 1960s,

and the ILLIAC IV was under development in 1967 and eventually built [Fou88].
Research concentrated both on hardware and software aspects. Kuck was a key

figure who worked on transforming programs into forms that could be executed

more efficiently in parallel[Kuc72],[Ban79]. The research focused on ways to re¬

write statements and loops into equivalent forms that were better suited for paral¬

lel execution. Several rules were introduced to transform programs to equivalent
enhanced forms. In [Kuc72] the concept of dependence as an arc form the output

of one computation to the input of another was stated. The central theme involved

the reordering of computations in advantageous ways that preserved the depend¬
ence structure of the original program.

Lamport [Lam74] was designing an optimizing compiler for the ILLIAC IV and

looked at methods to parallelize FORTRAN DO loops. He derived two methods for

converting the loops to explicitly parallel forms. The first was called the hyper¬

plane method and was applicable to SIMD and MMD machines. The second was

called the coordinate method and was applicable only to SIMD structures. This
work would influence others in the development of methods to map nested loops to

VLSI arrays in years to come.
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Another researcher at the University of Illinois was Khun [Kuh80] who ex¬

tended some of Kuck’s ideas of program transformations [For84]. He developed
methods to transform the index set of an algorithm into an alternate index set that

produced an equivalent algorithm that preserved the dependencies of the original
algorithm. Using his method he was able to map several algorithms to SIMD struc¬

tures, and he showed how the index set could be transformed to directly yield VLSI

array algorithms. His method involved interpreting the transformed index set as

time and processor dimensions.

Moldavan [Mol82],[Mol83] extended and formalized the work of Khun. He

looked at the problem of algorithm transformation as reindexing the index set. He

provided necessary and sufficient conditions for a transformation to exist which

was later found to be flawed [Sou87] and corrected. He cast the problem in matrix
form and defined a matrix whose column vectors were the algorithm’s dependence
vectors. He used a linear transformation to transform the algorithm’s dependencies
to a new coordinate system. The new coordinates represented time and processors.

A valid transformation was an integer bijection matrix that forced the dependence
vectors to be projected to positive time coordinates. The transform was partitioned
into a time and a space transform, the details of which will be discussed more

thoroughly in chapter two.

A main difference between Moldavan’s and previous work was the type of par¬
allel architecture being considered. Kuck and the others were considering general

type parallel machines that were assumed to act as a set of uniprocessors that
could interact with memory without conflict. Moldavan was considering systolic
architectures which are practical for VLSI implementation. Moldavan brought the
theoretical work in parallelism extraction and algorithm transformations together
with the newly introduced systolic architecture.
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In 1978 Kung and Leiserson introduced the concept of systolic arrays [Kun78],
[Mea80], [Ku82] and developed some of the first systolic algorithms. They also

developed graph based methods to assist in the design of systolic algorithms. In

[Lei81] the systolic conversion lemma is presented along with related corollaries.

The net result was a method to convert an algorithm flow graph into an equivalent

systolic graph by adding delay elements in a specified way. Using this technique
broadcasts are eliminated. In [Kun84] the cut theorem was introduced. This pro¬

vided a method to further manipulate dependence graphs by splitting them up into

subgraphs and inserting delays between them. Again, the key idea was to provide a

tool to manipulate the graphs into equivalent systolic forms.

Kung at Carnige-Mellon University, stressed a number of practical hardware
issues concerning systolic arrays, and Leiserson [Lei81] studied VLSI lay out prob¬
lems. Kung et al. designed a VLSI chip called the Programmable Systolic Chip,

(PSC) [Kun85b] that would act as a systolic processing node. The chip was de¬

signed to act as a simple programmable processing node that could be put into
board level systolic arrays. Their experience with the project was unfavorable and

they modified their concept of a systolic array from very fine grain to more coarse

grain. Using the modified concept, they produced a mini-super computer called
the WARP [Ann87] machine under a DARPA contract with General Electric as

their industrial partner. In this design, a single systolic node occupied a one square

foot board. The machine was configured as a linear array of ten cells. The project
was successful and the machine was primarily applied to computer vision. A strong

effort went into the design and implementation of W2, a parallel language for the
WARP [Gro87]. System Software was also written for a SUN workstation based

WARP network. A command shell was implemented in LISP [Bru87] to form an

elegant user environment. In 1990 the iwarp, a single chip VLSI version of the

systolic node found in the warp will become available from Intel Corp The
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introduction the iwarp, should influence many systolic machines to be designed in
the future.

Another key reseacher in the field of VLSI array processors is S.Y. Kung. He
has recently published a text book [Ku88] where several aspects of array processor

technology are described to include algorithm mapping techniques, systolic and

wavefront architectures and hardware and software issues. He devised a variation

of the systolic array called a wavefront array [Ku85a]. A wavefront array is essen¬

tially a systolic array with a data driven asynchronous control strategy. Some algo¬
rithms are better suited to this type of structure, and some problems such as clock

skewing can be alleviated. According to Kung [Kun88] he also developed array

processor hardware and software. A machine called the WAP (Wavefront Array

Processor) was originally constructed as an 8x8 system [Kun82b]. He developed a

language called MFDL (Matrix Data Flow Language) and a simulator to execute

the language in order to assist in the hardware design.

With the introduction of the systolic and wavefront architectures, algorithm

mapping research tended to concentrate heavily on these architectures, especially

the systolic array. Since the wavefront array is just a variation of a systolic array,

the techniques of mapping algorithms to systolic arrays apply to wavefront arrays

as well. A review of these methods was compiled by Fortes and Wah [For85]. Most

of these methods were either graph based [Kun88], geometically based [Cap83] or

algebraic [Mol82],[For84]. One method is based on a set of equations derived in

’’the theorem of systolic processing” [Li85]. These equations serve as constraining

equations for an optimization procedure that can find a systolic array that opti¬

mizes a time-processor cost function. The method was interesting and several pa¬

rameters of systolic array algorithms such as data velocities and distributions were

formally defined. The problem with the method was that the theorem of systolic

processing did not govern all algorithms but just a subclass of uniform recurrences
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in two dimensions. Therefore the method can not be extended to algorithms that

deviate from the scope of the theorem, which is quite limited. The method can be

extended if new ’’theorems of systolic processing” are derived for algorithm
classes of interest.

Fortes has made significant contributions to the algorithm transformation field.

He studied algorithm mapping theory under Moldavan and extended and further

developed his method [For84]. He developed methods to optimize the time trans¬

form, and methods to select a space transform. With Moldavan, he developed a

partitioning technique based on the transformation method [M0I86]. He also stud¬

ied fault tolerance and alternate transformation methods that preserved various

types of algorithm equivalence.

Due to the research in systolic architectures and algorithms, several systolic
and wavefront machines have been constructed such as the SLAPP [Dra87] (Sys¬
tolic Linear Algebra Parallel Processor) which was built at the Naval Ocean Sys¬
tems Center for numerical linear algebraic algorithms. A systolic array, called the

Matrix-1, was built by Saxpy [Fou87] and performs nearly a gigaFLOP for some

DSP and NLA algorithms. Several other systems were reported by Fortes and Wah

[For87] that include systolic arrays for beamforming and general DSP and NLA

algorithms.

In 1983 a systolic algorithm was introduced to solve linear and least squares

systems via Givens rotations on a systolic array [Hel83]. Others have developed
different algorithms that compute the QR decomposition via similar algorithms

[Boj84], [Luk86]. Stewart derived an algorithm based on Jacobi iterations to com¬

pute a Schur decomposition [Ste85]. Jacobi iterations were also used by Brent and
Luk [Bre85] to solve eigenvalue and singular value problems on systolic architec¬
tures. Nash and Hensen [Nas88] developed a modified Faddeva algorithm to solve

a wide class of NLA algorithms on a systolic SIMD array. These researchers are
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looking at the algorithms themselves and finding stable alternatives that can be

efficiently implemented in parallel.

The research in systolic arrays can be separated into algorithm modeling and
transformation techniques, hardware/architecture, and pure algorithms research.

All three of these areas are related and intertwined. Array processor designers,

programmers, and algorithms researchers should be aware of all areas and use

them to their advantage. Current and future research must extend the knowledge
base of good parallizable algorithms, broaden algorithm mapping techniques, and

explore architectural and practical hardware issues.

2.4 Outline and Summary

This dissertation focuses on the problem of mapping algorithms to systolic and

bus connected processor arrays. It presents matrix-based techniques to compute

the parallel algorithm’s data flow parameters and to solve for an algorithm trans¬

formation matrix. Many of the ideas in this work stem from the works of Kuck

[Kuc79], Moldavan [Mol82],[MoI83], and Fortes [For84]. This dissertation will

present a systematic methodology to design parallel algorithms from serial algo¬
rithm descriptions. Also, a 3x3 experimental array processor will be developed and

explored. An algorithm design methodology will be presented to help design algo¬
rithms for the experimental machine.

In chapter two, a mathematical framework for the description and transforma¬

tion of algorithms and programs is established. Both progams and algorithms are

defined over an index set of integer vectors that will allow the programs and algo¬
rithms to be manipulated mathematically. The important concepts of program and

algorithm equivalence are also defined.

In chapter three, a class of algorithms known as uniform recurrent algorithms
is studied along with the programs that describe (generate) them. The algorithms
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are studied both in their original form and in their systolic forms. The original
sequential algorithms are mapped to systolic algorithms through a linear transfor¬
mation that was first studied by Moldavan and Fortes. Several functions are de¬

rived that reveal information concerning data flow and collisions in the systolic

algorithm. The general notion of time is expanded from a purely scalar entity to a

temporal vector. The meaning of vector time is explained and the temporal vector
is used to map the the two dimensional convolution algorithm to a two dimensional

systolic array. Several examples are used to illustrate how the theory is to be ap¬

plied to actual problems. A set of design equations called the systolic array synthe¬
sis equations is derived and applied to design systolic array algorithms with

prespecified data flow constraints.

In chapter four, the problem of mapping algorithms to fixed architectures is

addressed. Methods are presented to map algorithms to fixed sized and/or fixed

dimensioned arrays. A set of nonlinear integer transformations is used in conjunc¬
tion with the linear transformation to expand the degrees of freedom available to

meet the physical architectural constraints.

In chapter five, the framework developed in chapter three is extended to

accommodate a wider class of algorithms. Program transformations are used to

put more complex algorithms in a form that may subsequently be mapped to sys¬

tolic MIMD architectures. The method will be illustrated by mapping several algo¬
rithms such as the LU, Cholesky, and QR decompositions into array structures.

In chapter six, the general Bus Connected Architecture (BCA) and the design
of an attached modified bus connected array processor is described. The bus con¬

nected architecture will be studied and a systematic design method will be pre¬

sented to design uniform recurrent algorithms for BCA arrays. By designing an

actual system, the practical difficulties and hardware limitations are discovered.

Various architectural options are considered that effect the hardware complexity
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and efficiency of the overall system. Tradeoffs that must be made when construct¬

ing a system are described along with the way the target algorithms effect the

design of the architecture.

Chapter seven offers conclusions of the research and outlines where future

work would be useful. A bibliography is provided for reference and appendices
are included that contain relevant software listings.



CHAPTER TWO

PROGRAM AND ALGORITHM MODELS

An algorithm is normally thought of as a method for solving a problem, usually
on a computer. The algorithm is coded via a programming language so that the

computer may interpret and execute it. When the algorithm executes, it accepts an

input data set and generates an output data set. The algorithm may be viewed as

an ordered set of operations that are applied to the input data set to produce the

output data set. The program is the ordered set of instructions that are used to

code the algorithm. Normally the program is considered to be an implementation
of an algorithm. The algorithm is the general recurrence relation and the program

is a particular realization of the algorithm. In the systolic array mapping research

area the program is considered to be a computer language description of an algo¬
rithm [For84]. In an array compiler or CAD tool, the underlying recurrence struc¬

ture of the algorithm will be derived from the particular program that is presented

as input. Once the general algorithm structure is determined, a parallel realization
will be produced.

In this chapter programs and algorithms will be viewed in mathematical terms.

Definitions will first be stated for serial algorithms and programs, then more gen¬

eral definitions that incorporate the concepts of the index set, dependence struc¬

ture, and the sets of computations and expressions are introduced. The algorithm
model presented in this chapter will follow the works of Karp, Khun, Moldavan
and Fortes to a large degree. In Karp and Miller [Kar67], the concept of the index

- 15 -
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set and the dependence structure defined over the index set was introduced. Khun

used the index set to map algorithms to parallel processing structures. The de¬

pendence matrix and the concept of transforming the dependence matrix to an

altered dependence matrix of the array algorithm was introduced by Moldavan

[Mol82]. Fortes [For84] developed a detailed mathematical description of an algo¬
rithm.

2.1 Programs and Algorithms

It is important to draw a distinction between a program and an algorithm. Let

X be the input data set, Y be the output data set and W be a transformation

W:X->Y. The algorithm may be thought of as a sequence of finitary operations
that are applied to X to obtain a set Y. If Q is a sequence of operations that are

applied to X to obtain Y, and Z is the set of intermediate values generated as the

algorithm executes, then the serial algorithm, Aser, is a tuple Aser = (X,Y,Z,Q). If
T is a list of instructions that cause a given computer to execute Q, and ip is the

set of program variables that are referenced in the list of instructions T , then the

serial program, Pser, is a tuple Pser = (V* ,r). The algorithm consists of the data

values and the physical action involved in a processing task, and a program con¬

sists of the data structures and the list of instructions that cause the computer to

execute an algorithm. Program variables are data objects that may take on many

values, while algorithm variables are specific instances or values of program vari¬

ables. If a program Pser causes the computer to execute the algorithm, Aser, then

Pser is said to generate Aser and we write Pser => Aser-

A data transformation executed on a computer may be viewed from mathemati¬

cal, algorithm, or program levels. The mathematical level concerns the transfor¬

mation itself. For example, one may wish to compute the Discrete Fourier Trans¬

form (DFT). It is well known that there are many ways to compute this transfor-
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mation on a computer. That is, several algorithms exist to compute the DFT. The

algorithm level concerns the sequence of computations used to perform the data

transformation. The program level concerns the instructions that are used to code

the algorithm. So an infinite set of programs exists that will generate a given algo¬
rithm. A program transformation or translation is used to move between programs

in this set.

The above view gives rise to the notions of algorithm and program equivalence.
Two algorithms Ai=(Xi,Yi,Zi,Qi) and A2 = (X2,Y2,Z2,Q2) are Input Output

Equivalent (IOE) if Xi=X2 implies that Yi=Y2. This type of equivalence does not

take numerical accuracy and stability into account. Another tighter form of algo¬
rithm equivalence is n-equivalence [For84] (formally defined in section 2.3). In
this type of equivalence the algorithms must first be IOE, but also both algorithms
must perform the exact set of computations but possibly in a different order. This

type of equivalence may also be called computational equivalence because the

exact same set of computations is performed. Consequently Xi=X2 implies Yi=Y2
and that Q2 is a permutation of Qi. Computationally equivalent algorithms will

have the same numerical roundoff and stability properties. If programs Pi and P2

both generate the same algorithm A, then Pi and P2 are said to be operationally

equivalent or Q-equivalent. Q-equivalent programs cause the computer to exe¬

cute the exact same ordered set of computations, Q. The notion of Q-equivalence
between programs will allow a given algorithm to be advantageously expressed by
alternate programs.

More general program and algorithm definitions rely on the concept of the

index set. The index set, denoted I", is a set of vectors in Zn where one computa¬

tion or expression is associated with each vector. In an n-level nested loop, the
index vector is a vector where each element is one of the loop indices. In these
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cases the index set will be the set of vectors containing all combinations of indices

generated by the loop. For example, in the program below,

for (i=0:9)
for 0=0:9)
for (k=0:9)
y[».j] = x[j,i] + 5

The index vector is

I
i
j
k

and the cardinality of the index set is 1000 since 1000 combinations of indices will

be generated as the loop executes.

Given a serial program Pi=>Aser, an Q-equivalent serial program P2 may be
written that explicitly assigns each computation to a point in the index set. This is

done by rewriting the arbitrary program as a nested loop. For example,

Pi : x = x - 1

y = x - 3
y = x + y2

can be written in terms of a one dimensional index set as

P2 : for ¡=0:2
if (i=0) x = x - 1
if (¡=1) y = x - 3
if (i=2) y = x + y2

which may be viewed graphically as shown in figure 2.1.

i = 0 i = l i = 2

Figure 2.1: Graphical View of Simple Algorithm with a 1-D Index Set

Here the index vector is I G Z1, and I = i. The index set is In = {0,1,2}. If the

compiler is assumed to make the data independent decisions in program P2 at
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compile time and the loop is expanded into inline code, both programs will gener¬
ate identical object codes and be Q-equivalent. It is easy to see that any finite
serial program may be written in a form that expressly assigns each expression to

a point in the index set. The original program is converted to another form where

each expression has an explicit index vector. This alternate form may be used to

generate an algorithm where each computation has an explicit index vector.

Since any program may be written as an Q-equivalent program that explicitly

assigns an index vector to each expression, we shall only consider nested loop

programs where the index assignments are explicit. The algorithms generated by
these programs will then also have an explicit index set. Formal index set based

definitions for programs and algorithms are presented below.

Definition 2.1: A program is a four tuple

P=#,P,E,Dp)
where

ip is the set of all program variables in the program

P is the index set where PC Zn

E is a set of expressions, i.e. a mapping of P onto E

Dp is the set of dependencies in the program

Definition 2.2: An algorithm is a six tuple

A=(X,Y,Z,P,C,DA) where

X is the input data set

Y is the output data set

Z is the intermediate data set

P is the index set where P C Zn

C is the set of computations, i.e. a mapping of P onto C

DA is the set of dependencies in the algorithm.
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The concept of dependencies in programs and algorithms will be developed further
in section 2.2.

The first distinction to make in the above definitions concerns the way variables
are defined. In a program, xp denotes the set of all the program variables. That is,
the elements of xp are data structures. If the program variable y appeared in an

expression of a program P, then y e xp . The variable y may be used in many

different expressions and in many computations in the resulting algorithm. In an

algorithm on the other hand, each variable has a unique value. If a computation

computes a result, a new variable is generated in the algorithm. The algorithm
definition is concerned with each separate value, not with the variable names. This

distinction between program variables and algorithm variables was the main rea¬

son for presenting the program definition.

Two important mappings, E and C, appear in the above definitions. In a pro¬

gram P=>A, E(I) is the expression in P that causes the computation C(I) to occur in

A at point le F. The computation function may also be viewed as a function of

both the index vector and the expression that causes C(I) to be executed. In this

context, C is written as a function of two variables, C(I,E(I)). The forms C(I) and

C(I,E(I)) may be used interchangeably depending on context.

A serial nested loop program is a convenient way to represent a program de¬
fined over an index set. If this is the case, the index set of the general model may
be connected into a serial path that corresponds to the serial loop’s execution

ordering. For example, consider program P3 shown below.

P3 : for (i = 0:4)
for 0 = 0:4)
x[i,j] = x[i,j] + 5

This program will have the index set and execution ordering as depicted in figure
2.2. In this figure, the nodes represent index vectors and the arrows show the

serial ordering.
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The execution ordering provides a means for comparing vectors in the index

set. One vector in the index set may be said to be greater than another if it

occurred after the first in the execution ordering. A standard execution ordering
that is natural when considering nested loop programs is the lexicographical order¬
ing defined below.

i

Figure 2.2: The Lexicographical Execution Ordering of Program P3

Definition 2.3: A lexicographical ordering over Z" is the ordering s.t. if xi, X26

Zn, then xi is greater than X2 in a lexicographical sense if for the minimum index

i, such that xi [i] fcX2[i] then xi [i] > X2[i]- One writes, xi> l X2.

Nested loops where all indices increment in positive directions generate index

vectors that are lexicographically ordered. For example, a special case of the lexi¬

cographical ordering was depicted in figure 2.2. Whether the index set is lexi¬

cographically ordered or not, the execution ordering may be used to compare

vectors. If Ii appears in the execution of A before I2, then we write Ii< e I2. In

positively incrementing nested loop programs, the execution ordering and the lexi¬

cographical ordering are the same.

A concept related closely to the index set and the execution ordering is that of
a trace [Len87] of an algorithm. If the index set is is drawn as a grid in Zn, and a
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path is drawn from node to node as the serial algorithm executes (as in figure 2.2),
the entire path from the first node to the last is the trace of the algorithm. The
trace then is an ordered set of index vectors that are ordered by the serial execu¬
tion ordering of the program. The trace ties the serial program description together
with the general program and algorithm models. The trace of the algorithm will be

used in the design of parallel algorithms in chapters 3, 4, and 5.

2.2 Program and Algorithm Dependence Structures

The dependence structure, DA, of an algorithm determines the amount of paral¬

lelism that can be used during execution. If an algorithm has no dependencies, it
can be executed completely in parallel in a single time step. On the other hand, if

each computation requires input from the output of the previous computation in

the execution ordering, then no parallelism at all may be used. In a program,

dependencies arise for each program variable, y. If y is referenced in the expres¬

sion E(Ii) and again in Efc) where Ii< e I2, and if Ii and I2 are the closest such

vectors, then E^h) depends on E(Ii) and a program dependence exists from Ii to

I2 in Dp. In an algorithm, if the variable v is generated by computation C(Ii),
written C(Ii)->v, and if v is used for computation Cfc), written v->C(l2), then an

algorithm dependence exists from Ii to I2 in DA. The dependence structure of the

algorithm is a subset of its generating program’s dependence structure. Because of

this, the algorithm’s dependence graph may be deduced from the program.

The dependence structure determines what orderings are admissible. It is used

to determine which algorithm transformations will yield valid parallel realizations.

Also, the dependence structure will dictate the possible array processor topologies
that can be used to implement the algorithm since the dependencies in the algo¬
rithm will transform to data paths in the processor array. The following definition
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will give a method to determine the dependence structure for programs and algo¬
rithms.

Definition 2.4: The Program Dependence Function. D. is a mapping from the in¬

dex set and the set of all program variables in the program P to the set of depend¬
encies, Dp. Individually, D maps a program variable y that appears in an expres¬

sion E(I) to a dependence vector(s) d= D(y,I) where d eZ". The program de¬

pendence vectors are grouped into two types as follows:

1) Input Dependencies — if ye ^ , and E(I) is the first expression in
the execution ordering that references y, then d = D(y,I) = 0.

2) Self Dependencies — if ye^ , and y appears in both E(Ii) and

E(I2) for some h,h E F,where Ii< e h, and if Ii and I2 are the closest

such index vectors in the execution ordering, then d = D(v, Ii) = I2 - Ii.
Definition 2.5: The Algorithm Dependence Function. D. is a mapping from the

index set and the set of all variables in the algorithm A to the set of dependencies,
DA. Individually, the function maps a variable v from a computational node C(I)
to a dependence vector(s) d= D(v,I) where d e Zn. The algorithm dependence
vectors are grouped into three types as follows:

1) Input Dependencies — if v G X, and v->C(I), then d = D(v,I) = 0.

2) Absolute Self Dependencies — if v g Y U Z and C(Ii)->v and

v -V> C(l2) for any I2G P, then d = D(v,Ii) = 0.

3) Internal Dependencies — if v G Z and C(Ii)->v and v -> C(I2)
for some I1J2G F, then d = D(v, Ii) = I2 - Ii.

Other useful functions are the variable functions.

Definition 2.6: The Program Variable Function, xJj. is a mapping from the index

set of a program, P to the set of all program variables xp . Individually, xp (I) is
the set of variables referenced in expression E(I).
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Definition 2.7: The Algorithm Variable Function. // . is a mapping from the index

set of an algorithm, A, to the set of all variables p = XUYUZ. Individually, iu (I)
is the set of input and generated variables in computation C(I).

Some of the above definitions may be used to generate dependence graphs for

programs and algorithms. For the program, apply xp :In-> xp and then D:(xp ,In)->
Dp. For the algorithm, apply ¡x :F->// and then D:(« ,In)-> DA. Because of the

way dependence vectors were defined, they will originate and terminate at points in

the index set. The index set is the set of nodes and the program and algorithm

dependence vectors may be viewed as arcs in the program and algorithm graphs

respectively. In the algorithm graph, each node represents a computation, C(I). In
the program graph, each node represents an expression, E(I). If a graph G is

defined in its usual manor as G = (N,Ar) where N is a set of nodes and Ar is a set

of arcs, then the dependence graph of P may be written Dg = (F,DP) and the

dependence graph of A may be written Dg = (F,DA).
So we see the program and algorithm definitions may be written in shorthand

as the set of all program or algorithm variables, the set of expressions or computa¬

tions, and the dependence graph of the program or algorithm; i.e. P = (ip ,E,Dg)
and A = (¿i ,C,Dg). These definitions imply knowledge of the variables distribution

throughout the index set via the mappings xp and p . The program may be viewed
as a graph where variables xp (I) appear in expression E(I) and move an offset of

D(^ (I),I) to appear in the next expression. The program graph consists of a set of

expression nodes that have directed dependence arcs for each program variable in

the expression that are drawn from one node that references a given program

variable to the next in the execution ordering that references that same program

variable. The algorithm may be viewed as a graph where computation C(I) oper¬

ates on variables ^ (I) at point I in the graph. When the results are computed, the

each generated variable vg e n (I) will move to node I + D(vg,I). If D(vg,I) has m
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outcomes, then v will be broadcast to nodes {I + di, I + 62, ..., I + dm). Figure 2.3
illustrates the concept for a simple algorithm without broadcasts.

Figure 2.3: Simple Two Statement Algorithm Graph with Dependence and
Variable Usage Information Displayed

The main difference between the program and algorithm models is the way

variables and dependencies are defined. The program variables are standard vari¬

ables that can take on many values while the algorithm variables can only take on

a single value. Also, program dependence arcs are drawn between nodes that refer¬

ence the same program variables while algorithm dependencies are only drawn
between nodes that generate and use a given algorithm variable. Because of this,

the set of algorithm dependencies will be a subset of the set of program depend¬
ences and may be easily derived from the program.

In an algorithm, the dependence arc may be viewed as a path from the node

that generated that variable v to the node that used it. It may also be viewed as a

precedence relation. This view leads to the concept of the free ordering of the

algorithm. In this ordering all the elements of the input data set are viewed as

input nodes to the algorithm and all the output data elements are viewed as output

nodes. The input nodes have arcs going to all nodes in the index set that use the

input data. The generated variables are passed to other computational nodes over

dependence arcs or to output nodes. The algorithm is started by letting all the
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inputs travel along all their arcs simultaneously. As soon as a given computation

C(I) has all of its inputs present on its input arcs, it performs the computation and

passes its generated variables to other nodes along their respective dependence
arcs. In this way, the algorithm is allowed to execute to completion. The resulting
parallel ordering is called the free ordering.

The free ordering of an algorithm dictates the minimum time hardware struc¬

ture to execute the algorithm. A processor is provided for each node and a data

path is provided for each input, output and dependence arc. This solution requires
too much hardware and also requires data broadcasts to be made which is undesir¬

able when considering locally connected VLSI implementations. Also, a given

processor would only execute a single computation during the entire algorithm,

making the PE utilization efficiency very low. For these reasons the free ordered

array algorithm is rarely directly implemented. Rather the algorithm’s dependence

graph is localized and mapped to a more practical locally connected structure that

attains a higher PE utilization efficiency.
If an algorithm is to execute on a processor array with a topology as shown in

figure la, it is required that max( |[djl„ )=1 for all d €= DA. This is required so

the transformation discussed in section 2.3 will map the dependence arcs to local

communication paths in the array processor. The net effect is that a constraint is

put on the length of admissible dependence and I/O arcs. Figure 2.4 shows two I/O

equivalent algorithms. The graph of figure 2.4a reflects the free ordering of the

algorithm. Figure 2.4b shows the algorithm with additional dependencies imposed
to enforce local communications.

Several researchers [Lei81][[Mol82][Kun88] have considered methods to local¬

ize dependence graphs. One method [Mol82] involves converting the algorithm to

an I/O equivalent algorithm where in the new algorithm identity operations are

inserted at the computational nodes. By inserting identity operations, the computer
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dose not have to perform any extra computations but new variables will be gener¬

ated in the algorithm’s mathematical representation. In the original algorithm, if

v->C(Ii) and v->C(l2) for some selected Ii and I2, then in the new algorithm

v->C(Ii) and C(Ii)->v’ where v=v’ then v’->C(l2) so that a dependence d = I2 - Ii

is generated. This method imposes dependencies that are not in the original algo¬
rithm and thus imposes more restrictions on the possible execution orderings for
the algorithm and may therefore slow down its parallel execution. For example,
the free ordering of figure 2.4a requires four time steps while that of figure 2.4b

requires seven. Care must be taken when imposing dependencies.

Figure 2.4: Nonlocalized and Localized Algorithm Dependence Graphs.
(a) Nonlocalized Algorithm (b) Localized Algorithm

The algorithm may be localized by converting it to an alternate algorithm by

setting DA = Dp, where Dp is the dependence structure of a program that generates
the algorithm. This is equivalent to Moldavan’s method of localizing an algorithm

graph as described above. For example, the algorithm generated by program P4
below

P4: for (i=0:2)
for 0=0:2)
for (k=0:2)

Zij = Zij + Xik * Ykj
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would only have dependence arcs pointing in the k-direction. Since a and b are

input variables, each node would have two non-local input arcs drawn from the

input set. The program dependence structure, on the other hand has dependence
arcs pointing in all three axial directions and is localized as depicted in figure 2.5.
The matrix multiply algorithm is localized by imposing the dependence structure of

the matrix multiply program on the matrix multiply algorithm.

Some matrix definitions will be useful in describing the dependencies and the

imposed dependencies of the serial program.

Definition 2.7: A Variable Surface. Ir. for a variable y£ ip , in a program P is
the set

Iy = {I | I G P, y->E(I) or E(I)-> Y }

Definition 2.8: The Self Dependence Matrix. Dr. for a variable y in a program P
is a matrix whose columns are the unique values of the self dependence
vectors of y.

Definition 2.9: The Dependence Matrix. D for an algorithm A generated by a

program P is a matrix whose columns are the unique values of all vectors in Dp.
Note that in figure 2.5 the dependence surfaces as defined above appear as straight
lines. Also in figure 2.5, the self dependence vectors are the vectors tracing out

the straight lines of the dependence surfaces. The self dependence matrices are

just the dependence vectors in this case, and the dependence matrix of the algo¬
rithm is the identity matrix as shown below.

0 “l 0 100"
dx = 1

0
dy = 0

0
dz = 0

1
D = 010

001
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Figure 2.5: Localized Matrix Multiply Dependence Structure

Note that the order of the columns of D are not important so can be arranged in
the most convenient manor. In some programs the self dependence matrices will

have more than one vector in them. These arise in programs with a non-uniform

dependence structure, or in programs with dependence surfaces that are planar or

higher dimensional. Nonuniform dependencies arise in many NLA algorithms
such as the Cholesky decomposition. Higher dimensional dependence surfaces
arise in algorithms with higher complexity such as the two dimensional convolution

algorithm.

2.3 Program and Algorithm Equivalences

Algorithms and programs are modeled to provide a mathematical framework

by which a known serial algorithm may be transformed into an equivalent algo-
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rithm that is well suited for fast execution on a parallel architecture. First the

program that generates the algorithm is transformed to an alternate equivalent
form where each expression has an associated unique index vector. Once the pro¬

gram is in this form the index set based algorithm mathematical model may be

produced. A parallel implementation of the algorithm is produced by transforming
the original algorithm model to an alternate one with explicit parallelism. A clear

concept of algorithm equivalence is needed in order to find ways to transform from

one algorithm to another. The definition below comes from [For84].
Definition 2.10: Given two algorithms Ai = (Xi,Yi,Zi,Ci,In,Di") and A2 =

(X2,Y2,Z2,C2,Jn,D2), Ai and A2 are Ti-equivalent and we write Ai * A2, if and

only if

1) Ai is input output equivalent to A2

2) 3 transformations T and T* s.t. T:In->Jn and

T*:proj(Dft->proj(D£)
3) T is a bijection

4) T* is a surjection

5) Ci(I) = C2(TI) = C2(J)

6) d2 = T*di and J = TI

From the definition above, ^-equivalence between Ai and A2 implies that Ai

and A2 are IOE and that there is an invertable map from In to Jn where the compu¬

tation Ci (I) is mapped to computation 02(11), and Ci(I) and C2(TI) are the same

computation. It can be shown [For84] that for the above definition to hold, it is

required that T*(d)=T(I)-T(I-d). For the special case of linear transformations, the

above reduces to T* = T, so that the dependencies and the index set are trans¬

formed through the same transformation. Linear transformations will receive most

attention in the dissertation. Nonlinear transformations will be discussed when ad¬

dressing the partitioning problem in chapter 4.
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The ti-equivalence transformation can be viewed as simply a reindexing of a
given algorithm. Suppose an algorithm’s graph was drawn as those of figures 2.4
and 2.5 If the index and dependence vectors were transformed through a linear

transformation, T, then the algorithm graph would be transformed so that the

nodes and arcs had different labels, but the structure of the graph would remain

the same. That is, the same arcs connect the same nodes so that the free orderings
of the two algorithms are identical. The two algorithms are isomorphic since the

transformation linking the two algorithms is a bijection. The transformed index set

is now viewed in a parallel algorithm coordinate system. Some of the axis in the

transformed index set are viewed as temporal axis and the others as processor

coordinate axis. This interpretation imposes an ordering on the transformed algo¬
rithm. The only problem is to make sure that the parallel execution ordering pre¬

serves the precedence relations of the algorithm’s free ordering.
The transformation T is a map from the original algorithm’s index coordinate

system to a coordinate system consisting of time and processor dimensions. There¬

fore, T may be viewed in terms of time and processor sub-transformations. The

time transform n E ZqXn maps an index vector I £ P to a temporal vector t=jr I.
The space transform, S£= ZmXn, where m=n-q, maps I to a processor coordinate

vector P=SI. The time transform schedules a computation C(I) to occur at temporal
vector t in the parallel algorithm, and the space transform tells at which processor,

P, in the array the computation C(I) will occur. The temporal vectors are ordered

lexicographically.

The transformation T is formed by augmenting the time transform with the

space transform. Given ^ G ZqXn, SGZmXn and the requirement q+m=n, if S is

augmented to n, an n xn matrix results. Both n and S are required to have full

rank and the rows of n are required to be linearly independent of the rows of S, so
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that the resulting augmented matrix will be invertable. These restrictions cause, the

resulting transformation,

to be a bijection as required in the definition of ti-equivalence. The precedence
relations of the original algorithm will be preserved if ?rd >l 0 for every d£ DA.
This will cause computations that depend on results from a previous computation
to be executed at a later time in the parallel algorithm. With these conditions

holding, T will map A to a fi-equivalent algorithm. The transformation both sched¬

ules and allocates resources for the computation C(I) in the array as

J = TI t
P

and there exists a T_1 such that I = T-1 J.



CHAPTER THREE
ARRAYS FOR UNIFORM RECURRENT ALGORITHMS

Uniform recurrent algorithms (URAs) are an important class of algorithms that

are especially well suited for mapping to systolic arrays. URAs have the property
that the same set of dependence vectors emanate from each node in the index set.

The idea of a URA is depicted in figure 3.1a where in contrast, figure 3.1b shows

an algorithm that is not a URA. The uniformity of the dependence structure will be

reflected in the array domain by regular communication networks and simple con¬

trol strategies. Some examples of URAs are matrix-matrix multiplies, convolu¬

tions, correlations, DFTs and partial differential equations solvers. URAs are nor¬

mally computationally intensive and often require real time execution, making
them prime candidates for array implementation.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.1 : Uniform and Nonuniform Dependence Graphs.
(a) URA (b) Not a URA

The class of URAs is the simplest to analyze in terms of the program and

algorithm models presented in the last chapter. Most programs that generate URAs

- 33 -
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may be written as a n-level nested loops with a single expression in the inner loop.
Several tools and methodologies for algorithmically specified array design and

analysis will be developed for URAs. These tools and methods will be extended to

broader classes of algorithms in chapter 5.
In the first part of this chapter URAs and programs that generate URAs will be

studied. In section 3.1 necessary and sufficient conditions will be given for a class

of programs to generate URAs. Also a subclass of programs will be studied that

will generate URAs via affine and/or linear indexing transformations. In section

3.2 streamlined matrix based program and algorithm representations will be devel¬

oped for URAs that contain the same information as the general definitions. Using
the matrix based representations, simple closed form expressions may be derived
for the variable and dependence functions, and a recursive procedure may be used
to generate the index set [Dow88d][Dow89]. These constructs will be useful for

computer aided URA specified systolic array design [Dow88a].
In sections 3.3 and 3.4 the transformation domains of URAs will be analyzed.

In section 3.3 matrix methods will be introduced to determine the data velocities

and distributions in the processor array. Also, a position function will be derived

that tells a datum’s position at a given time (temporal vector) in the array algo¬
rithm. Other temporal vector based functions will be derived that reveal data colli¬

sion information and PE memory contents. In section 3.4 a set of equations will be
derived who’s solution will provide a transformation that will yield an array algo¬
rithm with desired data flow properties. Examples will be given to illustrate the

concepts.

3.1 Uniform Recurrence Programs and Algorithms
The central focus of this section is the URA and it’s generating program. The

URA is formally defined below.
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Definition 3.1: A Uniform Recurrent Algorithm fURAl is an algorithm

A=(X,Y,Z,P,DA) where each dependence vector dEDA is valid at each point I EF.
A convenient form of a program to generate a URA is a Single Expression

Nested Loop Program (SENLP). The SENLP is defined below.

Definition 3.2 : A Single Expression Nested Loop Program (SENLP) is a program

P=(V> ,P,DP,E) with the following conditions

1) The index set is lexicographically ordered and is generated by an

n-level nested loop.

2) E(I) = E for every IE P

3) If y E ip then y E Rm and m:£n. The variables are indexed in the

expression using indexing transformations Fy:I->viy, viyEZm. This
causes y [viy] to be an individual element of y . In the expression the

variable y is referenced as y [Fy(I)].
The most important point of the above definition is the way the variables are refer¬

enced. A single expression is used that contains transformations that map from a

point in the index set to the variable indices of a particular program variable that is

referenced in the expression at that index point. These transformations allow a

single expression to cause a unique computation to occur at each point in the index

set of the algorithm generated by the program.

The indexing transformations provide a mathematical way to find program de¬

pendencies. Suppose P is a SENLP with y E tp , y G Rm and viy G Zm is the

indexing vector for y . Then a program dependence exists from Ii to h if y [viy] is
referenced in expressions Ii and h, Ii<lI2, and h is the closest such vector in a

lexicographical sense. If this is the case, then D(y,Ii)=dy= I2-I1 and both Ii and I2

must satisfy Fy(I)=viy. So if Ii is a solution to Fy(I)=viy and D(y ,Ii) = I2-I1 then I2
must also satisfy the equation Fy(I)=viy. If the solution set to Fy(T)=viy is known,
the dependence structure may be found by ordering the solution vectors lexi-
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cographically and differencing adjacent vectors in the list. This provides a useful

way to set up the dependence graph for an algorithm generated by a SENLP. If the

program is known to generate a URA a-priori, then the equation Fy(I)=viy needs to

only be analyzed once and the dependencies for all elements of y will be known at

all points of the index set. The following lemma will provide a way to know if a
SENLP will generate a URA a-priori. A theorem, whose proof is based on the

lemma, will tell that if the variable indexing transformations are affine or linear,
the SENLP will always generate a URA.

Lemma 3.1 : Necessary and sufficient conditions for a SENLP, P, to generate a

URA is that each variable indexing transformation, Fy in E of P satisfies

Fy(I) = Fy(I+dy) for every IGP and each dyGDp.
Proof:

(Necessary) Assume P=>A where P is a SENLP and A is a URA. Let y Grp and

let Fy:I->viy be the indexing transformation for y in E. If the variable y [viy] is
referenced at points Ii and h of the index set, then viy=Fy(Ii) and viy=Fy(l2).
Therefore Fy(Ii)=Fy(l2). Furthermore, if Ii< lL then for some h in the solution

set of viy=Fy(I), l2=Ii+dy where dy=D(y,Ii). The above two conditions lead to the

equation

Fy(Ii) = Fy(Ii+dy)
but since P=>A where A is a URA, we know that dy holds at all points in the index
set so that the above equation must hold for each dependence vector of Y at all

points of the index set, i.e.

Fy(I) = Fy(I+dy) for every IGF and each dyGDp.
(Sufficient) Suppose P is a SENLP where for each indexing transformation Fy in E,
the relation Fy(I) = Fy(I+dy) holds for every IGF and each dyGDp. If this is the

case, the same variable Y[viy] is referenced at points I and I + dy for each IGF.

Therefore dy is a valid dependence vector at each point in the index set. Since the
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condition also holds for each dy S Dp, all the dependencies in the program are

valid at each point of the index set. Therefore if the algorithm A is generated from
P and the algorithm dependencies are derived by setting DA = Dp, then A will be a

URA.

Theorem 3.1 : If P is a SENLP where each Fy in E is an affine transformation,
then P=>A where A is a URA.

Proof: Suppose P has only affine indexing transformations. Then if dy is a de¬

pendence vector for the variable y Sip at point Ii S F, the relation

viy = Fy(l!) = Fy(Ii+dy)
must hold. Because Fy is an affine transformation, it may be written as the sum of

a linear transformation and a constant vector i.e.

Fy(l!+dy) = Fy (Ii+dy) + vie

where vic S Zm has the same dimensions as viy. Because Fy is linear, the above

may also be written

Fyfr+dy) = Fy (Ij) + Fy (dy) + vie
but since viy = Fy(Ii) = Fy(li+dy), we can replace the left hand side of the above

equation with Fy(Ii) = Fy (Ij) + vic to obtain

F^CIO + Vie = F£(Il) + Fy (dy) + Vie

so that it is clear that Fy (dy)=0. That is, either dy=0 or dy S N(Fy). Therefore at

any arbitrary point IGF

Fy (I+dy) = Fy (I) + Fy (dy) + VÍC = Fy (I) + VÍC = Fy(I)
SO

Fy(I) = Fy (I+dy) for every IG P and each dyG Dp.
Since the program will satisfy the necessary and sufficient conditions to generate a

URA, we know that P=>A where A is a URA
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The above theorem identifies a class of programs that will be known a-priori to
generate URAs. If a SENLP is written with only affine transformations in E it will

be known to generate a URA. Since a linear transformation is a special case of
affine transformations where vic=0, the above theorem also holds for algorithms
with linear indexing transforms. Programs of this form are common in DSP and

NLA applications.

Another important point brought out in the proof of the above theorem con¬

cerns the program’s dependence structure. If a SENLP is written with only affine

indexing transformations of the form Fy(I) = Fy (I) + vic where Fy (I) is a linear

transformation and vie is a constant vector, then either dy=0 or dy€=N(Fy). This
gives an easy way to find the dependence vectors by inspection of the indexing
transformation as will be discussed in the next section. Also, it shows that the

subsets of the index set that involve computations that use a given program vari¬
able will be (n-m)-dimensional surfaces in the index set. These surfaces of vari¬

ables will transform to paths in the array algorithm that a given variable will travel.

If N(Fy) is one dimensional the variable Y [viy] will follow a straight line through
the index set as was exemplified in figure 2.5.

3.2 Matrix Based URP and URA Representation and Analysis

We next derive matrix representations for SENLPs and URAs. Let P be a

SENLP with only linear indexing transformations. If Fy:I->viy, where viy GZm and
I GEZn then Fy may be viewed as a linear transformation Fy:Zn->Zm. The defini¬

tion below serves to define the transformation matrix of such a transformation.

Definition 3.1: An indexing matrix Fy G ZmXn for a variable Y, is a transforma¬

tion matrix that maps the index vector, IGF to a variable index vector, viy G Zm.

That is, Fy is defined so viy = FyI.
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To see how the indexing matrices are used, consider the matrix multiply pro¬

gram.

Px : for (i = 0 : 2)
for (j= 0 : 2)
for (k= 0 : 2)

Zij = Zij + Xuc * Ykj

which has an index vector,

1 = j
k

This program has ip={ X, Y, Z }. Each variable is indexed by variable index

vectors viz = [i j]T, vix = [i k]T and viy = [k j]T respectively. The index transfor¬

mations are given for each variable as,

vi Z “
1 0 0
0 1 0

i
j
k

1 0 0
0 0 1

fk] _ f0 0 1
uJ=L°10

i
j
k

so that the indexing matrices are given by

0 0 1
0 1 0]

As is clear from the above example, the indexing matrices may be easily found

by inspection. In practice, a programs indexing scheme will never be much more

complicated than the one above. A translator could be written that would take an

expression written in a standard computer language and convert its indexing
clauses to indexing matrices. Assuming the variables in the original program were

indexed by linear combinations of the loop indices. Once the indexing matrices are

found, it is a simple task to determine the dependence vectors. Simply find the

minimum length lexicographically positive vector satisfying the equation Fydy=0
for each transform Fy. In general n-Rank(Fy) such vectors must be found that are

linearly independent. This can be done numerically or by using list searching tech-
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ñiques on the index set. Also, it can be done by inspection for most programs. For

example it can be determined by inspection of the indexing matrices that

0 0 1
dz = 0

1
dx = 1

0
dy = 0

0

since these vectors are in the null spaces of their respective indexing matrices.
Another example of how the indexing matrices are used is the linear convolu¬

tion program

P2 for (i = 0 : N-l)
for (j = 0 : N-l)
Zi = Z¡ + Xj * Yi-j

where it follows that

F2 = [l o] Fx = [o l] F, = [l -l],

and the dependence vectors are

In this example the dependence vector dy is not in a standard unit basis direction.

The indexing matrices may be inserted in the expression directly to give a

standard expression format. The expression format is,

y. [FViU - f(n Pviil.ftffMI r.py])
This expression is denoted E and is used at all points in the program’s index set.

The loop limits may be represented by two matrices that determine the bounda¬

ries of the index set. The matrices allow the loops to range from a constant to

another constant, or from a constant plus a linear combination of the previous loop
indices to another constant to another linear combination of the previous loop
indices. For example, consider the problem of multiplying two upper triangular
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square matrices. Since the product is known to be upper triangular also, only the
upper triangle of the product needs to be computed. That is, one would write

P3 : for (i = 0 : 2 )
for O' = 0 : i )
for (k= i : j )

Zij = Zu + Xik * Ykj

Here the second limit of second coordinate of the index vector is dependent on
first index coordinate, and the limits third coordinate are dependent on the first

and second coordinates. Figure 3.2 shows the geometry of the index set generated

by the ’’for” statements of program P3. Note the difference between this figure and

figure 2.5 that was for the multiplication of square matrices. The affine transfor¬

mations defined below serve to represent the loop limits and index set boundaries.

Definition 3.3: The boundary matrices i>i and ZnXn+1 are affine transforma¬

tions of the index vector that linearly map an augmented index vector

to a point in the index set In. The leading nxn submatrices of Oi and ^2 are

strictly lower triangular.

The boundary matrices completely characterize the boundaries of the index set.

For example, consider again the upper triangular matrix multiply loop where the

loop limits of

for (i = 0 : 2 )
for (j = 0 : i )
for (k= i : j )

Zij = Zij + Xik * Ykj

may be written

for( I = <&i I : <S>2l )

with
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Using this scheme, either of the square or upper triangular matrix-matrix multiply
loops or the convolution loop can be represented as

for(I =Oj : <Dj )

Z[FzI] = Z[FzI] + X[FxI] * Y[Fyi\

by changing the dimension and/or the entries in the matrices d>i, Fx, Fy, and

Fz. This provides the foundation for the definition of a subclass of SENLPs.

Figure 3.2: Upper Triangular Matrix-Matrix Multiply Dependence Graph

Definition 3.4: A linear recurrence program ÍLRP") involving s variables is a pro¬

gram that may be specified by an (s + 3)-tuple consisting of s+2 matrices and an

expression as shown below.
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P — > *1*2» Fyl» 1^2* •••« Fys, E)

Here the boundary and the s indexing matrices are defined as above and E is the

standard expression. The nested loop program may be written in matrix form as

for( 1 = ^1 : <i>J )

Yi[Fyll] = f(yi[Fyll],yz[Fy2I],ys[FysI])
For LRPs, the above tuple contains the same information as the general pro¬

gram definition. The sets of variables and dependencies in the program are speci¬
fied by the indexing matrices, the index set is specified by <i>i and d>2, and the set

of expressions is specified by E. All the information of the LRP is compactly

represented by s+2 relatively small matrices and a single expression. The LRP is

used to generate a Uniform Linear Recurrence Algorithm (ULRA). The above

tuple can also be used to represent a ULRA if it is recognized that C(I,E) occurs at
each point of the index set.

The above results may be extended to programs that use affine indexing trans¬

formations. Let Fy (I) = Fy I + vie where Fy is an affine indexing transformation Fy
is an indexing matrix and vic is a constant variable index vector with the same

dimensions as viy. Then the affine transformation of I£ P may be viewed as a

linear transformation Fy:T->viy where Fy may be written as an indexing matrix

Fy =[Fjr | vic]
with Fy S ZmXn+1 , Fy S ZmXn, vie e zm and I=[I | 1]T. Using the affine index¬

ing matrix, another subclass of SENLPs is defined below.

Definition 3.4: An Affine Recurrence Program fARPl involving s variables is a

program that may be specified by an (s + 3)-tuple consisting of s+2 affine transfor-'

mation matrices and an expression as shown below.

P = 0^1 , <I>2 , Fyl, 1^2» •••> Fys, E)
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Here the boundary and the s affine indexing matrices are defined as above and E

is the standard expression. The nested loop program may be written in matrix

form as

for(I = <M : )

Yi PyJ] = ffa [Fyii].^[Fy2i], ys[FyST])
For ARPs, the above tuple contains the same information as the general pro¬

gram definition. Everything is the same as the linear case in terms of the informa¬

tion that is contained in the above definition except the way the dependence infor¬

mation is contained in the indexing matrices. Now the dependence structure must

be determined by examining the linear submatrix of the indexing matrix. The
ARP is used to generate a Uniform Affine Recurrence Algorithm (UARA). The
above tuple can be also used to represent a UARA if it is recognized that C(I,E)
occurs at each point of the index set.

3.3 Transform Domain Analysis

So far it has been shown how to represent LRPs and ARPs and thus their

generated URAs as tuples of s+2 matrices and an expression. The next problem is
to map the algorithm to a systolic array. Again, we shall first derive the results for

the linear case and then extend them to the affine case. As mentioned in section

2.4, an invertable integer transformation matrix T E ZnXn may be applied to the

index vector I E Zn to perform the mapping of computation CQ) to a systolic

computation C(J) where J=TI. C(I) and C(J) are identical computations but where
I tells where in the index set C(I) is performed, J tells where and when in the

systolic array C(J) is performed. The transformation must be selected so that the

dependence vectors project to positive temporal vectors in order for the algorithm’s

precedence relations to be maintained. In this section we will show how to use the

matrix representation along with the transformation to extract data velocity and
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data distribution [Li85] vectors. Also time parameterized functions will be derived

to yield data position, PE register contents, and data collision information.

Recall from section 2.4 that the algorithm transformation may be broken into a

time transform n G ZqXn and a space transform S G ZmXn where m+q=n. The

computation C(I) is performed at time t = nl at processor P=SI. The transform T is

constructed by augmenting the n row vector with the space transform yielding a

non-singular square matrix T G ZnXn. The q-dimensional temporal vector may
be used to admit multiple clocks with separate data velocities associated with each

clocking (time) coordinate. This allows a linear transformation to force data to

make multiple passes through the array. The transformation has the form

A useful set of transformation matrices are constructed by augmenting the time

transform n with each of the indexing matrices Fy. The matrices, called the

time-index matrices, are defined below:

Definition 3.5: The time-index matrix for a variable Y with index matrix

Fy G ZmXn in a LRP whose generated algorithm is scheduled to execute on a

systolic array via the time transform s G ZqXn is the invertable matrix formed by

combining n and Fy to obtain Ty G ZnXn. This matrix is shown below.

(time-index matrix)

The above matrix defines another coordinate system. Vectors in the new sys¬

tem are called time-index vectors and are written viy, where,

viy1 = (time - index vector)
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Because Ty is required to be invertable (posing an additional restriction on the

selection of n) Ty can be viewed as a change of basis transformation (bijection)
from the index set to the time-index set. That is,

TyI = viy 1 and I = Ty_1viy *

Furthermore the basis may be changed from vi^1 to viy2‘ using the cross transfor¬
mation matrix.

Definition 3.6: The cross transformation. Tyly2, maps a vector viy2‘ to another vec¬
tor viy!1. The transformation is composed of Ty] and Ty2 as

T_ T T "Iyly2 ~ lyl iy2

so that

viyl* =Tyly2viy2‘
since

Ty1y2VÍy2t = Tyi (Tyjf1 VÍy 2‘ ) = TylI = VÍyl‘

The ability to change basis from I to viy or from vij,/ to viy2* will be useful in

deriving formulae concerning data position, velocity, distributions, and collisions.

First consider the position function. That is, given a data element y[viy], find its

position P in the processor array at time t. The known information is viy E Zm
and t E Zq. This information is contained in the vector viy . Since P = SI and I =

Ty-1viyt, it follows that P = STy_1viy*, which gives the position of y[viy] at time t.

It will prove to be useful to define the following matrix based on the above result.

Definition 3.7: The parameter matrix. Sy E QmXn, for a variable y in a recurrence

algorithm transformed by a transformation T is given by Sy = STy-1.
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Definition 3.8: The position function. Py, for a variable y,is a transformation

Py:viy->P where P processor coordinates of the datum y[viy] at time t, and is

written

Py(vV) = Syviy* =P

Note that Sy G QmXn and PyG Zm and viy SZ" so that Syviy*GQm in general.

Thus the position function may map a time-index vector to a non-integer point in
the processor space. Since processors are only at the integer points, these cases

must be interpreted. In practice it is often the case that Sy G zmXnC QmXn but
this is not required. In cases where it takes several clock cycle for a datum to move

to the next processor its position will be interpreted as being between processors,

hence the datum has a non-integer position in the processor space. These positions

may be interpreted as delay registers that are inserted between processors. Another

view is to assume the datum resides in PE local memory when it is not at an

integer position in the processor coordinate system. When enough clock cycles
have passed to make the position function evaluate to another integer position, the
datum is passed along the appropriate data path to the next processor. The posi¬
tion function is not evaluated while the algorithm is executing, but tells how to

design or program the hardware.

The position function is used to find the data velocities. There are q velocity
vectors per variable Y, one with respect to each time coordinate. Because of the

uniform dependence structure, the velocity found for one data element y[viy] is the
same for each element of Y. That is, the velocity of one specific datum y[viy], will
actually be y’s wavefront velocity. The data velocity with respect to the ith time

coordinate is the change in processor position, AP of y[viy] when the ith time

coordinate is incremented by one. Therefore, if e¡ denotes the ith standard basis

vector of Zn, the ith velocity vector of Y is
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vy * = Py(viy‘ + e¡) -Py(viy‘) 1 á i < q

or by definition of the position function,

Vy 1 = Sy(viy* + Ci) - SyV¡y‘ = Sy(vÍy‘ + Cj - VÍy‘) = SyCj

This means that the ith (1 <i<q) column of the parameter matrix Sy is the velocity

vector of y for the ith time coordinate of t G Zq.

The data distribution vectors, introduced by Li and Wah [Li85] are defined as

follows:

Definition 3.9: Given a datum y[viy] with viy G Zm and another datum y[viy+e¡]
1 ^ i ^ m, (ej is the ith standard basis vector for Zm)the ith data distribution

vector óy1 G Qm is a vector in the processor coordinate system that for t = con¬

stant, points from the processor containing y[viy] to the processor containing

y[viy + ej].
The distribution vectors may be found in terms of the position function. Let i =

q + j, 1 ^ j ^ m, then the jth distribution vector is

<5yj = Py(viy‘ + e¡) - Py(viy ) 1 < j < m, q < i < n

or by definition of the position function,

<5yj = Sy(VÍy‘ + e¡) - Sy(viy ) = Sy(vÍy‘ + Cj - VÍy ) = SyCj

This states that the jth distribution vector of y is the (q + j)th column of Sy. It is
convenient to define the velocity and distribution matrices vy G QmXq and

óy G QmXm as the submatrices of Sy, namely Sy = [vy | óy ]. The parameter ma¬

trix is used to compute the data position of y[viy] and explicitly lists the data

velocity and distribution vectors of y. The velocities and/or distributions will be

non-integer when data takes more than one cycle to reach the next processor as

mentioned earlier.
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The position function may be written in a familiar form using the above parti¬

tioning of the parameter matrix. Since vy G QmXq, t EZq, <5y £ QmXm and viyE
Zm the equation P = Sy viy may be written P = vyt + <5yviy. This is a vector form of

the familiar position function for linear motion at a constant velocity,

P( t) = vt + p0. At t=0, Py(viy) = (5yviy so that <5yviy is the initial position of the

datum at time t=0. The initial position is a function of viy, i.e. each separate

datum y [viy] has its own initial position in the array processor coordinate system.

Pi

Figure 3.3: Data Distributions for Agorithm With <5y = I2

The above view of the position function gives insight into how data moves in

the systolic array. In the common case of one-dimensional time, it shows that data

moves in a straight line by discrete steps of vy each time the clock is incremented.

A more interesting case is when q > 1 which arises when there are q dependence
vectors for each variable y . For example, suppose in some array algorithm that a

given variable y had the following parameter matrix
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Sy = [l 0 1 0~|
[O 1 0 lj

where n=4, q=2 and m=2 so that t, viy, P GZ2. The initial configuration of the

algorithm, based on the identity distribution matrix, would be that of figure 3.3.
Now consider how the datum yoo moves through the array as the temporal

vector increments. The time trace of an algorithm is the lexicographically ordered
set of unique of temporal vectors that arise as the algorithm executes. Suppose in
this example that the time trace is given by

Then the position function for yoo would become

Py([tlt200]T)

so that the path traced out by yoo will be the same as the time trace.

Pi

Figure 3.4: Position Trace of yoo Through The Processor Array
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In the time trace that when ti is incremented, t2 is set back to zero. This causes

jumps in the position of the datum as time increments. This is the mechanism

where by a linear transformation allows data to make multiple paths through the

array. The datum Yoo’s position trace is displayed in figure 3.4 and is based on the

above position function and time trace. In the figure, absolute one-dimensional

time is used by lexicographically ordering the temporal vectors. This is the ap¬

proach taken in actual hardware.

Another set of functions that can be derived to help design and analyze systolic

algorithms are the processor memory functions. The memory function was intro¬

duced in the context of the space-time-data equations for a systolic algorithm

[Kuo84]. The memory function states what indices viy of Y are contained in proc¬

essor P at time t. There is a separate memory function for each variable Y in the

algorithm. The given information is the time t, and the processor coordinates, P.

This information is contained in the time-processor vector,

Recall that I = T_1J so that since viy = FyI, it follows that viy = FyT_1J, which leads

to the following definitions.

Definition 3.10: The memory matrix. My G QmXn, is given by

My = FyT-1
and is a linear transformation mapping from time-processor vectors to the variable

index vector viy for the variable Y.

Definition 3.11: The memory function, for a variable Y, is a mapping My:J->viy
and is written

viy = MjJ
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The memory function specifies what data element y[viy] is contained in a proc¬

essor P at time t. If MyJ contains rational non-integer entries, then no data ele¬

ment is contained in an ALU register of processor p at time t.

The last function to be derived is the data collision function. The data collision

function determines with which data element from another data set a given datum

collides at time t. The collision function is a mapping Cyiy2: viy2t -*■ viyl. Given
viy2, it follows I = Ty2-1viy2 and viyl = FylI so that viyJ = FylTy2“1viy2,) which leads
to the following definitions.

Definition 3.12: The collision matrix. CyJy2 £ QmXn, is a transformation matrix

mapping Cyly2: viy2 _► viyi where Cyiy2 = FyiTy2-1.
Definition 3.13: The collision function of a variable Yz with another variable Y\ is a

function whose input is a variable-index vector viy2 and a time vector t, (viy2) and
whose output is a variable-index vector viyi. The vector viyl is the variable-index

vector of the element of Yi with which Yz[v¡yz] collides at time t. We write

viyi = Cyiy2v¡y2*
So far all the work has been done for ULRAs. Now the results will be ex¬

tended to the affine case. Recall that UARPs had indexing transformations of the

form

FyI = FyI +vic
This indexing policy will affect the data’s initial placement but not the velocity nor

the distribution. Therefore, the time-index matrix is defined for the linear portion

as
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and the parameter matrix for the linear portion is given by Sy =STy_1 so that the

velocity and the distribution vectors are stored in Sy just as they were in Sy. The
linear parameter matrix will find the position if the proper variable indices are

presented. If vic is subtracted as a correction term before the transform Sy the

proper results will be attained. To see this, let vi? 6 Zn be a vector created by

augmenting a q-dimensional zero vector with the constant offset vector of the

affine indexing transformation. Then vi? will be compatible with the time-index

vector and may be used to make the correction in the variable index vector portion
of the time-index vector before applying the linear portion of the time-index ma¬

trix so that I = Ty_1(viy-vi?). Thus the new position function is obtained by apply¬

ing P=SI where I is given by the above the same as the previous one, so that the

position function may be written Py(viy) = Sy(viy-vi?).
The memory function is also simple to derive when affine indexing transforma¬

tions are present. In the linear case My = FyT"1 and viy =FyT"1J = Fyl. Now just

set My = FyT-1 and the memory function becomes viy = My J + vic.

The final function to be extended is the collision function. In the linear case

viyi = Fyi *Iy2_^viy2l • The key was that I = Ty2“1viy2t . From the discussion of the

position function, we know that I = Ty2 1 (viy2‘ -vi°2) where vi°2 is the zero aug¬

mented constant indexing offset vector for y 2. Then the second transformation is

applied as viyi = Fyil + viC2. Thus the full function is computed by

viyi=FylTy2_1(viy2 —VÍ°2) + vicl.

3.4 Algorithmically Specified Array Synthesis

The synthesis problem may be stated: given a serial algorithm in matrix form,

find a transformation T G ZnXn that will transform the serial algorithm to a
/

tr-equivalent systolic algorithm where data flow matches the interconnection con-
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straints of the target array. The synthesis method uses the same equations as the

previous analysis techniques, but in a different configuration. A system of equa¬
tions is derived that has as its solution the transformation T. Once the transform is

found, it may be tested to see if it preserves the algorithm’s precedence relation¬

ships by multiplying the dependence vectors by the time transformation and testing
to see if the result is lexicographically positive. Programs with affine indexing
transformations may be designed by the methods discussed in this section by using
the linear portion of the transformation.

In synthesizing a systolic algorithm, one specifies selected data velocities and

distributions in order to get a desired data flow. The other velocities and distribu¬

tions are left as free parameters in order to make the resulting system more solv¬

able. The data velocity and distribution information is contained in the parameter

matrices, which are related to the time-indexing matrix through the space trans¬

form as Sy = STy-1. Multiplying on the right by Ty yields SyTy = S, or

which may be written = S.
The above is a synthesis equation. It relates data velocity, distribution and

indexing for the variable y to the time and space transforms. There is one synthe¬
sis equation for each variable y in the generating program. All of the synthesis

equations must be solved simultaneously for n and S. When the system is solved,
the result is the algorithm transformation T that will map a serial algorithm to a

parallel algorithm with the desired data velocities and distributions. If no solution

exists, the constraints must be loosened until a solution is found.

The synthesis equation for the variable y is very similar to y’s position func¬
tion. Note that if both sides of the synthesis equation vy7t + <5yFy = S are multiplied
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on the right by the index vector and the sides are switched that the position func¬
tion P = vyt + óyviy results. While the position function relates vectors of different
coordinate systems, the synthesis equation relates the transformation matrices. The

synthesis equations are solved to determine the transform that will give the desired
position functions. This amounts to specifying vy and 6Y and solving for n and S. If
all the vy and dY matrices are specified, usually no solution will exist. Rather, only
the essential parameters are specified and the rest fall as they will to give a valid
algorithm.

There are several reasons why one would want to generate a systolic algorithm
with specified data flow parameters. The main reason is that if only particular data
paths are available, then one would like to design an algorithm that uses the exist¬

ing paths. Sometimes it is desirable to constrain the distribution in order to have

data properly fit an array or to obtain algorithms with higher PE utilization effi¬

ciency due to closely spaced data. Other times algorithms must be designed to run

on an array with fixed size and dimensions. In such cases the algorithm must be

partitioned to execute on the limited hardware resources as is described in the next

chapter.

The synthesis equations may be applied using available information to simplify
their solution. For example the matrix multiply algorithm was shown to have an

identity dependence matrix in section 2.4. Also, time is one dimensional so that n

e Zlx3 Because D = I3, nD = n, so to satisfy the precedence relations of the

algorithm each entry of n must be positive. To obtain a minimal time algorithm
the entries are set to the minimum positive integer so that it = [1 1 1]. This type of
reasoning simplifies the solution of the synthesis equation for many algorithms. In
light of this, consider the following example.
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Example 3.1: Use the synthesis equations to map the algorithm generated by the
matrix multiply program below to a two-dimensional systolic array with a four
nearest neighbor connection topology. Assume that no data are to stay in place.
Program: for (i = 0 : 2)

for (j= 0 : 2)
for (k= 0 : 2)
Zij = Zu + Xik * Ykj

Solution : Note that n=3,m=2 and q=l and that the indexing matrices were give in
section 3.2. Since q=l, there is only one time dimension and data will make a

single pass through the array. From the discussion above it is already known that
the minimum time algorithm will be generated by n = [ 1 1 1] and some S yet to
be found. Since only four nearest neighbor connections are available and all data
must move, specify the velocities as

so that if the processor axis are set up as in figures 3.3 and 3.4 these velocities will
cause Z to move from left to right, X to move from top to bottom, and Y to move

from bottom to top. These velocities will cause data to travel along the existing
data paths of the array. The distributions are not critical so will be left as free

parameters and determined later by computing the parameter matrices. The syn¬

thesis equations, vy7r + <5yFy = S will be written for X,Y and Z in matrix form with

jt s [ 1 1 1] and the multiplications r already performed.

Z:

Y:
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If the multiplications óyFy are performed, the above equations reduce to

Y:

The Z equation requires Si3= 0 and S23=l. The X equation forces Si2=-1 and

S22=0. The Y equation forces Sn=l and S2i=0. Thus the S matrix is completely
determined and is given by

s - T1 -1 °1b " |_0 0 1J

and the parameter matrices can now be determined using Sy=STy1 to be

The first column of each of the above matrices is the velocity vector for the respec¬
tive variable as specified at the beginning of the problem. The distribution vectors

are given in the second and third columns of the above matrices. Figure 3.5 shows
the initial configuration of the data as the algorithm is about to execute. The veloc¬

ity and distribution vectors are also shown in the figure. Note that if the data

moves as specified, the correct results will be computed. Also note how the distri¬

bution vectors point from the point in the processor space where a given variable is
located to the point in the processor space where another datum resides that has

one of its variable indices incremented with respect to the other’s. The distribution

vectors tell how the data is distributed in the processor space.
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Figure 3.5: The Systolic Algorithm of Example 3.1 with Velocity and Distribu¬
tion Vectors Displayed
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Example 3.2: Design a systolic algorithm to filter a 32 X32 pixel image with a 3 x3

window on a 3 x3 systolic array with a four nearest neighbor connection topology.
The filter coefficients must sit still, one per processor. Assume that random ac¬

cess memory buffers exist at the array periphery that are controlled by an address

generator with read-write control.

Solution: Let x, y, w represent the input output and window images respectively,

where x E R31x31, y E R33x33, w E R3X3. Figure 3.6 shows how the filtering

operation may be written as four loops in matrix form. To make w remain still

and be distributed one per processor, let

Next we will assume x’s and y’s move in the same direction but at different speeds

as in H.T. Kung’s W9 one-dimensional convolution algorithm [Ku82]. To achieve

this, set

vy - [J and vx = l/2p ®]
Note that these velocities are specified so that it will take two clock cycles in either

temporal dimension in order for the a given X-variable to reach another processor.

Due to the way time increments, this will cause some data not to engage any

processors while time progresses in the least significant temporal dimension. The

data who’s position due to the most significant time coordinate is an integer will

engage a processor every other cycle.

If the X and Y data distributions will be left as free parameters, the synthesis

equations become,
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°1 Í #11 #12 #13 #ul . p5Yn óYi2i r 1
U5Y21 Lo0 lj L#21 #22 #23 #24_|

1/2 °1 j ^11 #12 #13 #141 . [¿Yn <5yi2] r 1+ bY2i aY2J L 00 1/2] j_#21 #22 #23 #2£|

0 0] 1 #11 #12 #13 #14 | * [: s] [¡0 0 J (_#21 #22 #23 #24_J
The W equation yields S directly,

W S-T0010!w- b “
[0 0 0 I!

so that the X and Y equations may be rewritten

c7l\\ 7t\2 #13 #14
_#21 #22 #23 #24

1 . p5Yn 0Yi2 0 Ol p
U L^Y21 <5Y22 0 Oj [_(

X: l/2pL?#11 #12 #13 #14
#21 #22 #23 #24

n . r<5xn ¿xi2 -¿xn —^ xi2*iJ + Ü5X21 ÓX22 -<5X21

From the Y equation it is clear that

[^13 #i4i ri o]^23 #24j (0 lj
From the X equation we see that

1/2 - -<5x

and that

1/2 -óx [! a
so

0 Ol
0 oj

0 1
0 0

rsn ^i2 S13 S14]|_S21 S22 S23 S24J

rsn S12 S13 S14I
|_S2i S22 S23 S24J

rs.i S12 S13 S14]
[S21 s22 S23 S24J

3
0 1 0]
0 0 lj
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Finally

[nn W12I = fl O]n22 n22j L° ll
so that the required transformation is

10 10
0 10 1
0 0 10
0 0 0 1

Figure 3.6 shows a snap shot of the algorithm executing.
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l_o 1 0 a Fz = [OOIO]0 0 0 1J

Figure 3.6: 2-D Convolution Algorithm Designed in Example 3.2



CHAPTER FOUR
MAPPING TO FIXED ARCHITECTURES

An algorithm must often be mapped to a fixed architecture. The algorithms will

usually operate on large data sets which cause the algorithm to have a large index
set. The large index set is then mapped to a processor set through the space trans¬
form S:F->Pm. Since S is a linear transformation with integer entries, the dimen¬

sions of the processor set will be at least as big as the smallest m dimensions of

the index set. Sometimes certain dimensions of the index set are small, as in the

two-dimensional convolution example of the last chapter. Usually this is not the
case so further methods must be developed to map large algorithms into small

arrays. Another related problem is mapping an arbitrarily dimensioned algorithm
to a k-dimensional array. For example, one may wish to compute a matrix multi¬

ply on a one-dimensional array, or a one-dimensional convolution on a two-

dimensional array.

This chapter will explore and develop methods to map an algorithm a fixed
architecture. This will be done by reviewing some known methods and introducing
some nonlinear number theoretic index set permutation transformations into the

existing framework. The new transformations will be used to transform sets of

integer vectors into sets of integer vectors of different dimensions. This added

capability will allow more types of algorithms to be mapped and will add more

degrees of freedom to the mappings themselves. Also, the nonlinear transforma-
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tions may be integrated into the existing framework to allow the synthesis of algo¬
rithmically specified arrays with size and dimension constraints.

The non-linear transformations are based on number theoretic set transforma¬

tions. If a given dimension of an index set ranges from 0 to n-1, then this dimen¬

sion may be viewed as the integer ring Zn. The elements of the ring may be
mapped to isomorphic rings of different dimensions. The maps are simple to im¬

plement using known mappings. One map is based on the integer division theorem,
and the other is based on the Chinese remainder theorem. Both maps depend on

the factors of n. For example, if n=a*b*c, then there exists a bijection map

<P :Zn->Za X Zb ^ Zc .

In section 4.1 partitioning fundamentals will be covered. The concept of a vir¬
tual processor will be introduced. Some partitioning methods in the literature will

be discussed, and an in-place partitioning method will be presented. In section 4.2

integer based program pretransformations will be applied to the index set to create

a new algorithm that may be mapped to a fixed structure. In section 4.3, integer
transformations are applied to the time-processor space to partition and alter the

dimensions of an array algorithm directly. The architectural ramifications of the

mapping are discussed to show what properties are required of the basic Process¬

ing Element (PE) to support the partitioning scheme. In section 4.4, the integer

maps will be used with the synthesis equations to synthesize arrays of different

dimensions than the variable index vectors.

4.1 Partitioning Fundamentals

Array processor hardware is very complex due to the relatively large number of

processors and the large number of connections between them. If the array has
dimensions mXm, then m2 processors will be required and the number of connec¬

tions will be on the order of 2m2 or 4m2. Another concern is that m inputs and m
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outputs will need to be serviced at the array boundaries each cycle. This means the

memory must be m times as fast as the PEs. These reasons have kept the size of

systolic arrays to small sizes when compared to the data sets that they must proc¬
ess. So in order for systolic arrays to solve real-world applications, the algo¬
rithms must be partitioned to fit the physical hardware structures.

The properties of the array and PE architectures must be taken into account

when mapping algorithms to the fixed architecture. Some architectures consist of

very simple PEs that can perform some basic arithmetic operations, while others

have more complex PEs. If the system has the simple PEs, then the partitioning
must be handled at the array boundaries. The controller must store intermediate

results in the off-array memory and send the data through the array several times
in order to compete the algorithm. The central issue is to determine the proper

sequences of data to send through the array for multiple passes. If the PE has

some local memory and possibly a pointer based addressing unit, then the parti¬
tioning may be handled by the array itself. Here the main partitioning problem is
to tell the processors how to sequence data in local memory.

Most partitioning schemes employ some variation of the concept of a virtual

processor or virtual node. The idea is that the set of processors that is determined

by the mapping is actually a set of virtual processors. These virtual processors
must then be emulated by the physical array. That is, each physical PE must act as

a set of virtual PEs. This means that some additional scheduling and resource

allocation must be done to get the physical PEs to act as sets of virtual processing
nodes. Also, memory and addressing/sequencing hardware must be built into the

PEs. The addition of this hardware greatly complicates the array algorithm design
and implementation problem. Parallel languages such as OCCAM [Pou86] and W2

[Ann87] can make this task easier, but still the hardware must be programmed

directly.
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Some partitioning methods based on algorithm transformation techniques are

available in the literature. The method of [For84] and [M0I86] involves slicing the
index set into bands and mapping these bands modulo L to a fixed LxL array.

The index set is sliced by separating the mXn space transformation matrix, S, into
m 1 xn sub-transforms. Bands are formed by finding surfaces in the index set that

satisfy S¡ I=constant and then reduced modulo L to fit on an LxL array. The com¬

putations within each band are scheduled by the time transform, n.
The method of [Hor87] is based on synthesizing algorithms with very low PE-

utilization efficiency and then eliminating the unused processors each cycle. The
net result is a relatively high efficiency array algorithm that uses only a few proces¬

sors. A time transform with larger than normal entries is used which gives rise to

low data velocities. If a datum’s velocity is less than one, it will not be involved in

a computation for many cycles. Also, processors will be idle many cycles. The
space transform generates a full size processor array but the time transform is

selected so that the execution time of the algorithm is longer than the minimum

execution time. This causes many processors to be idle most of the time. Thus if

the available array has dimensions LxM, then the array algorithm is synthesized
with dimensions Li xMi where groups of (Li/L) x(Mi/M) processors will have

only one active PE at any given time. This group of (Li/L) x(Mi/M) virtual
processors may be handled by a single physical processor since only one processor

in the group will be active each clock cycle. The algorithm takes longer to execute,

but this is expected since fewer processors are available to execute the task.

Another way to efficiently partition algorithms is based on computing the out¬

put variables in place. This method is used for ULRPs that compute operations of
the form Z=X*Y. The first step is to synthesize an algorithm with vz=0 and <5z=Im.
This will cause the z-variables to sit in place and to be distributed one per proces¬

sor so that the size of the synthesized array is the same size as the z-data set. If
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the synthesized array has dimensions Li xMi, and the physical array has dimen¬
sions LxM, the array is partitioned into LxM sub arrays as shown in figure 4.1
below. If L and M do not divide Li and Mi respectively, then the boundary sub
arrays will have some unused processors, but the method may still be used.

The algorithm is executed by sequentially executing the algorithm on each sub¬

array to compute the LxM sub-blocks of the output data set. Care is taken to

remove unused cycles in the time trace of the algorithm. This is done by starting
each subarray’s time trace when the data wave first encounters the subarray and

halting once the data wave passes over.
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Figure 4.1: In-Place Partitioning Method

Each sub-array algorithm may be set up and controlled with the help of the

memory functions and velocity vectors for the X and Y data sets. The X and Y

memory functions are applied to the boundary processors of each sub array to

obtain the sub-array input data variable index sequences. The velocity vectors are

used to tell which boundary processors will receive the input data. An example
will illustrate.

Example 4.1: Synthesize an array to execute the 4x4 matrix multiply algorithm
described by the program below. Next partition the algorithm to execute on a 2x2
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physical array structure. Compare the execution times of the unpartitioned and

partitioned algorithms with a uniprocessor algorithm.

Program: for (i = 0 : 3)
for (j= 0 : 3)
for (k= 0 : 3)
Zij = Zij + Xik * Ykj

Solution: To make the algorithm execute in place, set <5z=Im and v2= 0 so that the z

synthesis equation, vyjr + <5yFy = S becomes Ojr + ImFy = S or, Fz = S. If n is se¬

lected as jt =[111] in order to satisfy the program dependencies and provide a

minimum time algorithm, then the parameter matrices may be computed to be

and the memory matrices are given by

**.-[:!:] .s.:] *-[: -;]
note in this example that Sy = My for each { X,Y,Z }.

The resulting array algorithm is shown in figure 4.2 with partitioning lines
drawn. Figure 4.3 shows four separate algorithms that are executed in sequence.

The outputs must be flushed from the array after each sub-array algorithm exe¬

cutes. The flushing operation could be pipelined to avoid wasted cycles at the cost

of a more complex controller.

The partitioning of figure 4.2 was performed graphically and was conceptually
simple. If the partitioning is to be performed automatically, a more structured

approach is needed. Because vx= [0 1]T we know the x data will be input to the

right boundary processors. Similarly, because vy = [1 0]T the Y data will be input
to the bottom boundary processors. Thus the boundary processor that must receive

input data are known. Next the time trace for the entire algorithm is formed by
transforming 7r:F->ttrace- hi this example, the sorted time trace is given by
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ttrace - { 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 }
The trace is used with the virtual processor coordinates of the boundary processors

of the subarrays to obtain the input data index sequences. Each element of the

time trace is augmented with the subarray boundary virtual processor coordinates
and loaded into a matrix as column vectors as shown below for the (0,0) proces¬
sor.

PÍoo
0123456789
0000000000
0000000000

Figure 4.2: In Place Algorithm with Partitioning Lines
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This is a matrix of time-processor vectors whose columns are ordered in time. If

the matrix is multiplied by a memory matrix , then the columns of the product

matrix will be variable index vectors. These vectors will be the ordered sequence

of indices that will be input to the given boundary processor. For example if the

above matrix is multiplied by Mx, the sequence

x13x12x„x10

X03X02X01X00

Yoz
Yh
y22
Y32

Y03
Y13
y23
Y33

(b)

Y02
Yu
Y22
y32

Y03
Y,3
Y23
Y33

(d)

Yoo
Y,o
Y20
Y30

Y01
Y„
Y2i
Y31

(a)

X33X32X3lX30

X23X22X2iX2o

Yoo
Yjo
Y2o
Y3o

Y01
Yji
Y2I
Y31

(c)

Figure 4.3: The Partitioned Algorithm As Four Sub-Arrays a) The Array to
Compute the (0,0) Subblock b) The Array to Compute the (0,i) Subblock c)
The Array to Compute the (1,0) Subblock b) The Array to Compute the (1,1)

Subblock
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•x f"o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ol
V1°° =[0 123456789j

is obtained. If it is multiplied by My, the resulting sequence is

■Y
_ [O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9lV1°° “|_0 000000000J

If the sequence is multiplied by M*, an all zero matrix results since Zoo is always
present at processor Poo.

The column vectors of the vioo and vioo matrices are the input variable index

sequences to Poo in figures 4.1 and 4.2. Note that the column vectors begin to
contain out of range values after 4 cycles. This signals that the data wave has

passed over the processor and no valid computations are occurring. These cycles
would not be executed in the partitioned algorithm. In other cases there would be a

number of columns that contained out of range values at the beginning and possi¬
bly more at the end. This corresponds to a sub-array in the middle of the array
where the data wave takes several cycles to reach the boundary processor. The

computer detects the subsequence where the input indices are in range and sched¬
ules the algorithm accordingly.

The last task in the example is to compare execution times. The serial algo¬
rithm has complexity 0(n3) so the 4x4 algorithm takes 64 cycles to execute. The

full sized array algorithm can be seen to have complexity 0(3n-2) so that it would

require ten cycles to execute. If it is assumed that the flushing is not pipelined,
then the partitioned algorithm has a complexity of 0(n3/2) and takes 32 cycles.

4.2 Integer Based Index Set Pretransformations

An algorithm transformation that preserves ti -equivalence must be a bijection,
but it does not have to be integer or affine. As mentioned earlier, S:P->Pm where
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the size of Pm is directly related to the size of P. As was shown in example 3.2, if
m dimensions of the index set are of the size of the the array, then S may be
selected to make the algorithm fit the array. Usually the size of the index set is

independent of the size of the physical array so that no fit may be made by care¬

fully selecting a space transform. Rather, a number theoretic integer index set

bijection may be applied to the index set before the transform ,T. The index set

pretransformation will alter the shape of the index set in such a way that m dimen¬
sions of the transformed index set will be of the desired size.

Certain conditions on the index set must be met before a number theoretic

permutation may be applied. First of all, the ith element of the index set must all

range from 0 to b¡-l. If the element of the index ranges from one constant to

another constant, then the program may easily be rewritten to meet the require¬
ment. In other words, the leading nxn sub-matrix of the boundary matrices must

be zero to apply the method. If IS P and i and j are components of I that range
from 0 to b¡ and bj respectively, the algorithm can be made to map to an ai x a2

array if ai |bi and a2 |bj. An integer bijection, <pi is applied to the original pro¬
grams index set to pretransform program so that it will generate an algorithm that

may be directly mapped to a fixed size systolic array through a linear transforma¬
tion. Thus the index set of the original program is mapped to another index set

that is subsequently mapped to the systolic array time-processor set Jn. The map¬

ping may be viewed as 0i:P->I’n, and T:Tn->Jn so that T0i:P->P. Thus the trans¬

formation T0i maps the program to the systolic array of fixed size.

Let a given dimension of the index set be generated by the loop
for ( i = 0 : b-1 )

The dimension then consists of the integers { 0,l,2,...,b-l } which is the integer
ring Zb. For the case where b = aia2a3 and an ai xa2 array is available, the

pretransformation, <p will be a map <j> :Zb->Zai xZa2 xZa3. The map is known to
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exist by the division algorithm of number theory [Ros84], although it will not pre¬
serve the ring operations in general. Let i GZb and (i1.i2.i3) S ZaJ xza2 xza3
where 0 :e—> (i1.i2.i3). Then the forward map is given by, (ii.b.b) = (i div a2a3,

(i mod a2) div a3, i mod as). The inverse map, 0_1:(b,b,b)->i is given by linear

equation i = a2a3ii+a3b+b. The above is easily verified and follows directly from
the referenced theorem. The above relations show how to compute the mappings
0 and 0-1. Another easily verifiable fact is that the ordering of Zb is transformed

to an equivalent lexicographical ordering in ZaJ xZa2 xZa3. Thus the ordering of
computations is known for a program where some of the dimensions of the index

set are transformed through the above transformation.

The above mapping may be carried out quite naturally in a SENLP. The SENUP
will consist of nested “for” statements and a single expression. If one of the for

loops had the form

for ( i = 0 : b-1 )

and b = aia2a3, then the above statement may be written in the transformed form

as

for ( ii = 0 : ai-1 )
for ( i2 = 0 : a2-l )
for ( b = 0 : a3-l )

This loop generates an index set that may be viewed as a set of tuples (i1.i2.i3).
The set of these tuples are all of the elements of the ring Za, XZa2 XZa3. Further¬

more, the tuples are generated in lexicographical order, so the single loop has the
same effect as the triple loop and performs the mapping 0 . The mappings may be

performed either mathematically, or by rewriting the program. The total index set

map, 0i is the composite of applying these transformations to selected dimensions

of the index vector. If 0i is applied to the index set, so that a total of k extra

dimensions are produced, the transformed index set may be viewed as a subset of
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Zn+k. The inverse map may is linear and may be represented as a matrix. The

tuple (ii,¡2,...,in+k) is represented as a vector I’ = [ii,Í2,...,intk]T, and the inverse

map as a matrix 0i'1GZnXn+k so that l=<t>\xY.
Once the index vector has been transformed by <pi, the indexing matrices will

need to be altered to operate on the transformed index vector. Since viy =Fy I, and

the new index matrices are given by Fy ’=Fy (pi1. The transformed indexing

matrices now have dimensions Fy’GEZmXn+k. If the mapping is carried out at the

program level as described above, the indexing matrices in the expression must be

replaced by the transformed indexing matrices Fy’. If the mapping is carried out

automatically, the above expressions may be used to compute the new indexing
scheme without involving the programmer.

Now the mathematical model exists to transform a SENLP to another SENLP

with an altered index set and expression. If the transform is chosen wisely, the

transformed program will generate an algorithm that will readily map to a fixed

sized systolic array. The extra temporal dimensions in the transformed index

vector will cause extra dimensions to arise in the time - processor space, requiring
data to make multiple passes through the array. The following example will illus¬
trate the method.

Example 4.2: Map the 12x12 matrix multiply program below to a 2X2 systolic

array. Rewrite of the program to perform the mapping <pi. Find the indexing

matrices in the transformed program. Evaluate the data velocities and distribu¬

tions of the resulting algorithmically specified systolic array. Determine the com¬

plexity of the algorithm and determine the total execution time. Compare with the

previous method.

Pi: for (i= 0:11)
for (j = 0 : 11)
for (k = 0 : 11)

Zij = Zij + Xix * Ykj
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Solution: Select the first coordinate, i, for transformation. Note that 12 = 2x2x3

so that the above loop may be rewritten,

P2: for ( ii = 0 : 1 )
for ( h = 0 : 1 )
for ( Í3 = 0 : 2 )
for (j = 0 : 11)
for (k = 0 : 11)

so that the transformed index vector is I’ = [ii,Í2,b,j,k]T and F G Zs, jtG Z3x5,
SG Z2X5 ,n = 5, q = 3 and m = 2. The new index vector may be computed from

the original using F = [i div 6, (i div 3) mod 2, i mod 3, j, k]T. Now that the index

vector has been transformed, the indexing matrices must also be transformed. The

transformed indexing matrices are given by Fy’=Fy(p\X. In this example,

[6 3 1 0 Ol0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 lj

so that the transformed indexing matrices become

p, _f6 3 1 0 Ol P, J6 3 1 0 Ol p( JO 0 0 0 ll
rz“[_0 0 0 1 Oj x~[0 0 0 0 lj ry-|_° 0 0 1 °J
Next S is selected as

ofl 0 0 0 0]
a“[_0 1 0 0 oj
Now S:P->{ [0,0]T,[0,1]T,[1,0]T,[1,1]T} so that only four processors are needed to

execute the algorithm. A time transform will be selected to satisfy the program

dependencies and matrix invertability constraints of T and T’y as
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The above transform was selected to generate a regular time trace and meet the

constraint that it’s rows are linearly independent of the rows of S and each F>.
Now the data velocities and distributions may be computed using S’y =ST'y1 to be

s, r-1/5 -3/5 0 1/5 3/5l o 0 1 0 -llz

L 0 1 0 0 -lj Sx"[-l/3 0 -5/3 1/3 5/3J

The worst case execution time is when the clock runs from t=[0,0,0]T to

t=[3,12,12]T with no wasted cycles removed. In this case a total of 4*13*13=676

cycles would be required for execution. The serial algorithm requires
12*12*12=1728. In this case the algorithm has a speed up of 1728/676=2.55. Since

4 processors are available, the PE efficiency is 2.55/4 = 63%.

The above example mapped a 12x12 algorithm to a 2x2 array. The direct

mapping would have created an array algorithm with a single clock, while the

partitioned algorithm used three clocks. Each data wave has one distinct velocity
vector associated with each clock. These extra degrees of freedom in the data

movement allow the data to be channeled through the fixed size array. The array

algorithm would require a controller at the array boundary moving data on and off
the array and into off-array memory. The data velocities are on the order of 1/3 to

1/5 so that a small amount of memory would need to be distributed throughout the
array in order for the algorithm to execute. This mapping technique generated an

array algorithm suitable for execution on a fine grain systolic array.

4.3 Processor Domain Post-transformations

In the last section integer bijections were applied to the index set prior to apply¬
ing the algorithm transformation,T. The general formulation was T(pi :I->J so that

J=T0iI. In this section the integer transformation will be applied directly to the
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time-processor vector, J. Now T:I->J and 0j:J->J’ so that 0jT:I->J\ The transfor¬

mation <ps dose not affect the time portion of the time index vector, but only the
processor portion. Thus the map may be viewed as a q-dimensional identity trans¬
formation augmented with an integer transformation that maps the m processor

dimensions into m’ processor dimensions. The processor transformation portion of
the transformation may be applied directly to a processor coordinate vector to find

the new processor coordinates. This map has the form 0p:P->P’ so that P’=0pP.
One purpose 0j may be used for is to map m dimensional arrays to m+k di¬

mensional arrays. For example, it can be used to map a one dimensional array to
a two dimensional array if a two dimensional array is available to execute an

algorithm that operates on one-dimensional data such as a one-dimensional con¬

volution. If a three or higher dimensional architecture were available, the transfor¬

mation <pj would readily map a lower dimensional algorithm to that structure. Of

course, due to current technological constraints, systolic arrays of more than two

dimensions are rarely built. If such structures do become available in the future,
then these methods could be applied to map algorithms into them.

Another use of the <pj is to partition an algorithm to execute in an architecture

with distributed memory and addressing units. The large virtual array is mapped
to a higher dimensional virtual array. The transform is selected so that two dimen¬

sions of the transformed virtual array are the same size as the physical array. Next
each physical processor is assigned the set of virtual processors that are orthogonal
to the physical processor’s coordinates. The mapping will give a way to arrange

data in the distributed memories as well as provide an addressing scheme to trans¬

fer data between local memories and the PE’s arithmetic units.

The position functions tell precisely how each data wave propagates through the
virtual arrays. The position functions of the transformed virtual array are given by
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Py(viy) = 0pPy(viy) = 0pVyt + (ppdyVly

Thus the initial positions are given by Py ’=0póyviy and the velocities in the trans¬

formed array are given by Vy=0pVy. If the integer division algorithm is used to

compute the map, then movement along an axial direction will transform into a

lexicographical movement in the primed dimensions. If the chínese remainder

theorem method is used, movement will be along diagonals in the transformed

virtual processor space with edge wrapping. The first flow is simpler to control so

that is the map that would most often be selected.

A simple use of the processor domain mapping is to get a one-dimensional

algorithm to execute on a two-dimensional array. Example 4.3 will illustrate how

the mapping forces data to flow on a higher dimensional array when the dimen¬

sions are available. The other use of the processor map 0p is illustrated in Example
4.4. In this example an algorithm will be partitioned by restructuring the index set

so that virtual processor dimensions are created. The subsets of virtual processors

with the same physical processor coordinates will be mapped to the physical proc¬
essor. Data movement in virtual dimensions will be carried via addressing in the

physical processor’s local memory.

Example 4.3: Map the convolution algorithm described in the program below to a

4x3 array using the relation J’= 0jTI to map the algorithm. Select 0j by applying

the integer division algorithm and the Chinese remainder theorem methods. Ana¬

lyze data flow for each method.

P: for (i = 0 : 11)
for (j= 0 : 22 )
Zi = Zi +Xj * Y i-j

Solution: Here the indexing matrices are given by

F,= D <0 F*.[o l] Fy = Q -0
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To get the minimum time algorithm and satisfy the dependencies (dz=[0 1]T,
dx=[l 0]T, dy=[l l]1) we select n = [1 1]. To make the Z-variables compute in
place and be distributed one per processor, set vz=0 and <5Z=1. This makes the

Z-synthesis equation specify that S=FZ=[1 0]. Now that the transform is known the

data velocities and distributions may be computed to be

Sz=[0 l] S, = 0 - l] Sy = Q/2 1/2]
The matrices above show that the algorithm mapped to a one dimensional array.
The array and x0’s path through the array are depicted in figure 4.4. The PEs are

numbered and zj is computed in processor j. The Y-variables are not shown but

move in the same direction as the x variables but at half the speed.

Figure 4.4: 1-D Systolic Convolution Array with xo Position Trace Shown

Two maps may be applied to the above array to map it to a 3x4 array. The
first map, based on the integer division algorithm, is given by P’ = 0pP = (Pj’jy
) = ( P div 4, P mod 4 ). The new processor vector is thus P’= [Pi\P2’]t. If this
mapping is used, the systolic array of figure 4.4 is transformed to the systolic array
of figure 4.5. The CRT map is P’ = <¡>iP = (Pi’JY ) = ( P mod 3, P mod 4 ). The
new processor vector is then given by P’= [Pi\P2’]t- The map exists because 3

and 4 are relatively prime. The array and the xo position trace are shown in figure
4.6. The data flow is now along the diagonal directions. This map requires more

I/O overhead by the array I/O controller and requires eight-neighborhood connec¬

tions instead of four neighborhood connections.
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Figure 4.5: 1-D Convolution on 2-D Array with xo Position Trace Shown Using
Division Algorithm Mapping

Figure 4.6: 1-D Convolution on a 2-D Array with xo Position Trace Shown Us¬
ing CRT Based Mapping.
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Example 4.4: Map a 16x16 matrix multiply to a 4x4 array where each PE has
local memory and a memory addressing unit.
Solution: First map the algorithm to a 16x16 array with the outputs computed in
place. This is the same mapping used in example 4.1, so the indexing matrices are

the same, n =[1 1 1] , S = Fz ,and the parameter matrices are given by

select the processor transformation as

I PlP' = 0pP = P2 div 4
P2 mod 4

so that the data position functions become

“o” r ° i t
P'z = 0 + 0P<5zviz P'x = t div 4 + 0p<5xvix P'y = 0

0 jjtmod4J 0

Figure 4.7: Dimensions of Transformed Virtual Array and Non-zero Data Ve¬
locities of Example 4.4
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The virtual array space may be viewed as shown in figure 4.7. If the virtual array
is to be mapped to a 4 x 4 physical array, then sixteen virtual processors must be

mapped to each physical processor. The assignment may be made by assigning
physical PE(P’2P'3) the set of virtual processor nodes {[0 P'2 P'3]T, [1 P'2,P'3]T,
...,[15 P'2,P'3]t }. This assignment causes the Z’s to sit still, but an entire column

is assigned to each processor. Since the Y’s move in a direction that is orthogonal
to the physical array, they do not move from processor to processor in the physical
array but reside on a single physical PE as the Z’s do. Thus an entire column of

the y-matrix is assigned to reside in memory on each PE. The columns of x and y

that reside on PE(P’2P'3) is column # = 4P*2 + P'3. Each PE will be required to

compute one column of sixteen output variables.

XOIJXOU ' ' ' X02X01X00-)Hh^KhHhKhHhí>W-
yoo
yio
yzo

yoi
yn
yii

yoz
yi2
y22

yuo
yi50 yin •

yi52

Figure 4.8: Unpartitioned Array’s Initial 0th Row Data Alignment

So far the resources have been allocated to execute the algorithm, but still the

scheduling needs to be done. This amounts to specifying how the X-data will be

sequenced through the array and how the local Y- and Z-memories will be ad¬

dressed. To schedule the virtual array, note that the first computation in the algo¬
rithm is scheduled to execute in PE P = [0 0]T at time t = 0. The X’s will move in a

manor similar to that depicted in figure 4.5. The 0th row of the virtual array is
shown in figure 4.8. The <pp map will transform the bottom row of processors of
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figure 4.8 to the 4x4 grid of processors shown in figure 4.9. Instead of waiting for
their X-data to pass from the bottom row of the array to the next rows in its data

position trace, the X-stream of data will be injected to all rows of the processor

simultaneously. The memory pointers will be initialized as shown in figure 4.9,
and one output will be computed in each processor each sixteen cycles. The Y-

memory pointer will be incremented each clock cycle and wrapped modulo sixteen.
The Z-memory pointer will be used to address output data and will be incre¬

mented every sixteen cycles. At the end of the array execution, each cell will

contain a one column of the output matrix.
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Figure 4.9: Physical Array with y-Memory and Initial y- and z-Memory Pointer
Values Displayed
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Now consider the complexity of the algorithm. The serial algorithm takes 1536

cycles, while the unpartitioned array algorithm takes 46 cycles. The partitioned

algorithm takes 260 cycles. Both the partitioned and the unpartitioned algorithms

then need to have the results flushed from the array. The unpartitioned array has

dimensions 16x16 so that 256 processors are used. The serial algorithm takes

1536 cycles on one processor, which runs at 100% efficiency. The unpartitioned

algorithm completes 1536 operations on 256 processors so each PE must complete

1536/256=16 computations in 46 cycles so that the PEs are operating at 16/46 =

34.8% efficiency. The partitioned array has dimensions 4x4 so that sixteen proc¬

essors are used. Each processor must complete 1536/16=256 operations in 260

cycles so that the PEs are operating at 256/260=98.5% efficiency. So we see that

algorithm took longer to execute on the partitioned array, but the PEs were put to

much better use.

4.4 Array Synthesis Using Index Transformations

In this section integer bijections will be applied to variable indexing vectors.

This will relax the previous requirement that each P, viyl,viy2, ' ' * , vi^E Zm .

For example this will allow algorithms with three dimensional variable index vec¬

tors to be mapped directly to two dimensional arrays. Also, if some of the variable
index vectors are of different dimensions, an array may now be synthesized using

the new transformation.

Let <py.\\y ->vi y where a sub component of <py maps the elements of ZM x Zb2
to the elements of ZMb2 using the inverse division algorithm linear map. That is,

the map <¡>y maps from many dimensions to fewer while the previous maps, (pi, <pj
and <pp mapped from few dimensions to many. For example, to map the two

dimensional variable index vector of x e=RnXn to a one-dimensional variable in¬

dex vector, the map would be 0yvix=[n l]vix. Since the transform is linear, it may
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be postmultiplied by the variable indexing matrix to make a new variable indexing

matrix given by Fy=0yFy. The new time-index matrix is the given by

By setting Sy= S(Ty)_1, it can be seen that Sy= [ vy | <5'y] where ó'y is the distribu¬
tion matrix for Y using the transformed variable indices. The position function is

readily given in terms of time and the original variable indices as

Py = S'yViy = Vyt + <5'y0yVÍy

If I is factored from the above equation, the synthesis equation becomes

S = S'yT'y = \yJt + <5'y0yFy

This form of the synthesis equations allows an extra degree of freedom to the

array designer. Now a transformation <pY is placed before the variable index ma¬

trix to change its dimensions. Two examples will illustrate how the method may be

applied. The first example uses the transformation to map a matrix multiply di¬

rectly to a one-dimensional array. The second example will map a matrix-vector

multiply to a one-dimensional array. Without the variable index pretransforma¬

tion, the matrix-vector multiply could not be mapped.

Example 4.5: Map a 4x4 matrix multiply to a one-dimensional systolic array by

directly synthesizing the algorithm using the extended synthesis equations.
Solution : In the matrix multiply the indexing matrices are given by

To make the algorithm map to a one dimensional array, the variable index vectors

must all map to one dimensional variable index vectors through the mapping <py.
Because both components of the variable index vectors for each variable range
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from zero to three, the transformation 0y=[4 1] may be used in all three synthesis
equations. The transformed variable index matrices are then given by

F'z=£4 10] F'x =£4 0 l] F'y=Q) 1 4]
Because I GZ3, the algorithm transformation must have dimensions TGZ3x3. To

map to a one-dimensional array, S 6Z1X3 so that jtE Z2x3. With the trans¬

formed indexing matrices being of dimension 1x3, the transformed time-index

matrices, T'y will all have the proper dimensions TyG Z3X3. Still, n must be
selected so that the original program dependencies map to lexicographically posi¬
tive temporal vectors, and that each of the time-indexing matrices are invertable.
To achieve this and to achieve a minimum time array execution, select

Next the synthesis equation SyTy=S will be written in transposed form as

TyTSyT=ST or [ nr | F^S^ST. This equation is in the form of a standard linear

system and may be readily solved. The three synthesis equations may be written

Si 1 0 3 V» Sll Í1 0 °1R‘ S,S2 X : 1 0 0 V2 = S2 Y: 1 0 1 V2 = S2
s3 0 1 1 <5'x s3J [o 1 3J[/J S3

We shall constrain only the z-variable’s movement and distribution to be vz =1/2,
vz= 1, and <5'z =-l. The z-equation then gives S = [-1 0 1]. Next the x- and

y-equations are solved to yield the full set of parameter matrices to be

S'z =Q/2 1 - l] S'x = [0 4/3 - 1/3] S'y = Q- 1 - 2 l]
The processor’s size is determined by examining the processor set generated by

S:F->Pm. Here P €Pm (m=l) is in the range -3á P^ 3, so that a linear array of
seven processors is needed. The execution time of the algorithm is found by exam-



ining the time trace generated by the mapping jr:F->tq (q=2). Here the compo¬
nents of the temporal vector range as 0 ^ ti ^ 6 and 0 ^ t2 ^ 3 so that a total of

7*4=28 cycles are required to execute the algorithm. There are 64 total computa¬
tions to be performed on seven processors so that at 100% efficiency the algorithm
would take 64/7=9.14 cycles to execute. The PE efficiency of the algorithm is then
9.14/28 = 32.7%. In comparison, the maximum PE efficiency on a two-

dimensional array is 40%, but a total of sixteen processors must be available and

extra communication paths are also needed.

Example 4.6: Map the matrix-vector multiply algorithm generated by the program

below to a one-dimensional array.

Program: for (i = 0 : 3)
for 0 = 0 : 3 )
Zi = Zi + Xij * Yj

Solution: First note that

F2 = D<0 f- = [o l] Fy'C° 0
Also note that dz=[0 1]T, dx=[0 0]T and dy=[l 0]T so that n = [1 1] will satisfy the
dependence requirements of the algorithm. Next note that I GZ2 so that T6Z2x2

and SGZ1X2. If the time-index matrices are constructed, Tz and Ty will be of the

proper dimensions, but Tx will not. Previously this would cause serious problems

synthesizing the array, but now select <pY = 0X = [4 1] so that F'x = 0XFX = [4 1].
Now the array may be synthesized using the original Z- and Y- synthesis equa¬

tions and the extended synthesis equation for the X-variables. The synthesis equa¬

tions may again be written in their transposed form [ 7tr | FyT]SyT = ST where
now Fz=F’2, Fy= F'y and fx = [4 1]. The equations may then be written,
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Set v2=l and <5Z=-1 so that the Z-equation specifies S to be S = [0 1]. This causes

the algorithm to map to a one-dimensional array with four PEs and the data flow

given by the parameter matrices below.

S,= Q-l] S'x=[4/3-l/3] S,=Q) 1]
The above examples show how to directly synthesize algorithmically specified

arrays using the variable index bijection. These new transforms give more degrees
of freedom to the design process. The examples in this chapter were all simple and

designed to illustrate particular techniques. In a real problem a design may use

more than one of the transformations introduced in this chapter. For example,

suppose example 4.6 required the matrix-vector multiplication to be mapped to a

2X2 array. Then the map (pp = [P div 2 P mod 2 ]T could be applied to the proces¬

sor synthesized in the example to generate the required array.



CHAPTER FIVE

NUMERICAL LINEAR ALGEBRAIC ARRAYS

Numerical Linear Algebra (NLA) routines may be characterized in terms of

their loop and indexing structures. They normally consist of simple regular loops
with linear indexing performed on the variables. There are usually multiple expres¬

sions that often occur at different levels of nesting in the loop structure. These

programs normally generate algorithms with non-uniform dependence graphs.
This chapter will focus on a method to design systolic arrays to implement such
algorithms.

The method for designing arrays for NLA routines will be a simple extension of
the previously developed methods. A program transformation will be applied to a

Multi-Level Multiple Expression Program (MLMEP) to convert it to a Multiple
Expression Nested Loop Program (MENLP). In the MENLP all expressions are

found at the deepest level of nesting. A matrix representation is developed for the
MENLP that allows the array synthesis methods of chapters three and four to be

applied. Some NLA programs transform to MENLPs where more than one expres¬

sion appears at a given point in the index set. Such algorithms may also be

mapped if certain assumptions are made about the PEs. Namely they must be able
to execute small subroutines and have a limited amount of local storage.

5.1 Multiple Expression Nested Loop Programs fMENLPsl
The MENLP is a generalization of the SENLP where now different expressions

or lists of expressions may appear at different points in the program’s index set.
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Also, in an MENLP a given variable may be indexed by more than one indexing
matrix in a single expression. As was mentioned in chapter two, any program may
be written as a nested loop program provided conditional statements appear at the

deepest level of nesting. The transformation to the MENLP involves expanding the
index set so that a unique index vector exists for each expression or list of expres¬
sions. Also conditional statements are inserted in the inner loop so that the opera¬

tions will be executed in the proper order. The MENLP is defined below.

Definition 5.1 : A Multiple Expression Nested Loop Program (MENLP) is a pro¬

gram P=(V> ,r\Dp,E) with the following conditions

1) The index set is lexicographically ordered and is generated by an

n-level nested loop.

2) E(I) is an expression or list of expressions that must be evaluated at

the point ICE P.

3) There exists global variables y G rp such that y G Rm and mán.

These variables are indexed using indexing matrices Fi :I—>viy,

viy G Zm. where y [viy] is an individual element of y. Local

variables, y ' £ ip, may appear in E(I) that are dependent only on

other variables referenced in E(I).
In the above definition a distinction was made between global and local vari¬

ables. The global variables are the matrix variables processed by the program

while the local variables are intermediate variables used at the expression node

E(I). This causes the placement of E(I) in the program dependence graph to be
determined solely by the global variable referenced in E(I).

Using the definition above, a matrix representation may be forwarded for an

MENLP. Because all dependencies in the MENLP are determined by the global
variables that are indexed via linear or affine indexing matrices, the global de¬

pendence structure of the program may be easily determined. The indexing matri-
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ces determine the dependence vectors, while the boundary matrices determine the

index set. The expression function determines which indexing matrices are used

and for which variables at a given point IGF. This leads to the matrix-based

representation for an MENLP given below.

P = (<í>i,<í>2 ,Fl,F2,...Fr,E)
The MENLP is then executed using,

for(I =Oj : Oj ) E(I)

Where Oi and $2 are the boundary matrices as defined in chapter three. The

matrices Fi,F2,...,Fr comprise the set of indexing matrices that are used to refer¬

ence the global variables. The expression function evaluates to the expression E(I)
at the index point I. The expression E(I) contains global and local variables, the

variable indexing transformations, and the arithmetic operation description.

Normally a NLA program will be simpler than may be implied by the above
model. The expression function will usually evaluate to from one to five expression
lists for an arbitrarily sized index set. Also, the expression lists will normally con¬

tain only one expression with no local variables. Occasionally however, an expres¬

sion list with several expressions will be needed at selected points in the index set.

Sections 5.3 and 5.4 will illustrate what typical NLA programs look like in MENLP

form.

5.2 NLA Mapping Methodology

NLA algorithmically specified arrays may be designed using a systematic ap¬

proach. First the NLA is converted to a MENLP and then the algorithm is mapped

using a similar approach to the one used to map SENLPs. The first step is to

translate the MLMEP to an MENLP. For example, consider the LU-decomposition
which may be written
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for (k = 1 : n-1 )
for (i = k+1 : n)
aik = aik ! akk
for ( j = k+1 : n)

a¡j = a¡j - aik*ay
The above loop has one expression at the second level of nesting and another at
the third, making it an MLMEP. The MLMEP is translated to an MENLP by writing
an equivalent nested loop program with conditional statements at the deepest level
of nesting. Consider the program below.

for (k = 1 : n-1 )
for (i = k+1 : n)
for (j = k : n)
if 0 = k) aik = aik / aw,
else ay = ay a¡k *akj

The above program is a MENLP and and may be verified to be input output
equivalent to the previous MLMEP. Note that in the MENLP the j-index ranges

from k to n where in the MLMEP j ranges from k+1 to n. This creates index

vectors in the MENLP for the computations that occurred at the second level of

nesting in the MLMEP. In the MLMEP these computations could not be assigned
index vectors because the j-index was not defined at the second level of nesting.
With the above modification to the index set, each computation in the algorithm
generated by the above program will be assigned a unique index vector.

In a serial computer the above MLMEP is more efficient than the MENLP. If

the MENLP were executed on a serial computer the condition (j=k) would need to

be tested once for each computation that occurred, causing a large overhead. This
is of no concern because the MENLP is only an intermediate form to represent an

algorithm and the conditional statements will never be executed at run time.

Rather, the conditional statement is a compiler directive of sorts. It tells the com¬

piler what operation a given processor must compute at a time t in the array.
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The set of all indexing matrices and the way they are used in the MENLP

dictates the structure of the computational dependence graph. The only variable in
the program is a. Yet this variable is indexed in four different ways and thus the

MENLP has four indexing matrices. The indexing matrices Fi,F2,F3 and F4 are

defined for ay ,aik,akj and a^ respectively. With the index vector I = [k i j]T, the
indexing matrices are given by

The fact that the rank of F4 is one creates a problem in computing the velocity and
distribution vectors. The velocity and distribution vectors are determined by com¬

puting the parameter matrices as was done in chapters three and four. A time-in¬

dex matrix is formed by augmenting the time transform with each indexing matrix.
The kth parameter matrix is then given by S j^STk1. This clearly causes a problem
in computing the parameter matrix S4. The time index matrix T4 will be singular
so that the inverse will not exist. This problem may be alleviated by altering the
MENLP further. The condition for the expression referencing akk to be executed is

that k equals j. Thus the program may be rewritten once more as

for (k = 1 : n-1 )
for (i = k+1 : n)
for (j = k : n)
if G = k) aik = aik / akj
else ay = ay — a$k akj

where now only the three nonsingular indexing matrices are used. This technique
will often need to be applied to the indexing matrices that come from expressions
that are moved to a deeper level of nesting in the program transformation.

With the above modification, all velocity and distribution vectors may be com¬

puted, but the meaning of these parameters needs to be interpreted. There is one

variable in the algorithm and there are three sets of velocity and distribution vec-
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tors. The MENLP generates a non-uniform recurrent algorithm so that a given
datum may assume different velocity and distribution parameters as the array algo¬
rithm executes. The three indexing matrices cause three data waves to move in the

array. Data may be in one or several waves at the same time and may switch from

one to another. Suppose a variable is at a processor P at time t (J=[t P]1) in the

array. The velocity of the variable is then determined by the parameter matrix

computed from the indexing matrix used to index the variable at the point I=T_1J.
A datum will change velocity when it crosses a boundary in the time-processor
space that transforms to a boundary in the index set where the variable changes its

indexing matrix. For example consider the variable as3 in the above MENLP.

When k < 3, the variable is referenced as ay. When k ^ 3, the variable is refer¬

enced as aik. The variable’s velocity in the time-processor space is determined by
the appropriate parameter matrix. The distribution vectors give the datum’s distri¬

bution with respect to the other variables that are in the same data wave. Vari¬

ables that are referenced by the same indexing matrix then form a set of variables

with the same velocity and distribution in the array domain. Variables are con¬

stantly changing from one wave to another and/or replicating themselves as the

array algorithm executes.

Synthesis equations may be written for each indexing matrix that appears in the
MENLP. The transformation is then selected to make the groups of variables that
are indexed by a given indexing matrix have specified velocities and distributions.

The dependence vectors are computed in a similar manor to those in an SENLP.

They are found by determining the minimum lexicographically positive integer
basis vectors for each NO5*). The constraint, ná>iS)t is placed on the time trans¬

form for each dependence vector. The synthesis equations may then be solved as

they were in the SENLP case.
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5.3 Pesien of Cholesky Decomposition Arrays

The Cholesky decomposition is a relatively simple NLA algorithm. It has a

form similar to the LU decomposition and is normally written as an MLMEP. The

Cholesky decomposition will be used as a vehicle to show how the design proce¬

dure is applied. The procedure may be used to design NLA algorithmically speci¬
fied arrays or to derive programs for programmable arrays.

The Cholesky decomposition is an algorithm used to factor a positive definite

symmetric matrix, A into a product A=RTR. Here A,R £RnXn and R is upper

triangular. The algorithm may only be applied if A is known to be positive definite

symmetric a-priori. The factorization is used to solve positive definite symmetric

systems of the form Ax=b with x,b E Rn. In certain applications, such as the

solution of the normal equations or covariance based systems, the system matrix
will always be positive definite symmetric so that the factorization may be applied.
The total solution complexity is lower than using the Gaussian elimination ap¬

proach. Also, no pivoting is needed to maintain numerical stability so that the

algorithm lends itself to systolic implementation. The system is solved by first

factoring A=RTR and then applying back subsitution and then forward elimination.

The system Ax=b may be written RTRx=b so that RTy=b may be solved by back¬
ward subsitution for y, and then Rx=y may be solved by forward elimination for x.

The derivation of the Cholesky decomposition algorithm is rather straight for¬
ward. A theorem states [Gol83] [Ste74] [Hag88] that if A is positive definite sym¬

metric that the factorization A=RTR as described above will exist. Once this fact is

known, the algorithm is simple to deduce. If the factorization is written in matrix

form
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From the above matrix equation it is clear that an = rn, or rn = Jañ. With rn

known ri2 may also be computed. Since rnr12 = a12, r12 may be computed as r12 =

a12/rn. Since A is positive definite symmetric it is known that rn will be positive so

that the above divisions and square root may be taken without adverse computa¬
tional effects [Gol83]. From the above matrix equation the general equation for the
on diagonal terms of A is given by

akk = rfk + rik+ • • • +rkk = rjrk

The equation for the off diagonal terms of A is

akj = tiktij + r2kr2j + • • • +rkkrkj = rkrj

Using the first equation the on diagonal elements may be computed by

rkk = akk - ¿ r?k
i = 1

Since all the diagonal entries of R are known to be positive the square root may be
taken so that

/ -
fkk = / akk - 2 r*

The off diagonal entries of R may be found by solving the akj equation above for

rkj which yields
k- 1

rkj = ^akj - X rikryj/rkk
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The algorithm involves applying these equations in the proper order. That is,
the operations must be ordered such that the dependencies of the algorithm are

satisfied. For example rn can not be computed before rn since rn is computed by
the equation r12 = a12/rn. The two most common orderings for the Cholesky de¬
composition are depicted in figure 5.1 below.

Figure 5.1: Orderings for Computing the 4x4 Cholesky Decomposition a) Row
Oriented Ordering b) Column Oriented Ordering

With the above equations and orderings, it is simple to implement the Cholesky
decomposition using a serial programming language. The column oriented algo¬
rithm is coded with R overwiting the upper triangle of A as,

for (j = 1 : n)
for (i = 1 : j-1)
for (k = 1 : i—1)
a¡j = ay - a^ay

a¡j = a¡j /a¡i
for (k = 1 : j-1)
aii = aii ~ aW

a* = ^
This program is a MLMEP and would be difficult to map directly to an array.

Therefore it is first translated to a MENLP. The MENLP form of the above pro¬

gram is given below. The two programs may be verified to be equivalent by execut¬

ing them both on a serial computer with a given input positive definite symmetric
test matrix.
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for O = 1 : n)
for (i = 1 : j)
for (k = 1 : i)
if (i < j) & (k < i) ay = ay - akj*aki
if (i < j) & (k = i) ay = ay /a¡¡
if (i = j) & (k < j) ajj = ajj - akj
if (i = j) & (k = i) ajj = /a¡

The above MENLP was a simple translation of the MLMEP that may be imple¬
mented in software. Note that the index set was expanded to assign a unique index
vector to each computation. The various expressions were put at the deepest level
of the loop using the conditional statements. The next step is to rewrite the pro¬

gram so that no rank deficient indexing matrices are used. In the above MENLP

rank deficient indexing matrices exist for the au and terms. The expression that

references au is only executed if k=i so the au term may be equivalently written aki.

The expressions that reference a^ are only executed if i=j so a^ may be rewritten
as ay . Thus the MENLP may be translated to the input-output equivalent MENLP

given by

for 0 = 1 : n)
for (i — 1 : j)
for (k = 1 : i)
if (i < j) & (k < i) ay = ay - akj*aki
if (i < j) & (k = i) ay = ay /aki
if (i = j) & (k < j) ay = ajj - akj
if (i = j) & (k = i) ay = Taj

This completes the program transformation phase. Once the program in the

desired form, it is a simple and mechanical procedure to design the array. With an

index vector, I = [j i k]T, the terms ay, akj-, and aki give rise to the indexing matri¬
ces

;!] ">-[!! j] ;:]
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The dependence vectors are found from the null spaces of the indexing matrices in
the usual manor. The dependence vectors are the three unit basis vectors for Z3 so

that the dependence matrix is once again the identity matrix I3.
With the indexing matrices and dependence vectors known, the array may be

designed using the synthesis equations. Since D = I3, n = [1 1 1] will be the time

transform that generates the minimum execution time array algorithm. Since the

matrix A is symmetric, only the upper triangle should be considered in an efficient

implementation. A triangular array may be designed by forcing the outputs (ay s)
to stay in place as the algorithm executes. The ay’s data flow parameters are

governed by the first synthesis equation which is Vi# + Ó1F1 = S. If vi is set to zero

and ¿i is set to the identity matrix I2, then the first synthesis equation reduces to

Fi = S so that the algorithm transform is completely known to be

With the transform selected the array algorithm may be readily analyzed. A
matrix based interpretive language such as SIGLAB [AG88] is very convenient for

performing the analysis. Suppose the array is to be designed for the decomposition
of 4 x 4 positive definite symmetric matrices. Then the ordered set of index vectors

that are generated as the loop executes may be put into the columns of a matrix I

using the SIGLAB code segment

n=l
for (j = 1 : 4)
for (i = 1 : j)
for (k = 1 : i)
I[,n] = [j,i,k] ; n = n+1

end
end

end

The matrix IEZ3X19 generated by the loop is
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[1222333333444444444 4l
1=11221223331223334444

|_1 11211212311212-3 123 4J

The time-processor trace is computed by multiplying the above matrix on the left

by the transform,T. Thus the matrix J is computed as J = TT and is found to be

[345656778967889 10 9 10 11 12*1
J =1112212233312233 34 4 4 4

[1 22233333344444 44 4 4 4j
The columns of the above matrix are the time-processor vectors of the algorithm.
The vectors are ordered so there is a one to one relation between the columns of

the I and J matrices. To determine what operation occurs at the point J, the corre¬

sponding index vector I must be tested according to the conditional statements in

the MENLP. Knowledge of what operation must be performed at each processor at

each time tells how to program the PEs. A time trace is generated by multiplying t
=nl and lexicographically sorting the columns of t and removing the redundant
columns. For the Cholesky decomposition, the time trace is found to be

t =[3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12]
The above time trace contains ten time values, so the array algorithm takes ten

cycles to execute. In contrast, the serial algorithm requires one cycle for each of
the twenty index vectors in the index trace. The physical processor requirement is
found by computing the processor trace. The processor trace is generated by lexi¬
cographically sorting and removing the redundant columns of the matrix P=SI. For

the Cholesky decomposition array, the processor trace is found to be

[l 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 4*1|_1 2 3 4 2 3 4 3 4 4j

The processor trace dictates that the array will have the form shown in figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: The Cholesky Decomposition Physical Array Processor

The above analysis tells how to lay out the physical array and schedule compu¬

tations to execute on the processors. The parameter matrices Si,S2, and S3 tell

how the ay, akj and au variables move. As mentioned in section 5.2, the kth pa¬

rameter matrix is computed using S k = STk1. Applying this formula, the parameter

matrices are found to be

Data will be governed by different parameter matrices at different points in the

time-processor space. The parameter matrices show that the array algorithm has
three data waves where some data will be staying in place, some will be moving
up, and some will be moving to the right. The only data in the algorithm is the A

matrix, so various elements of the same matrix will have different data flow pa¬

rameters and appear in different data waves. Also, a given data element may have
more than one position and velocity at the same time. That is, copies of the same

variable may be propagating on different data waves at the same time. For exam¬

ple a given result, ay, remains in place and has a zero data velocity. Later this
result will be needed in different computations in the index set. In these other

computations the data element will be referenced as an akj or aki so will be gov¬

erned by the S2 or S3 parameter matrices. This means that the value may be

propagating up or to the right while at the same time the result is staying in place
at the processor ij.
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t = 3 elk = 0 t = 4 elk = 1

t = 5 elk = 2

- &2A ~ 3i4&i2

t = 7 elk = 4 t = 8 elk = 5

Figure 5.3: The 4x4 Cholesky Decomposition Array Algorithm a) First Six Cy¬
cles of the 4x4 Cholesky Decomposition Algorithm Executing on the Array
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t= 11 elk = 8 t= 12 elk = 9

Figure 5.3 b) Last Four Cycles of the 4x4 Cholesky Decomposition Algorithm
Executing on the Array

The flow of an array algorithm may be depicted via a set of snap shots. The
series of data position “snap shots” are drawn at each point in the array algo¬
rithm’s time trace. If different arithmetic operations occur at different processors
at the same time, then the operations occuring in each PE must also be indicated.

Figures 5.3a and 5.3b show the snap shots of the Cholesky decomposition array. It
is simple to extrapolate how the algorithm would execute on a larger matrix on a

larger array. There is a general activity wavefront that moves from the lower left

hand processor to the upper right hand processor. The complexity of the algorithm
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is approximately 0(2n) using n2/2 processors. The serial complexity of the

Cholesky decomposition is 0(n3/6). Note that only a fraction of the processors are

busy at any given time so that a partitioning of the algorithm could be performed
to raise the processor efficiency. Also note that this is only one array algorithm to

compute the Cholesky decomposition. Other arrays may be designed by selecting
different transformation matrices.

5.4 Design of OR-Decomposition Arrays

The QR-decomposition is written as an MLMEP but is more complex than the

Cholesky decomposition. The design of the QR-decomposition array will demon¬
strate how to write the more complicated MLMEPs as MENLPs that require that
the nodes in the index set to contain expression lists instead of single expressions.
This will require the PEs in the array to execute a subroutine instead of a single
instruction each systolic clock cycle. PEs such as the transputer [Pou86] and the

iwarp [Ku87] would be ideal for use in such an array.

The QR decomposition is a factorization of a matrix A 6RmXn into a product
A = QR. Here Q 6RmXm is orthogonal and R GRmXn is upper-triangular. House¬
holder transformations or Givens rotations are normally used to compute the de¬

composition. Both are orthogonal transformations that will transform a given ma¬

trix to another with zeros placed in desired positions. A sequence of either House¬
holder or Givens transformations are applied to the matrix A to transform it to the

matrix R that has all zeros below the diagonal. Since A = QR and Q is orthogonal,

QtA = R. Thus the sequence of transformations applied to triangularize A may be

multiplied together to form the matrix QT. The QR decomposition is most often

used to compute a stable solution to linear least squares systems. It may also be
used to solve linear systems, invert matrices, or help find the eigenvalues of a

symmetric matrix using the QR algorithm [Ste76][Gol83].
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The first step to design a systolic array to compute the QR decompositions to

select the most parallelizable serial algorithm to compute the decomposition. The
method using Householder transformations requires fewer FLOPs so is the pre¬

ferred method for dense matrices on serial computers. However, the Householder

transformations requires nonlocal communication paths to execute in a parallel
architecture, causing severe problems in a systolic architecture with only local
communications paths. The computational advantage to the Householder method is

lost to communications overhead in the systolic architecture. The Givens rotations

require only local communications and have a favorable dependence structure that

allows many rotations to be pipelined and operate in parallel simultaneously. For
these reasons, the algorithm incorporating Givens rotations will be used to specify
the array. Most arrays designed in the past using ad-hoc methods have been de¬

signed using the Givens based algorithm [Boj84] [Luk86].
The array will be designed for solving linear and linear least squares systems. It

may also be used for numerically stable matrix inversion. It will not compute the
QR decomposition directly but will leave Q in a factored form and compute R

explicitly. Suppose the system Ax=b must be solved. Then if A = QR, the system
*QRx=b may be solved for the same solution. A sequence of Givens rotations

Jk.. J2J1 is applied to A to reduce it to the upper triangular matrix R. The rotations

may be viewed mathematically as a sequence of orthogonal matrix multiplies
Jk...j2jiA=R, but QtA=R so that Jk..J2Ji=QT. Thus the system QRx=b may be
solved by multiplying both sides on the left by QT to obtain the upper triangular
system Rx=QTb. This final system may be solved using back subsitution. The vec¬

tor QTb may be formed by applying the same set of givens rotations to b as were

applied to triangularize A. If the matrix A is to be inverted, then the same rotations

that are applied to A are applied to the identity matrix, and then back subsitution
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is applied to each column of the transformed identity matrix to obtain the columns

of A-1.

The sequence of Givens rotations that must be applied to A to reduce it to

upper triangular form depend on the A matrix itself. The rotations operate on two

rows at a time and normally are applied in such a way that the first nonzero
element in the lower of the two rows will be zeroed. If a row from above is to zero

the first nonzero (kth) element in the lower row, then the first k-1 elements from

the upper row must be zeros themselves. Otherwise the zeros in the lower row

would be set back to nonzero entries [Ste76] [Gol83]. A common serial ordering of
producing zeros via Givens rotations is depicted below in figure 5.4. In the figure
the lines show which two elements are involved in the rotation. Only the two rows

containing these elements are altered by each rotation.
1

XX XX XX
1

L “X X x”
-0 x x d -x x x"

0 x x
^ c

X X x"
tTx x

XXX

XXX

XXX

_X X X

I [ "0 x x

XXX Xo XX
1

Figure 5.4: Triangularization of a Matrix Using Givens Rotations.

The method for selecting the Givens rotations and computing the QR decompo¬
sition the is well known [Ste76][Gol83] and given by the program below.
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for (k=2:m) {
for(i=l:min(k-l,n)) {
if (aki=0) {
c=l;
s=0;

}
else if (|aii|>=|aki|) {

s=l/sqrt(l+t2)
c=s*t

}
else {
t = aji/aiej
c = l/sqrt(l+t2)
s=t*c

}
for (j=i:n)
v=a¡j
w=akj
ay = c*v+s*w
akj = —s*v +c*w

}
}

}

This program may be written as an MENLP. The MENLP will be written in

such a way that nodes in the program’s index set will have associated expression
lists instead of single expressions. The first step to transform the program is to

convert the c and s variables from scalars to matrices. This will cause them to have

indexing matrices and therefore readily computable dependencies, velocities, dis¬
tributions and positions. Also, it will make the c’s and s’s be saved in a matrix

instead of overwritten. Using this approach the matrix Q could be formed or

reused based on its factored form. The variables t,v and w will be left as scalars

and considered local variables as described in the MENLP definition. The MENLP

equivalent to the above MLMEP is presented below.
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for (k= 2 : m)
for(i= 1 : min(k-l,n))
for (j = i-1 : n)
if 0=0 {
if (^ki=0) {Cki=l;sw=0;}
else if (lay |>=|aki|) {t=aki/ay, ski=l/sqrt(l+t2); cki=ski*t; }

else {t = ay/aki; cki = l/sqrt(l+t2); ski=t*ckl; }
}
{v=ay; w=akj;a¡j = cki*v+ski*w; akj = -skl*v +cw*w; }

In the above MENLP expression lists are enclosed in brackets, and expressions
are separated by semicolons within the expression lists. Indentation is used in the

normal manor to indicate program blocks. With the program in this form, it is

relatively straight forward to design arrays to execute the above program. The
main requirement imposed by the above form is that each computational node now

involves several computations. Note that the conditional statements are only exe¬

cuted when new rotation parameters must be computed. In big problems, only a

small percentage of index points will require the data dependent conditional state¬
ments to be executed. Even so, this forces the PEs to have to be able to make

simple logical tests. The PEs will also have to execute several instructions each

systolic clock cycle. This complicates the timing requirements between the PEs

since different length instruction streams must be executed at different nodes in

the array. This type of array might best be implemented using a wavefront array

timing strategy. MIMD systolic arrays with similar requirements and assumptions
are reported in the literature to compute the QR decomposition [Boj84].

The above MENLP uses both global and local variables. The local variables

depend only on the global variables at their local nodes and are used in local serial

subroutines so may be ignored when considering the dependence structure of the

overall algorithm. The global variable’s dependence structure may be determined

using their indexing matrices. The global variables aki,ski,cki,aij, and akj have a
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variable index vectors [k i]T, [i j]T, and [k,j]T. The index vector is I = [k i j]T so

that the indexing matrices are

The dependence vectors may be found as the basis vector for the null space of
the above indexing matrices to be di = [0 0 1]T, & = [1 0 0]T and d3 = [0 1 0]T so

that the dependence matrix for the algorithm is again the identity matrix I3. Thus
the minimum execution time transform for the algorithm is again known to be n =

[1 1 1].
The synthesis equations are used to design the array with desired data flow

parameters. One array may be designed by requiring that the factored Q matrix

remain in place. The s’s and c’s make up the factored Q matrix, so the constraint

will be that the siks and ciks stay in place. This constraint may be satisfied by
setting vi =0 and <5i=l2. Thus the first equation reduces to S = Fi so that the trans¬

formation is given by

Now that the transform is selected the resulting array to implement the 4x3

algorithm of figure 5.4 may be analyzed. The index trace is generated by the

following SIGLAB code segment

n=l
for (k= 2 : 4)
for(i= 1 : min([k-l,3]))
for (j = i : 3)
I[.n]=[k,i,j] ; n=n+l;

end
end

end

which generates the index trace, I GZ3x14, given by
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[2 223333344444 4"]I =11111122111223
[l 2 3 1 2 3 2 3 1 2 3 2 3 3j

The time-processor trace is computed by multiplying the above matrix on the left

by the transform,T. The matrix J is computed as J = TT and is found to be

[4565677867889 10l2223333344444 4
1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 3J

The columns of the above matrix are the time processor vectors for the QR

array algorithm. Again, there is a one to one correspondence between the columns

of the I and J matrices. The subroutine executed at the time-processor point, J, is
determined by the conditions on the corresponding index point, I. The time and

processor traces are found using the same procedure as in the Cholesky decompo¬
sition design. They are:

t =[4 56789 10 ] ( seven time stePs )

p _[2 3 3 4 4 4]r “ |_1 1 2 1 2 3 J
From the processor trace it is seen that the physical array will be that of figure
5.5.

Figure 5.5: The QR Decomposition Physical Array Processor

The data flow parameters of the algorithm are summarized in the parameter

matrices. As in the Cholesky decomposition array, the parameter matrices give the
characteristics of the three data waves in the algorithm. At various times various
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data elements will switch from one wave to another or will replicate themselves on

other waves. The parameter matrices for the variables indexed by the three index¬

ing transformations are given by

r° i o][o 0 ij
The array activity is displayed in figure 5.6 via snap shots.

Note that in the algorithm various computations occur at different points in the

array. The function used to compute the cki and ski parameters is performed by
executing the data dependent conditional statements in the QR decomposition’s
MENLP. Note that data movement is regular and agrees with the parameter matri¬
ces. When the algorithm completes, the matrix R will overwrite the upper triangle
of A, and the factored Q matrix will remain in the array.
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Figure 5.6: The 4x3 QR-Decomposition Array Algorithm



CHAPTER SIX
BUS CONNECTED ARCHITECTURES — THEORY AND PRACTICE

An alternative to the systolic architecture is the Bus Connected Architecture

(BCA). The BCA, like the systolic architecture is used mainly for high speed sig¬
nal, image and matrix processing applications. While the systolic architecture is

characterized by its local communications paths, the BCA uses nonlocal busses to

broadcast data to several processors along a given row or column at the same time.

The data usually flows from memory to the processors or from processors to mem¬

ory. Data may also be passed from one PE connected to a given bus to others

connected to the same bus. The architecture is fixed and programmable. That is,
there are not algorithmically specified BCA arrays, but rather algorithms are de¬

signed for the existing structure. Some of the algorithms that have been mapped to
BCAs include matrix multiplication, LU decomposition, matrix inversion, convolu¬
tion, correlation and various image processing algorithms [Reb85].

The BCA has various advantages over the systolic architecture. First of all
some algorithms may be executed with higher efficiency on the BCA. This is true

because data may be broadcast to several PEs at the same time. The time wasted

in the systolic array by PEs waiting for a data wave get on and off the array is
eliminated. Some algorithms with maximum systolic efficiency of 33% operate at

100% efficiency on BCAs (matrix multiply for example). Another advantage of the
BCA is that it has a lower hardware complexity. This advantage is due to the fact
that a simple bus services the I/O of several PEs. In a systolic array, each commu-
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nication path constitutes a separate bus so that buffer registers are needed for each

input port to each PE. This can be significant, especially if wide data bussed are

used. Another advantage is that the BCA may be more readily constructed using
off the shelf serial bus architecture components. A final advantage is that BCAs
are inherently programmable so can implement a number of algorithms and be

reprogrammed during their life cycle.

The BCA also has some disadvantages when compared to the systolic architec¬
ture. If very large arrays are to be constructed, long bus widths will give rise to

data transfer delays and clock skewing. Another problem is the BCAs’s array level

partitioned memory I/O structure that causes additional problems in that certain

data is not readily available to all processors. Long delays or memory bottlenecks

may be encountered trying to get around these issues for a particular algorithm.
The memory structure of the BCA may present obstacles in building a real time

system. Where as the systolic architecture is amenable to real time applications.
Another problem is that the BCA is inherently a SIMD architecture so that algo¬
rithms that may require MIMD control may not be implemented. One must decide

which architecture is best suited to solve the problems at hand.

6.1 The Bus Connected Architecture

The bus connected architecture consists of a square array of PEs that are con¬

nected by row and column busses. A separate memory is attached to each bus. A

BCA of size N has N2 PEs and 2N memories as shown in figure 6.1 below. The
PEs are labeled as elements of a matrix and the memories are labeled Mk where

0< k<2N. The control unit sends control signals the memories, busses and PEs.

The overall control strategy is SIMD with the exception that multiple subinstruc¬
tions are available to control the data routing through out the array.
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Figure 6.1: The General Bus Connected Architecture (BCA)

The PE that is required to support the BCA is simple and may be readily con¬

structed using VLSI technology. The PE must have two I/O ports, one for each of
the row and column busses. It must also have an arithmetic logic unit that can

support operations such as AND,OR,XOR,MIN,MAX}. Other desirable

features are a register file and on board programmable data routing circuitry. Fig¬
ure 6.2 shows the architecture of a PE that is ideally suited for use in a BCA

array. Each PE instruction will govern the ALU, on board data routing circuitry,
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and the register file. The PE instruction is made up of sub-instructions that define

subfields of the microword that separately control these three sections of the PE

architecture.

Figure 6.2: A Simple PE Architecture Ideal For Use in a BCA Array

Many standard PEs that are not designed exactly as shown in figure 6.2 may

also be used in BCA arrays. If a given processor is to be used that has only one

data bus, then additional off-chip circuitry may be used to make the single data

bus appear as two ports to the rest of the array. PALs, PLAs and ASICs may be

may be designed to make off the shelf processors or coprocessors have the re¬

quired two port PE architecture. Sometimes the BCA architecture itself may be

modified slightly to make up a bus connected array using standard parts without

adding chips to alter the PE architecture. An example of such an array will be

studied in sections 6.3 and 6.4.
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Data transactions occur over the row-column bus structure. Normally transac¬

tions are between memory and the PEs, or between select PEs and memory. PE to

PE transactions are also possible and require multiple instruction fields of the

control word to implement. For example, to move data from one row of PEs to

another, the data on the register file line in the PEs of the sending row will be

latched to the column bus output buffers. The PEs in the receiving row will each

latch the data from the column bus to the column bus input buffer. A similar

transaction may occur between columns of PEs using the row busses. Individual

PEs may send data to other individual PEs using transactions along rows and col¬

umns. Any PE can pass data to any other PE in two cycles via a combination of

row and column transactions. The problem is that a single transaction takes up

entire row and column busses so that only a limited number of data transactions

may occur in a given cycle.

The data flow characteristics of the BCA must be carefully considered when

designing algorithms for it. Algorithms should minimize the amount of inter-PE

communications and keep the flow from memory to the PEs as much as possible.

While only one PE in a row or column may write to the bus at a time, all the PEs

may read from the bus at the same time. The key to operating the structure effi¬

ciently is to design the algorithm so that each single word written to the bus from

memory will service all the PEs in a row or column in a single cycle. If this is

achieved, then 2N2 inputs may be received by the PEs in the array in a single

memory cycle. This capability allows many algorithms to execute on the structure

with 100% PE efficiency and no additional I/O overhead.

Many algorithms may be designed to execute efficiently on the BCA. Some

algorithms that have been found to run efficiently include the LU decomposition,
matrix inversion and multiplication and various image processing algorithms

[Reb85]. These algorithms are designed by recognizing that the basic operation of
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the BCA is an outer product. If a row vector is read from the column memories,

and a column vector is read from the row memories, then the array will compute
the outer product in a single cycle. Therefore algorithms are reverse engineered by

making the basic operation of the algorithm the outer product.
The class of algorithms that may be written as SENLPs that compute Z=X*Y

where * is some operator often have efficient BCA implementations. The key to

designing this sort of array algorithm is to compute the outputs in place. The

outputs must be positioned in such a way that a single read from memory onto the

bus will service all the PEs in the given row or column. Algorithms designed that

meet this requirement may also be easily partitioned so that a large problem may

be solved on a smaller array. If the array has dimensions NXN, then the output

matrix may be partitioned into NxN submatrices that can each be computed con¬

currently on the array. The partitioning will only slow the algorithm by the amount

of time required to off-load the sub-matrices from the array.

An example of an algorithm that can use the full capabilities of the array is the

matrix matrix multiply algorithm. Assume two 4x4 matrices X and Y are to be

multiplied. The product matrix, Z = XY may be computed in place on a 4 x4 array

if the X and Y matrices are sequenced out of the memories as shown in figure 6.3.

Here each PE computes ACC = ACC + R*C where ACC is the PE’s accumulator,

R is the value on the row bus, and C is the value on the column bus. It is easy to

see that 4x4 submatrices of a larger matrix multiply algorithm may be computed

on the array using a simalar technique. The overall sequencing of the process is

controlled by the array level control unit. While this algorithm was presented as a

verifiable fact designed in an ad-hoc manor, the array algorithm may be designed

using a systematic approach.
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Figure 6.3: 4x4 Matrix Multiply Algorithm for a BCA

6.2 Design of URA Implementations for BCA Arrays
In this section we will study the problem of designing BCA implementations of

URAs generated by LRPs. The the design methodology will make use of the
SENUP model presented in chapter three. The method will use of the dependence
structure of the serial algorithm come to up with a BCA implementation. The

design issues involve the assignment of PEs to compute output variables and the

sequencing of input variables from memory.

Let P be a SENLP with a matrix representation P={4>i,4>2,Fz,Fx,Fy,E}. Recall
that the elements of the variables Z,X and Y are labeled by their variable index
vectors as Z[viz],X[vix] and Y[viy] respectively. Also recall that each computation,
C(I), in the algorithm is labeled by the index vector, IGF. The index set may be
partitioned into ordered sets of index vectors whose associated computations are
used to compute a given element of the output matrix. Each of these subsets of
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index points will be mapped to a given PE in order to compute a given output in
place.

A convenient way to characterize the ordered set of computations that are used

to compute a given set of outputs is an ordered set called a sweep. The sweep is

formally defined below.

Definition 6.1: A sweep over the index set of an algorithm generated by a SENLP

P={<I>i,<i>2,Fz,Fx,Fy,E} is an ordered subset of P defined for a given element

y [viy ] for y G {Z,X,Y}. The sweep for element y [viy ] is given by

Sviy = {Ik | Ik^ P* Ik< L Ik+1 . viy = FyIkV O^k^b-1}

for a sweep with b elements.

Definition 6.2: A sweep matrix, SViy G zmXb for a variable y [viy ] in an algorithm,

A, generated by a SENLP, P, is a matrix who’s kth column vector is the kth vector

in the sweep S^y defined as above.

The matrix representation of the sweep allows the sweep to be premultiplied by
an indexing matrix to get the input variable index sequences needed to compute a

given output. The simplest way to compute a sweep matrix is by a searching the
index set. Recall the program that was used to compute the index trace matrix in

sections 5.3 and 5.4. The same type of program will generate a sweep matrix if a

conditional statement is added to the inner loop. To compute the sweep matrix Sv¡z,
one searches the index set lexicographally and tests the condition (viz = FZI) for
each index vector. If the condition is true, then the vector I is appended as the last

column of the sweep matrix. Because of the order in which the index set was

searched, the vectors will be in the proper order. An example of this type of pro¬

gram will be presented in an example at the end of the section. Of course, a more

efficient algorithm is to finding the lexicographical minimum solution of viz = FZI,

IGF and obtain the other solutions by adding the dependence vectors.
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The first step to design a BCA algorithm is to assign a sweep to a PE. Normally
one first assigns sweep Soo or So to PEoo. If this is the case, the sequence of
indices of the X variable coming from memory Mo is given by the columns of the
matrix Mo=FxSoo. Likewise the sequence of indices of the Y variables coming from
Mn is given by the columns of the matrix MN=FySoo. Placing this first sweep deter¬
mines the first row and column input sequences as shown for the matrix multiply
algorithm in figure 6.4. The next step is to determine what other sweeps may have
one of their inputs serviced by the input sequences coming from Mo or Mn. Recall

that dxe N(FX) and dyE N(Fy). Therefore if dx is added to each element of

sweep Soo to get a new set of vectors ík = Ik+dx where IkG Soo, then this new set

of vectors will either be another sweep or part of another sweep. Also, the compu¬

tations of the new set of index points will require the same X-input sequence as

Soo- To see this note that viz=FzIk =Fz(Ik+dx)=viz+Fzdx. Since viz and Fzdx are

constant vectors, viz is also a constant vector, hence all the index points, ík, refer¬
ence the same Z variable, Z[viz]. To see that the two variables need the same

input sequences, first recall that the input X-sequence of the X-indices to sweep

Soo is Mo = FxSoo- The kth X-index required by the new set of vectors is Mok =

Fxík=Fx (lk+dx)=FxIk+Fxdx. Since dxG N(FX), this reduces to Mok=FxIk so that the
second set of index points requires the same X-index sequence as the first. The

same analysis holds for the Y-input sequence from memory Mn to sweeps or par¬

tial sweeps created from adding dy to each element of Soo-

The above result helps assign the rest of the sweeps to PEs. Suppose variable

Z[viz] is assigned to be computed on PEoo. Then Z variables with indices vil = viz

+ lFzdx are assigned to the first row where 0^1^ N-l. The Z variables with

indices viz=viz + kFzdy are assigned to the first column with Osk^ N-l. Special
care must be taken when the dependence vectors are not in the directions of the
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standard unit basis vectors or when there are more than one dependence vectors

for each variable. In such cases the method acts only as a guide to the design of
the algorithm. The designer needs to analyze the options and select which of the

dependence vectors to use based on efficiency considerations. Also, when the de¬

pendence vectors are not in the standard axial directions, some time skewing of the
data sequences coming out of the different memories will be required. Sometimes
additional packets of zeros will need to be inserted periodically into the input se¬

quences in order to keep proper timing. Sometimes, such as in the case of the two

dimensional convolution, no efficient BCA algorithm will exist unless the architec¬

ture is modified to meet the requirements dictated by the algorithm itself. The

example below shows how to apply the method. The matrix matrix multiply algo¬
rithm of figure 6.4 will be designed using a systematic approach based on sweeps

and the algorithm’s dependence structure.

Figure 6.4: A Single Output Determines the Input Sequences of Two Busses
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Example 6.1: Design a BCA algorithm to compute a 4x4 matrix product Z=XY

using sweeps and the input dependence vectors.

Solution: First recall from chapter three that in the matrix multiply algorithm,

“(f o" r
& dz = 0

1
dx = 1

0
dy = 0

0

In the 4x4 algorithm sweep Soo is readily determined to be

[0 0 0 Ol0 0 0 0
0 1 2 3J

Let Dx = [dx dx dx dx] E Z3X4 and Dy = [dy dy dy dy ] EZ3*4 which have the
same dimensions as Soo- If Dx or Dy is added to Soo, the effect would be to add dx

or dy to each vector Ik in Soo. Note that Soj =Soo+jDx and S¡o =Soo+iDy for 0^ j ^ 3

and 0^ i^ 3. Thus the sweeps Soj for 0 ^ j ^ 3 will all accept the X input sequence
with the indices given by the columns of the matrix, Mo = FxSoo- Therefore com¬

pute sweep Soj on PEoj. The sweeps Sio with 0 ¿ i ^ 3 will all accept the Y index

sequence given thy the columns of the matrix Mn= FySoo- So S¡o can be computed
on PEio. If these sweeps are assigned, then the rest of the sweeps may be assigned

by noting that Sjj=Soo+jDx+iDy. This tells us that all the sweeps along a given row

of the Z matrix will accept the same X-input sequence. Likewise, all the sweeps

along a column will accept the same Y-input sequence. So if sweep Sy is assigned
to PEij, then the X-input sequences from memory i are determined by M¡ =FxS¡o ,

and the Y-index sequences are determined by Mn+í = FySoj. Thus the BCA algo¬
rithm will be completely specified and will be the one depicted in figure 6.4 of
section 6.1.

One dimensional algorithms such as convolutions, correlations and DFTs may

also be designed to execute on BCAs. First a sweep is assigned to PEoo- Then a
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one dimensional BCA algorithm is designed using the technique illustrated above.

The final step is to convert the one dimensional BCA algorithm to a two-

dimensional algorithm by assigning the sweeps in the one-dimensional in row or

column major order in the two dimensional array. The one-dimensional convolu¬
tion example below illustrates the method.

Example 6.2 : Design a one-dimensional convolution algorithm for a 3x3 BCA

array suitable for performing real time FIR filtering.
Solution : If the real time convolution algorithm is written

for (k= 0 : infinity)
for (i = 0 : m-1)
Zk = Zk + Xk-i *Wi

where each Xk_¡ =0 for k-i < 0, then the indexing matrices and dependence vectors

are given by

Place Sk on PEo- The W index sequence for this sweep is M^FwS k. If the matrix

Dw = [dw dw ... dw ] is formed so that its dimensions are compatible with Sk for

addition, then we note that Sk+ p S k + iDw will require the same set of W inputs in
the same order since FwSjpFwSj^ i for each i. This tells us that the algorithm can

operate on a one-dimensional BCA arranged as a column with the W sequence

FwSk sent over the column bus. Because a separate bus is available for each row-X

input sequence, we see that there will be no problems completing the design. The
first row will have the input index sequence given by the rows of the matrix Mo =

FxSk. The ith memory will have the index sequence Mi = FxSk+ ¡= FXS k +iFxDw =

M0 + [i i ... i]. That is, the ith row has the same index values as the first row

except skewed ahead in time by i elements. Thus nine elements of the output

sequence of a one-dimensional convolution may be computed in parallel on the
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one-dimensional nine element BCA array as shown in figure 6.5. The next step is
to convert the design to run on a 3x3 array. Start with the previous one¬

dimensional design and assign sweep Sk+ i to PE(i mod 3 , i div 3). If the X-input
sequences are extended by two elements they will be contain subsequences that
will be the proper index sequences for each of the sweeps in the row. Zeros are

padded into the W sequence to align the subsequences so that the correct subse¬

quences be used in the computation.

Mo
■^.ICaltU 3 l Xlr-^Xlr-lXlr ^

Zlc

«

*

«

Figure 6.5: A 9X1 BCA for Concurrently Computing Nine FIR Outputs

Figure 6.6 shows the 3x3 BCA array that will compute nine FIR outputs in paral¬
lel. An overhead of only six lost cycles per nine outputs is incurred. Six memories

are used instead of nine in the one dimensional design, so the extra six cycles yield
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a hardware savings of four memories. For practical FIR lengths this means the

array would be operating on the order of 98% efficiency. In a real time application
buffering would be used and the input busses would be connected via delay regis¬
ters to save hardware.
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Figure 6.6: A 3 x3 BCA for Concurrently Computing Nine FIR Outputs

6.3 The HSDAL/Texas Instruments FPAP Architecture

A project was undertaken at the HSDAL to build a Floating Point Array Proces¬
sor (FPAP)[Dow88b][Dow88cj. Texas Instruments provided the funding and the

floating point chips that were to be used in the array. The result of the project was
a wire wrapped 3X3 Modified Bus Connected Architecture (MBCA) FPAP capable
of computing at 90 MFLOPS from a IBM PC-AT platform. In this section the
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FPAP design and the factors that influenced the design will be described. The

design philosophy was to let the algorithms drive the architecture and to use exten¬

sive simulation before committing to hardware.

The FPAP was designed as an experimental array processor that would provide
the members of the HSDAL with experience at designing an actual hardware sys¬

tem. The system was to be tailored for signal, image and matrix processing algo¬
rithms. The problem was to build a versatile multi-purpose programmable array

processor using the Texas Instruments SN74ACT8847 floating point processor.
The design would be constrained by the choice of PE as well as the size and power

limitations of the IBM PC-AT expansion slots.

The first phase of the design process was to study the target algorithms of the

array processor. A simulator was built that would convert the matrix representa¬

tion of an SENLP and a transformation matrix into a graphical simulation of the

algorithm’s systolic execution. The simulator gave us insight into the architectural

requirements of a multi-purpose programmable systolic array. The architecture

would operate efficiently if each PE had eight bi-directional I/O ports or if a

switchable connection structure was placed around simpler PEs. Given the fact that

we were using the two port SN74ACT8847, this solution was unfeasible. The

32-bit busses made the hardware complexity of the interconnection network ex¬

ceed the power and size limitations of the IBM PC-AT expansion slots. Even if the
connection topology was simplified to an unswitchable orthogonally connected net¬

work, 148 chips would be required to implement the network for a 3x3 array.

This was unacceptably too many chips.

To alleviate the hardware complexity problems, alternate architectures better

suited to the SN74ACT8847 were considered. While considering alternate architec¬

tures, a thorough study was made of the SN74ACT8847. It was important to under-
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stand the nuances of the basic PE in order to successfully put it into a system. The
PE’s basic architecture depicted in figure 6.7.

A B

Figure 6.7: Basic SN74ACT8847 PE Architecture

The chip can be used to perform several operations including pipelined multiply
accumulates. The pipelined multiply accumulates work by feeding the A and B

inputs to the multiplier, and feeding the previous product from the P register along
with the previous accumulated value from the S register back to the inputs of the
adder. This pipelined mode, where both the multiplier and the adder are operating
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is called the chained mode. For further information about the chip’s operation and

architecture consult the chip’s data manual [TT88].
The PE was studied by using the pin level simulator provided by Texas Instru¬

ments. By running various microcode sequences through the simulator, we were

able to understand its operation and gained insight into how it would best fit into

an array architecture. The fact that the chip has two input ports and one output

port and that the systolic architecture required an intense amount of inter-chip
buffer and switching circuitry lead us to consider bus oriented architectures. We

studied algorithms executing on various bus connected toplologies and found the

most efficient to be the orthogonally connected structure of the BCA. The two

input ports are connected to the row and column busses and the single output port

is connected to the row bus to form a modified BCA (MBCA).
Upon the analysis of more complex algorithms such as the Cholesky and QR

decompositions, it was determined further modifications were needed. A common

bus was added to provide data paths between memories. Data may switch on to or

off of the common bus from any of the row or column busses. This allows a single
data broadcast from one memory to any of the other memories to occur in a single

cycle. Another use of the common bus is to provide a path by which the PC may

transfer data to and from FPAP. Two PC memory cycles are used to transfer

16-bit data to and from the 32-bit row/column memories. The connections from

the common bus to the row/column and PC-AT busses are made via bidirectional

bus transcievers.

All of the hardware in the system is controlled by a 72-bit microword. Fields of

the microword are either directly sent or decoded and sent to the control inputs of
the components of the FPAP architecture. Instruction decoders were designed us¬

ing PLAs so that some of the subfields of the microword may be used to their

fullest capability. Another set of PLAs were programmed to act as address regis-
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ters. The address registers allow a single 16-bit field of the microword to provide
16-bit addressing capability to the six row/column memories. The address registers
allows an address to be loaded from the 16-bit field of the microword, incre¬

mented, decremented or held. Once the registers are loaded, data may be read

sequentially out of all six memories simultaneously without the need to allocate six

sixteen bit fields in the microinstruction.
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Figure 6.8: FPAP Architecture with Common Bus and IBM PC-AT Interface

These registers greatly reduce the hardware complexity of the system without sacri¬

ficing efficiency in most algorithms of interest. The complete architecture with the

common bus and address registers is shown in figure 6.8.

The control over the architecture is exercised by a standard microsequencer,
the SN74ACT8818 [TI88]. This sequencer allows branching, looping and single

cycle subroutine calls. The sequencer’s main job is to determine the address of the
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next microinstruction. A field of the microword is dedicated to the microsequencer
in order to tell it to branch, load loop parameters, loop, call a subroutine, or go on

to the next instruction. The structure of the microword is shown in figure 6.9.

4 - bits 3 7 - bit fields 3 6-bit fields 16 - bits 5 - bits 4 - bits 4 - bits
cntl inst. AR, Xmen, PE-A&Y AR, Ymen, PE - B address to ARj PE inst. add mux mul mux

Figure 6.9: Microinstruction Format Used to Control FPAP architecture

Another important part of the design was the host interface. The IBM PC-AT

host is responsible for loading the FPAP’s data and program memories as well as

initiating actions of the array. By setting the configuration, the host can interrupt
the FPAP, read or write to the microprogram and row/column memories or initiate

and halt processes. The FPAP appears as a block of memory. The host’s address

bus may be connected directly to the microprogram address bus or to the address

field in the microword that goes to all six address registers. The host has the

capability of writing a block of data to any or all of the row/column memories at

the same time. The host interface and control is detailed in figure 6.10.

An array simulator was constructed to debug the FPAP in software. This

simulator had to simulate all aspects of the architecture down to the pin level. It

gave a means to design and test array algorithms before the hardware was built.

The simulator uncovered some hardware design problems that were fixed before

the hardware was wired. The simulator will be described in more detail in the next

section.
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Figure 6.10: FPAP Control Structure and Host Interface

6.4 HSDAL/Texas Instruments FPAP Software

Several software modules have been implemented to support the FPAP. First of

all an assembly language was written and implemented using the Texas Instru¬

ments Macro meta assembler (TIM) [H85]. The simulator mentioned in the previ¬
ous section was written to help debug the hardware design as well as to serve as a

testbed to develop and debug algorithms. It can easily be modified to test and

analyze future architectural modifications. FPAP assembly language software has

been executed on the simulator to test the operation of the array. All three of these
software modules will be described in this section. Also, another software module

will be specified that has not yet been implemented. The next module to be written
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is a signal/matrix command shell based on SIGLAB that will allow the user to

quickly and easily access a library of precoded FPAP algorithms. These library
routines would also be made available so that they could be linked into the user’s

C-language program.

The assembler was written using TIM to provide a way to code FPAP algo¬
rithms using a set of mnumonics instead of having to specify algorithms in
microcode. The assembler was implemented by writing a definition file for TIM

[TI85]. The definition file defines the microword instruction format and a set of
\

mnumonics that may be used to place codes into fields of the microinstruction.

The overall instruction is comprised of several sub-instructions that each control a

separate part of the system. The assembly language then may be thought of as a

parallel assembly language where many instructions operate in parallel. Structur¬

ing the assembly language in this way gives the programmer complete control over
all aspects of the hardware and allows him to use the maximum allowable amount

of parallelism.

The instructions of the assembly language are grouped as control, data transfer

and PE arithmetic instructions. The control instructions are use for branching,
looping, calling subroutines and continuing on to the next instruction. The control

instructions are converted into code that is sent to the inputs of the SN74ACT8818

microsequencer. So far the only control instruction that has been implemented on

the simulator is the continue instruction. The control instructions may be found at

the beginning of the listing of the TIM definition file of appendix A.

The next type of instruction routes data in the array. There is one such instruc¬

tion for each row/column bus. The six busses are viewed as X- or Y- subsystems
as depicted in figure 6.11. The instruction controls the address register, the mem¬

ory read/write line, the associated common bus transiever and the input and output

enables to the three PEs connected to the bus. The PE instructions are also summa-
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rized in the definition file listing of appendix A. Three X-bus and three Y-bus

sub-instructions must be specified for each array cycle. The available instructions

may be combined to allow data to be transferred between any two points on the

system in a given cycle. They also allow data to flow from all six memories simul¬

taneously to service all the inputs of the array in a single cycle. The subinstruction

may also be combined to send inputs to the three diagonal PEs to make the array

act as a vector processor or to a single PE to make the array act as a uniprocessor.

By combining the full utilization, vector, and scalar operations, a broad range of

algorithms may be efficiently coded to execute on the FPAP.

ROW:

COLUMN:

Figure 6.11: Programming Models for Data Routing Commands

Three subinstructions control the PE’s arithmetic operations. The first two se¬

lect the inputs to the adder and multiplier by setting the multilplexers MUX1

through MUX4 of figure 6.7. The third instruction is sent to a decoder to be con¬

verted an to SN74ACT8847 arithmetic instruction is sent to all nine PEs. The avail¬

able arithmetic instructions include basic operations such as multiply, add, square

root, division, absolute value, compare and chained multiply accumulates. The

select operands and arithmetic instructions are listed in appendix A.
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A program written in the FPAP assembly code that executed on the simulator is

presented in appendix B. The program computes the matrix product Z=X*Y for

Z,X,Y GR3X3. It assumes that row i of matrix X is stored sequentially in memory

Mi and that column j of matrix Y is stored in memory MN+j. The program shows
how sub-instructions are used together to make full instructions and how the vari¬

ous parts of the hardware are controlled. Note how the chained mode is used to

pipeline the multiply accumulates. Also note that the pipeline of the
SN74ACT8847 needs to be filled and emptied, causing some wasted cycles. These

delays become less significant when the lengths of the multiply accumulates grow

longer. At the end of the program the pipeline is emptied and the results are read

from the PEs back to memory. When the program is finished, the X memories

contain the rows or the X and Z matrices and the Y memories are unchanged.
The next software module to be discussed is the simulator. The simulator was

written in C and is included as appendix C. It calls the Texas Instruments

SN74ACT8847 I/O model for the pin level PE simulation. The I/O model had to be

modified by turning all the static (global) variables into arrays of nine elements.

The modified I/O model is not included since it is several hundred pages long. The
unmodified I/O model may be obtained by Texas Instruments. The simulator ac¬

cepts a microcode ASCII file that is produced by the assembler, and a file in the

SIGLAB matrix format to fill the data memories.

The simulator is based on the fact that the pin inputs and outputs of the PE I/O

model are typed as pointers to integers. Busses are defined as arrays of integers
v

that are part of a memory structure. Any PE that is connected to a bus that is

associated with a given memory has all of its data bus pins pointed to the appropri¬
ate pins in the bus array. Control signals are dealt with in the same way. A struc¬

ture is defined with all of the control signals and then the pin pointers are pointed
to the appropriate control signal. Using this approach, the simulator essentially
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wires up the system by initializing the pointers. This allows the systems wiring to

be checked in software. Once the wiring is performed, The data memories are

filled and the microcode file is read in and executed. This allows programs to be

tested and debugged on the system before the hardware is built.

The FPAP software that has not been implemented are the C-library routines
and the version of SIGLAB that uses the FPAP for numeric processing. Each C

library routine would consist of a C program that contained a table of microcode

that it would download to the FPAP board. There would be some fields in the

microcode such as the loop limits that would be modified each time the routine

was called. These fields would allow problems of different size to be computed by
the same program. A user could link these routines into his own program and

access the FPAP without the need to program in FPAP assembly language. The
SIGLAB signal/matrix command shell would make it even easier for users to use

or experiment with the FPAP. There they would use the high level syntax and

grammar to string together complex FPAP algorithms without even having to code
in C.



CHAPTER SEVEN

CONCLUSION

7.1 Summary

This dissertation focused on the problem of designing parallel array DSP and
NLA algorithms and architectures using systematic, mathematically based meth¬

ods. The main thrust was to develop and enhance design methodologies rather than
to try to design a particular system for a particular application. Methods were

presented to map a large class of algorithms to programmable systolic arrays or to

design the architecture for special purpose algorithmically specified arrays. Issues
such as mapping to fixed sized arrays and designing and implementing a real

programmable system were also addressed.

First mathematical models were presented to precisely state the notions of pro¬

grams and algorithms in the context of mapping to systolic arrays. The program

was defined as a set of expressions that were each associated with a point in the

program’s index set. The expression at index point I was denoted E(I). A set of

program variable that were referenced in each expression were associated with the

expression’s index vector. These were the labels of the variables that would be

involved in the computation C(I) in the algorithm that was generated by the pro¬

gram. Previous index set based algorithm models did not include this concept

since in the algorithm definition [For84] a separate variable is created every time
an assignment is made. The concept of expressions and variable indexing transfor¬
mations enabled many array domain parameters and functions to be computed.
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By limiting ourselves to URAs generated by SENLPs with only linear and affine

indexing transformations, matrix methods were developed to compute data posi¬
tion, velocity and distributions. Simple matrix based formulae were derived to ana¬

lyze the data flow of a systolic algorithm. By turning the analysis equations around,

synthesis equations were developed that could be used to solve for a transform that

would create an array algorithm with desired data flow properties. Being able to

specify data flow parameters of the algorithm is useful when designing algorithms
to execute on fixed architectures or to specify architectures with desirable proper¬

ties.

Next the problem of mapping algorithms to fixed sized architectures was con¬

sidered. Methods that exist in the literature were reviewed. A set of nonlinear

integer based transforms was considered. The first type was an index set pre¬

transformation that would alter the dimensions of the index set so that the algo¬
rithm would map to a multiple pass fixed sized array. The next type was applied to

the processor domain to alter the dimensions of the array processor. This allowed

one dimensional algorithms to be computed on two dimensional arrays and gave a

means to design algorithms for architectures with distributed memory that could
reduce the overall size requirement of the array. Another transformation was intro¬

duced that altered the variable index vectors so that more algorithms that could be

mapped.

The techniques were next extended to map more complex algorithms. Most
serial NLA algorithms are written as Multi Level Multiple Expression Loop Pro¬

grams (MLMEPs). An alternate serial program format was presented that con¬

sisted of a single nested loop with multiple expressions in the inner loop that were
executed if conditions on the index vector held. A model was presented for this

type of program called the Multiple Expression Nested Loop Program (MENLP).
The concept of global and local variables was brought into the model so that each
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vector in the index set could effectively point to a subroutine. This indicated that a

MIMD systolic array with distributed memory would be nneded to execute the

algorithms. Even with these broad assumptions, a method was presented to design
arrays for MENLPs that was a simple extension of the method used to map

SENLPs. Data flow parameters could be computed and the synthesis equations
could be used to help design the arrays. Arrays were designed for the Cholesky
and QR decompositions as examples.

Finally Bus Connected Architectures (BCA) were studied. The basic architec¬

ture was presented along with the design of the PE that would best fit into the BCA

array. A method to design BCA implementations of URAs based on their depend¬
ence structure was also presented and applied to the matrix multiply and 1-D

convolution algorithms. Next a case study of an actual array processor design and

implementation was presented. The architecture and the design methodology used
to design the architecture was detailed. The support software and software issues

associated with building the structure were described.
\

7.2 Conclusions

This research served to advance the knowledge in the area of mapping algo¬
rithms to systolic arrays. It also enhanced the design communities experience with

building actual hardware/software array processor systems. Several conclusions

may be drawn from this work. The first group holds for algorithms generated by
SENLPs with linear or affine indexing transformations.

1) The SENLP and its generated algorithm may be represented by a com¬

pact matrix notation.

2) The dependence structure of the generated algorithm may be readily
determined from the linear part of the index transformations.
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3) Functions governing data position, memory contents and data collisions

may be written in compact matrix form for the array domain of the gener¬

ated SENLP algorithms.

4) Data velocity and distribution vectors are constant and easily determined
via standard matrix manipulations.

5) Arrays for these algorithms may be designed to satisfy data flow-
constraints using a set of matrix equations called the synthesis equations.

6) Algorithms may be made to execute on fixed sized arrays using integer
based pre- and post - transformations.

The following conclusions apply to MLMEPs and MENLPs.

7) MLMEPs may be converted to MENLPs.

8) MIMD systolic and wavefront arrays may be designed for MENLPs using
a systematic design methodology similar to that used to design arrays for
SENLPs.

The following apply to BCA arrays and the HSDAL/Texas Instruments FPAP.

9) Several algorithms may be made to execute on BCA arrays.

10) Algorithms may be designed for the BCA using the concept of sweeps
and the dependence vector of the input variables.

11) Not all algorithms may be efficiently executed on the BCA. An example
is the 2-D convolution algorithm which would require an input queue to be

available at the input to each PE.

12) A programmable multipurpose systolic array with word-wide data bus¬

ses requires a complex special purpose PE with eight bi-directional I/O

ports. If this type of PE is not available then a high price in hardware will be

paid to build an array with the desired programmable connection topology.

13) A small array may be controlled using a standard microprogrammable
architecture.
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14) Software support must be available to make the array useful.

7.3 Future Research Potentials

This work opens new avenues for future research. The new models and meth¬

ods may be developed further to construct more software tools for algorithmically
specified array design and analysis. Either an array CAD tool could be designed
for array design, or a compiler could be written compile serial programs to execute

on systolic arrays. The future research would start with a more detailed study of
the problem of translating MLMEPs to MENLPs. A translator would be developed
to automatically perform the translation. The next step is to build a software mod¬

ule that accepts either fixed or user specified data flow constraints in order to solve

for a suitable algorithm transformation given the MENLP parameters. Once the

transformation is found, another module would generate the array implementation
and provide a graphic simulation of the resulting array’s execution. From here

modules could be built to generate a hardware specification of the array along with

array object code.

Another future research area is in the area of designing, simulating and build¬

ing programmable systolic arrays. Such systems could first be built in software and

thoroughly analyzed before committing to hardware. ASIC technology could be

applied to put all of the additional data routing circuitry on a few dense semicos¬

tum chips. Algorithm design CAD software would be developed for the target

structure. Methods could be explored to optimize the designs generated by the
mathematical design methodology in order to achieve higher levels of efficiency

using the array simulator as a testbed.

A final area of research concerns alternate mapping techniques based on non¬

linear methods. Artificial Intelligence techniques such as learning through trial and
error or simulated annealing could prove to be feasible ways to design efficient
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arrays and array algorithms. An expert system could later be developed that uses

heuristics to select the best algorithm mapping technique to apply for a given appli¬
cation.
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APPENDIX A

FPAP ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE DEFINITION FILE

**************************************************************
* This is the FPAP assembly language definition file that is used to *
* set the instruction format and mnumonics in TIM. *
******•*******************•*************+*****•***••**********

TITLE DEFINITIONS FOR FPAP ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
WORD 72

•TI SN74ACT8818 CONTROLLER : SUB-INSTRUCT

CONT: EQU H#0 ;go to next instruction
JMP: EQU mi ;unconditional jump to address
JMPCOND: EQU m2 ;conditional jump to address
LOOP.ADD: EQU H#3 ;load loop address
LOOP.COUNT: EQU H#4 ;loop and count
CALL: EQU H#5 ;call subroutine at address
RETURN: EQU H#6 ;return from subroutine

¡ADDERSS REGISTER CONTROL :.... SUB-INSTRUCT

HOLD: EQU B#00 ;hold address in address register
DEC: EQU B#01 ;load address into address register
INC: EQU B#10 ;Increment address register
LOAD: EQU B#ll ¡decrement address register

;X MEMORY CONTROL • SUB-INSTRUCT

NC: EQU BtfOOOOO ;No connection/no action
XM.CB: EQU B#00001 ;Xmem to common bus
XCB.M: EQU B#00010 ¡common bus to Xmem
XM.PE123: EQU B#00011 ¡Xmern to all PEs on bus
XM.PE1: EQU B#00100 ¡Xmem to PEI
XM.PE2: EQU B#00101 ¡XMern to PE2
XM.PE3: EQU B#00110 ¡Xmem to PE3
XPE1.M: EQU BtfOOlll ¡PE1 to Xmem
XPE2.M: EQU B#01000 ¡PE2 to Xmem
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XPE3.M: EQU B#01001 ;PE3 to Xmem
XPE1.CB EQU B#01010 ;PE1 to common bus
XPE2.CB EQU B#01011 ;PE2 to common bus
XPE3.CB EQU B#01100 ,PE3 to common bus
XCB.PE1 EQU B#01101 .common bus to PEI
XCB.PE2 EQU B#01110 .common bus to PE2
XCB.PE3 EQU B#01111 common bus to PE3
XCB.PE123: EQU B#10000 .common bus to all PEs on bus

;Y MEMORY CONTROL • SUB-INSTRUCT

YNC: EQU B#0000 No connection/no action
YM.CB: EQU B#0001 .Ymern to common bus
YCB.M: EQU B#0010 .common bus to Ymem
YM.PE123: EQU B#0011 Xmem to all PEs on bus
YM.PE1: EQU B#0100 Xmem to PEI
YM.PE2: EQU B#0101 ;XMem to PE2
YM.PE3: EQU B#0110 .Xmem to PE3
YCB.PE1 EQU B#1101 common bus to PEI
YCB.PE2 EQU B#1110 .common bus to PE2
YCB.PE3 EQU B#llll .common bus to PE3
YCB.PE123: EQU
♦

B#0000 common bus to all PEs on bus

♦

;PE INSTRUCTION SET • SUB-INSTRUCT

PASSA: EQU B#00000 Pass A input to Y-out
PASSNA: EQU B#00001 Pass negative A to Y-out
PASS.A: EQU B#00010 pass absolute value of A to Y-out
CMPAB: EQU B#00011 compare A and B
CMP.AB: EQU B#00100 compare abs(A) and B
CMPA.B: EQU B#00101 compare A and abs(B)
CMP.A.B EQU B#00110 compare abs(A) and abs(B)
ADD.A.B EQU B#00111 S=abs(A)+abs(B)
ADDAB: EQU B#01000 S=A+B
SUBAB: EQU B#01001 S=A-B
SUBBA: EQU B#01010 S=B-A
MULAB: EQU B#01011 P=A*B
DIVAB: EQU B#01100 P=A/B
NDIVAB: EQU B#01101 P=-A/B
DIV.AB: EQU B#01110 P=abs(A)/B
NDIV.AB EQU B#01111 P=-abs(A)/B
SQRTA: EQU B#10000 P=sqrt(A)
NOP: EQU B#10001 No operation
SQRT.A: EQU B01OO1O P=sqrt(abs(A))
NSQRT.A : EQU B#10011 P=-sqrt(abs(A))
CADDS: EQU B#10100 Chained mult-acc,S->Y
CSUBS: EQU B#10101 Chained Mul-sub,S->Y
CPASSPS: EQU B#10110 Chained S=A+B & pass A->P, S->Y
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CPASSSS: EQU B01O111 ¡Chained P=A*B & pass A->S, S->YCADDP: EQU Bmooo ¡Chained mult-acc, P->Y
CSUBP: EQU B#11001 ¡Chained mult-sub, P->Y
CPASSPP: EQU B#11010 ¡Chained S=A+B & pass A->P, P->YCPASSSP: EQU B/mon ¡Chained P=A*B & pass A->S, P-Y.MULAB: EQU Brnioo ;P=abs(A*B)SUB.A.B: EQU B#11101 ;S=abs(A)-abs(B)
.ADDAB: EQU B^llllO ;S=abs(A+B).SUBAB: EQU B#lllll ;S=abs(A-B)

;PE OP SELECTS- ADDER • SUB-INSTRUCT

CS: EQU B#0110 ¡select appropriate inputs - see fig 6.7CB: EQU B#0111
PC: EQU B#1001
PS: EQU B#1010
PB: EQU B#1011
AC: EQU B#1101
AS: EQU B#1110
AB: EQU B#llll
CC: EQU B#0101

;PE OP SELECTS- MULTIPLIER : SUB-INSTRUCT

CP: EQU B#0110 ¡¡select appropriate inputs - see fig 6.7
;CB EQU B#0110
SC: EQU B#1001
SP: EQU B#1010
SB: EQU B#1011
;AC EQU B#1101
AP: EQU B#1110
;AB EQU B#llll
;CC: EQU B#0101

\Tl SN74ACT8818 CONTROLLER : INSTRUC

NEXT: DEF 4VCONT,68X ;place sub inst in microword

MEMORY CONTROL • INSTRUCTIONS

XMEM: SUB 2VHOLD,5VNC ;place sub insts in microword
YMEM: SUB 2VHOLD.4VYNC : and set defaults

XMEM1: DEF 4X,2VHOLD,5VNC,61X ; Instruction formats
XMEM2: DEF 11X,2VH0LD,5VNC,54X
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XMEM3
YMEM1
YMEM2
YMEM3
ADDR:

PE COMMANDS

PE:
/

RESET:
/

DEF 18X,2VHOLD,5VNC,47X
DEF 25X,2VHOLD,4VYNC,41X ;Instruction formats
DEF 31X,2VHOLD,4VYNC,35X
DEF 37X,2VHOLD,4VYNC,29X
DEF 43X,16VH#0000,13X

INSTRUC

DEF 59X,5VNJMP,XMEM,XMEM,XMEM,YMEM,
YMEM,YMEM,H#0000,CADDS,4VCP,4VAB

DEF JMP,XMEM,XMEM,XMEM,YMEM,YMEM,
YMEM,H#0000,CADDS,4VCP,4VAB



APPENDIX B
FPAP ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE 3X3 MATRIX-MATRIX MULTIPLY

PROGRAM

**************************************************************
* This is a 3x3 matrix multiply program for the FPAP written ** in the FPAP assembly language. It assumes the rows of X *
*

are stored in the XMEMs and the columns of Y are in the *
* YMEMs. The rows of Z=X*Y are left in the XMEMs when *
* the program terminates *

TITLE test
WIDTH 80
LIST B,W
HEAD ” 3X3 MATRIX MULTIPLY ”
FORM B4B11B11111B11B11111B11B11111B11B1111B11B1111

B11B1111B4444B1B1B11111B1111B1111B1
FORM 41111111111111111111111111111111111111114444111111

1111111
LINES 29
ORG H#0

; 3x3 matrix-matrix multiply - assumes XI has Ral... X3 has Ra3 , Y1 has Cbl..
; Y3 has Cb3 ; pc is set to zero using reset command

;0

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
;1

/
/
/
/
/
/
/

NEXT
& XMEM1
& XMEM2
& XMEM3
& YMEM1
& YMEM2
& YMEM3
& ADDR
<fe PE

NEXT
& XMEM1
& XMEM2
& XMEM3
& YMEM1
& YMEM2
& YMEM3
«fe ADDR

INC.XM.PE123
INC.XM.PE123
INC,XM.PE123
INC.YM.PE123
INC.YM.PE123
INC.YM.PE123

MULAB.AB.PS

increment pc normally
inc addreg,memread,enral23
inc addreg,memread,enral23
inc addreg,memread,enral23
inc addreg,memread,enral23
inc addreg,memread,enral23
inc addreg,memread,enral23
don’t care on adderss field
prod<—a*b, PS zeros ACC

INC,XM.PE123
INC.XM.PE123
INC.XM.PE123
INC.YM.PE123
INC.YM.PE123
INC.YM.PE123

increment pc normally
inc addreg,memread,enrbl23
inc addreg,memread,enrbl23
inc addreg,memread,enrbl23
inc addreg,memread,enrbl23
inc addreg,memread,enrbl23
inc addreg,memread,enrbl23
don’t care on adderss field
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/
• 9

& PE CADDS,AB,PS ;sum<—sum+a*b

NEXT increment pc normally/ & XMEM1 INC.XM.PE123 ;inc addreg,memread,enral23/ & XMEM2 INC.XM.PE123 ;inc addreg,memread,enral23/ & XMEM3 INC.XM.PE123 ;inc addreg,memread,enral23/ «fe YMEM1 INC.YM.PE123 ;inc addreg,memread,enrbl23/ «fe YMEM2 INC.YM.PE123 ;inc addreg,memread,enrbl23/ «fe YMEM3 INC.YM.PE123 ;inc addreg,memread,enrbl23/ & ADDR •.don’t care on adderss field
/ & PE CADDS,AB,PS ;sum<—sum+a*b

NEXT increment pc normally/ & XMEM1 HOLD.XM.PE123 inc addreg,memread,enral23/ & XMEM2 HOLD.XM.PE123 ;inc addreg,memread,enral23/ & XMEM3 HOLD.XM.PE123 ;inc addreg,memread,enral23/ & YMEM1 HOLD.YM.PE123 ;inc addreg,memread,enrbl23/ & YMEM2 HOLD.YM.PE123 ;inc addreg,memread,enrbl23/ & YMEM3 HOLD.YM.PE123 ;inc addreg,memread,enrbl23/ & ADDR ;don’t care on adderss field
/
•d

& PE CADDS,AB,PS ;sum<—sum+a*b

NEXT ¡increment pc normally/ & XMEM1 INC.XPEl.M ;inc addreg.memwrite.oeyl/ & XMEM2 1NC.XPE1.M ;inc addreg.memwrite.oeyl/ & XMEM3 INC.XPEl.M ;inc addreg.memwrite.oeyl/ & YMEM1 ;nop
/ & YMEM2 ;nop
/ & YMEM3 ;nop
/ & ADDR ¡don’t care on adderss field
/ & PE CADDS.AB.PS ¡Empty Pipe
>•2

NEXT ¡increment pc normally/ & XMEM1 INC.XPE2.M ;inc addreg.memwrite.oey2/ & XMEM2 INC.XPE2.M ¡inc addreg.memwrite.oey2/ & XMEM3 INC.XPE2.M ;inc addreg,memwrite,oey2/ & YMEM1 ¡nop
/ & YMEM2 ¡nop
/ & YMEM3 ¡nop
/ & ADDR ¡don’t care on adderss field
/ & PE ¡PE NOP default
>o

NEXT ¡increment pc normally/ & XMEM1 INC.XPE3.M ;inc addreg,memwrite,oey3/ & XMEM2 INC.XPE3.M ¡inc addreg,memwrite,oey3/ & XMEM3 INC.XPE3.M ;inc addreg,memwrite,oey3/ & YMEM1 ¡nop
/ & YMEM2 ;nop
/ & YMEM3 ;nop
/ & ADDR ¡don’t care on adderss field
/ & PE ;PE NOP default



APPENDIX C

FPAP C-LANGUAGE PIN-LEVEL SIMULATOR

***********************************************************
* This simulator uses the modified Texas instruments
* SN74ACT8847I/0 model which is not included.
************************************************************

***********************************************************
* FILE : defs.h
***********************************************************

#define nil(T) (T *)0
#define new(T,n) (T *)malloc(sizeof(T)*(n))
ft**********************************************************
* FILE sapdefs.h
*************•*•*•*****«****«****««*««****«**«*********«***

#include ’’simconst.h”

typedef struct {

long pa[4] ;
/* long da [9] [32];
/* long db[9][32];

long pb[4] ;
long elk ;

long enra[9] ;

long enrb[9] ;
long clk_c ;
long pipes[3] ;
long clk_mode ;
long config[2] ;

long sel_op[8] ;
long resetb

long haltb ;

long enc_b ;
long flow c ;

long nil] ;

long rnd[2] ;
long fast ;

long src_c ;
long byte_p ;

/* INPUT PINS */
/* pins 3-0 V
/*tied to data busses pins 35 -4 */
/‘tied to data busses pins 67-36 */
r pins •00V£>t-4C-“
/• pin 72 */
/• pin 73 */
/• pin 74 */
/* pin 75 */
r pins 78-76 */
/• pin 79 */
/* pins 81-79 */
/• pins 89-82 •/
/• pin 90 V
/• pin 91 •/
/• pin 92 */
/* pin 93 */
/* pins 104-94 •/
/• pins 106-105 */
/• pin 107 */
/• pin 108 */
/» pin 109 */

152
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long sel_st[2] ;
long test[2] ;
long sely ;

long oeyb[9] ;
long oesb ;

long oecb ;

long perra ;
long perrb ;

long y[9][32] ;
long py[4] ;

long inval ;

long over ;

long under ;

long index ;

long divo ;

long rnd_co ;
long denorm ;

long den_in ;
long src_ex ;
long ch_ex ;
long st_ex[2] ;
long inf ;

long n ;

long ed ;

long unord ;

long a_gr_b ;
long a_eq_b ;
long mserr ;

} PROC ;

#define MICROSIZE 61

typedef struct {
int id;
int len;
int add_reg;
float d_bus;
float *c_bus;
long *djpins;
long *out_pins[3];
long *c_pins;
float mem[200];

}
DMEM;

/* pins 111-110 */
/* pins 113-112 */
/• pin 114 V
/* pin 115 */
/* pin 116 •/
/• pin 117 */
/* OUTPUT PINS •/
/• pin 118 */
/• pin 119 */
/* tied to data busses pins 151-120 */
/• pins 155-152 */
/* pin 156 */
/• pin 157 */
/• pin 158 •/
/* pin 159 •/
/* pin 160 */
/• pin 161 */
/* pin 162 V
/• pin 163 V
/• pin 164 •/
/* pin 165 V
/* pin 167-166 */
/* pin 168 */
/• pin 169 */
/* pin 170 */
/• pin 171 */
/* pin 172 */
/• pin 173 V
/* pin 174 */

/* 0 <= id <6 */

typedef char micro [MICROSIZE];

typedef long *pins_array[NUMBER_OF_PINS_8847] ;

typedef struct {
int len;
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int

micro

} MICROMEM;

^define mic(x.pc)

pc;
*word;

(x) ->word [x->pc]

* FILE main.c

#include <stdio.h>
#include ’’defs.h”
#include ’’sapdefs.h”

extern DMEM **rdmems();
extern char *getdatafilename();
extern char *getmicrofilename();
extern char *getoutfilename();
extern MICROMEM *rmmem();
extern void initproc();
extern int *cbscan();
extern DMEM *firmem();
extern void setpeO;
extern DMEM *secmem();
extern void *wdmem();
extern void act8847();
extern void init_8847();

extern pins_array pins_8847[9];
int ii ; /* global proc array index - external variable*/

main()
{

DMEM **dm;
MICROMEM *mm;
PROC *p_sigs;
int i,j,*cb_write;
FILE ‘debug, *fopen();

cb_write = new(int,3);
dm = rdmems(getdatafilenameO);
mm = rmmem (getmicro filename ());
debug = fopen(”debug.out”,”w”);
for (ii=0 ;ii<9 ;ii++) {

printf(”\n initializing processor %d”,ii);
init_88470;

}
p_sigs = new(PROC, 1);
initproc(p_sigs,dm,pins_8847);
for(j=0;j<mm->len;j++,mm->pc++) { printf(”\n j= %d len= %d”,j,mm->len);

cb_write = cbscan(mic(mm,pc),mm->pc,cb_write);
if (cb_write[2]>l) {/* more than one cb_write attempt */

printf(”\nfatal common bus conflict error line %d\n”,mm->pc);
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exit(l);
}
if((cb_write[2]==l)&&(cb_write[l]==0)) /*one cb_write,mem->cb */
{
dm[cb_write [0] ]=firmem (dm [cb_write [0] ] ,mic(mm,pc) ,p_sigs);

}
for (i=0;i<6;i++)

if (i!=cb_write[0])
dm[i] = firmem(dm[i],mic(mm,pc),p_sigs);

setpe (p_sigs,mic (mm,pc));
for(i=0;i<9;i++) p_sigs->oeyb[i] = 0;
for (ii=0;ii<9;ii++) { /* run through high and low pe cycles */

p_sigs->clk = 0 ;

printf(”\n ii= %d pc = %d : low cycle”,ii,mm->pc);
fprintf(debug,"\n ii= %d pc = %d : low cycle”,ii,mm->pc);
act8847(); /* ii passed as external (global) variable */
printf(”\n”);
fprintf(debug, ” \n”);
for (i=0;i<175;i++) {

if ((i%40)==0) {
printf(”\n”);
fprintf (debug, ”\n”);

}
printf(” %d”, *pins_8847[ii] [i]);
fprintf(debug,” %d”,*pins_8847[ii] [i]);

}
p_sigs->clk = 1 ;

printf(”\n ii= %d : high cycle”,ii);
fprintf (debug, ”\n ii= %d ; high cycle”,ii);
act8847();
printf(”\n”);
fprintf (debug, ”\n”);
for (i=0;i<175;i++) {

if ((i%40)==0) {
printf(”\n”);
fprintf(debug,”\n”);

}
printf(” %d”,*pins_8847[ii][i]);
fprintf(debug," %d”,*pins_8847[ii] [i]);

}
}
if ((cb_write[2] ==1)&&(cb_write[ 1 ] == 1)) /*one cb_write,pe->cb */
dm [cb_write [0] ] =secmem (dm [cb_write [0] ] ,mic (mm,pc) ,p_sigs);
for (i=0;i<6;i++)

if (i!=cb_write[0])
dm[i] = secmem(dm[i],mic(mm,pc),p_sigs);

}
fclose (debug) ;
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}
wdmem (getoutf ilename (),dm);

* FILE getfnames.c

¿include <stdio.h>
¿include ’’defs.h”

char *getdatafilename()
{

char *fname;
fname = new(char,45);
printf(”\nenter file name of input memory data \n”);
scanf(”%s”, fname);
return (fname);

}

char *getmicrofilename()
{

char * fname;
fname = new(char,45);
printf(”\nenter file name of micro program \n”);
scanf(”%s”, fname);
return (fname);

}

char *getoutfilename()
{

char ‘fname;
fname = new(char,45);
printf(”\nenter file name of output memory data \n”);
scanf (”%s", fname);
return (fname);

}

**************************************************************

* FILE rdmem.c
**************************************************************

¿include <stdio.h>
¿include ’’defs.h”
¿include ’’sapdefs.h”

DMEM “rdmems(fname)
char ‘fname;
{

DMEM “dm ;

FILE *fstream,*fopen() ;
int i,j,n,m ;
char line[125],rc[2],ms[2];
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fstream = fopen(fname,"r”);
if (fstream==NULL) {

printf(”can not open file '%s’\n”,fname);
exit(l);

}
for (i=0;i<5;i++) fgets(line, 125,fstream);
fscanf(fstream,”%s %s %d %d\n",rc,ms,&m,&n);
if (strcmp(msf’’m”)==0) { /* it is a matrix file */

if (strcmp(rc,”r”)==0) { /* it has real data */

ffl) ;

if ((m !=6)|| (n>199)) {
printf(”\nneed 6xn matrix\n”);
fclose (fstream);
exit(l);

}
dm = new(DMEM *,6);
dm[0] = new(DMEM,6);
for (i=l;i<6;i++)

dm[i] = dm[i-l]+l;
dm[0]->c_bus = new(float.l);
dm[0]->c_pins = new(long,32);
for (i=0;i<6;i++) {

dm[i]->d_pins = new(long,32);
for(j=0;j<3;j++)

dm[i]->out_pins[j] = new(long,32);
dm[i]->c_bus = dm[0]->c_bus ;
dm[i]->c_pins = dm[0]->c_pins ;
dm[i]->add_reg = 0 ;
dm[i]->id = i ;

dm[i]->len = n ;
for (j=0;j<n;j++)

fscanf(fstream, ”%f” ,&dm [i] ->mem

}
}
else {

printf(”\ncomplex format is not allowed”);
fclose (fstream);
exit(l);

}
}
else {

printf(”file type mismatch error \n”);
fclose (fstream);
exit(l);

}
fclose (fstream);
return (dm);

}
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* FILE rmmem.c

«*«•*•**•*««*•*•«***«•«««««**«***««****•***«***•**•«***•**••

#include <stdio.h>
^include "defs.h”
¿include ”sapdefs.hM

MICROMEM *rmmem(fname)
char *fname;
{

MICROMEM 'mm ;

FILE *fstream,*fopen() ;
int i,j,n,strcmp();
char checkfile [12],nulstring [12];
fstream = fopen(fname,”r”);
if (fstream==NULL) {

printf(”can not open file ‘%s’\n”,fname);
exit(l);

}
fscanf(fstream,"%s”,checkfile);
if (strcmp(checkfile,”micro”)==0) {

fscanf(fstream, ”%d\n”,&n);
mm = new(MICROMEM.l);
mm->len = n;

mm->pc = 0;
mm->word = new(micro.n);
for (i=0;i<n;i++) {

fscanf(fstream, ”%s”,nulstring);
fscanf (fstream,"%s” ,mm->word [i]) ;

}
}
else {

printf(”file type mismatch error \n”);
fclose (fstream);
exit(l);

}
fclose (fstream);
return (mm);

}

* initproc.c

#include <stdio.h>
¿include "defs.h"
¿include "sapdefs.h”

void initproc(p_sigs,dm,pins)
PROC *p_sigs;
DMEM “dm ;

pins_array pins[9] ;
{
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int i,j,k;

p_sigs->byte_p = 0 ;

p_sigs->clk_mode = 0 ;

p_sigs->config[0] = 1 ;

p_sigs->config[l] = 0 ;

p_sigs->fast = 0 ;

P_sigs->haltb = 1 ;

P_sigs->oecb = 0 ;

p_sigs->oesb = 0 ;

p_sigs->pipes[0] = 0 ;

p_sigs->pipes[l] = 1 ;

p_sigs->pipes[2] = 0 ;

p_sigs->resetb = 1 ;

p_sigs->rnd[l] = 0 ;
P_sigs->md[0] = 0 ;

p_sigs->sel_st[l] = 1 ;

p_sigs->sel_st[0] = 1 ;

p_sigs->sely = 1 ;

p_sigs->test[l] = 1 ;
p sigs—>test [0 ] = 1 ;

for(i=0;i<4;i++) p_sigs->pa[i]=0;
for(i=0;i<4 ;i++) p_sigs->pb [i] =0;
p_sigs->src_c = 0 ;

p_sigs->clk_c = 0 ;

p_sigs->enc_b = 0 ;
p_sigs->flow_c = 0 ;

/* hardwire hardwired pins */

/* b means active low signal l=false..*/

/* set pin pointers to point to PROC struct */
for (i=0;i<9;i++) {

for (j=0,k=3;k>=0;j++,k—) pins[i][j] = &p_sigs->pa[k] ;
/* pins 4-67 tied to various data busses out side of loop */
for O'=68,k=3;k>=0;j++,k—) pins[i] [j] = &p_sigs->pb[k] ;
pinsfi] [72] = &p_sigs->clk ;
pins[i] [73] = &p_sigs->enra [i] ;
pins[i] [74] = &p_sigs->enrb[i] ;

pins[i] [75] = &p_sigs->clk_c ;
for (j=76,k=2;k>=0;j++fk—) pins[i][j] = &p_sigs->pipes[k] ;
pins(i] [79] = &p_sigs->clk_mode ;
for (j=80,k=l;k>=0;j++fk—) pinsfi] [j] = &p_sigs->config[k] ;
for (j=82,k=7;k>=0;j++,k—) pins[i][j] = &p_sigs->sel_op[k] ;
pins[i][90] = &p_sigs->resetb ;
pinsfi] [91] = &p_sigs->haltb ;
pins[i] [92] = &p_sigs->enc_b ;
pins[i] [93] = &p_sigs->flow_c ;
for (j=94,k=10;k>=0;j++,k—) pins[i][j] = &p_sigs->I[k];
for (j=105,k=l;k>=0;j++,k—) pins[i] [j] = &p_sigs->rnd[k];
pinsfi] [107] = &p_sigs->fast ;
pins[i][108] = &p_sigs->src_c ;
pins [i] [109] = &p_sigs->byte_p ;
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}

for (j=110,k=l;k>=0;j++,k—) pinsfi] [j] = &p_sigs->sel_st[k];
for (j=112,k=l;k>=0;j++,k—) pins[i][j] = &p_sigs->test[k];
pinsfi] [114] = &p_sigs->sely ;
pinsfi] [115] = &p_sigs->oeyb[i] ;
pinsfi] [116] = &p_sigs->oesb ;
pins[i][117] = &p_sigs->oecb ;

pins[i] [118] = &p_sigs->perra ;
pins[i] [119] = &p_sigs->perrb ;
/* pins 120-151 tied to various data busses out side of loop */
for (j=152,k=3;k>=0;j++,k—) pinsfi] [j] = &p_sigs->py[k];
pins[i] [156] = &p_sigs->inval ;
pins[i] [157] = &p_sigs->over ;

pins[i][158] = &p_sigs->under ;

pins[i][159] = &p_sigs->index ;

pins[i] [160] = &p_sigs->divo ;
pins[i] [161] = &p_sigs->rnd_co ;
pins[i][162] = &p_sigs->denorm
pinsfi] [163] = &p_sigs->den_in ;
pinsfi] [164] = &p_sigs->src_ex ;
pinsfi] [165] = &p_sigs->ch_ex ;
for 0=166,k=l;k>=0;j++,k—) pins[i][j] = &p_sigs->st_ex[k];
pinsfi] [168] = &p_sigs->inf ;
pins [i] [169] = &p_sigs->n ;
pinsfi] [170] = &p_sigs->ed ;
pinsfi] [171] = &p_sigs->unord ;
pins [i] [172] = &p_sigs->a_gr_b ;
pins[i] [173] = &p_sigs->a_eq_b ;
pinsfi] [174] = &p_sigs->mserr ;

}
for (i=0;i<9;i++) /*tie data_a’s to appropriate data bus */

for 0=4.k=0;k<32;j++,k++) pins[i][j] = &dm[i/3]->d_pins[k] ;
for (i=0;i<9;i++) /*tie data_b’s to appropriate data bus */

for 0=36,k=0;k<32;j++,k++) pinsfi] [j]= &dm[3+i%3]->d_pins[k]
for (i=0;i<9;i++) /*tie Y’s to appropriate output data bus */

for (j=120,k=0;k<32;j++,k++)
pinsfi][j] = &dm[i/3]->out_pins[i%3] [k] ;

******************************************************************
* FILE cbscan.c
******************************************************************

^include <stdio.h>
^include ’’defs.h”
^include "sapdefs.h”
#define XM_CB ”00001”
#define XPE1_CB ”01010”
#define XPE2_CB ”01011”
#define XPE3_CB ”01100”
#define YM CB ”0001”
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int *cbscan(micwrd,pc,outflag)
micro micwrd;
int pc,*outflag;
{

char xmem[6],ymem[5];
int i,j,a= -4,cbcount=0;
outflag[0]= -1 ; /* outflag[0] =# of bus using common bus */
outflag[l] = 0 ; /* outflag[l] =0 if mem->cb , =1 if pe->cb */

/* outflag[2] = count of common bus attempts */
xmem[5] = ’\0’;
ymem[4] = ’\0’;
for(i=0;i<6;i++) {

if (i<4) a += 7;
else a += 6;
if (i<3) {

for(j=0;j<5;j++) xmem[j] = micwrd[a+j];
/* printf(”\n %d %s”,i,xmem); */

if

((strcmp(XM_CB,xmem)==0) 11 (strcmp(XPE l_CB,xmem)==0) 11 (strcmp(XPE2_CB,xmem)==0) |
|(strcmp(XPE3_CB,xmem)==0)) {

outflag[0] = i ;
cbcount++;
if

((strcmp(XPEl_CB,xmem)==0) 11 (strcmp(XPE2_CB,xmem)==0) 11 (strcmp (XPE3_CB ,xmem)==0
)) outflag[l]=l;

}
}
else {

forO=0;j<4;j++) ymem[j] = micwrd[a+j];
/* printf("\n %d %s”,i,ymem); */

if (strcmp(YM_CB,ymem)==0) {
outflag[0] = i ;
cbcount++;

}
}

}
if (cbcount>l)

printf(”\n common bus conflict in microcode line %d”,pc);
outflag[2] = cbcount ;
return (outflag);

}

* FILE convert.c

^include <stdio.h>
^include <ctype.h>
^define TRUE (-1)
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#define FALSE 0

#include ’’defs.h”

char htob[16][5]={"0000”,"0001”,”0010”,”0011”,”0100”,”0101",”0110”,”0111
”1000”,”1001”,”1010”,”1011”,”1100”,”1101",”1110”,”1111”};

/*

CONVERTS HEX CHARACTERS TO INTEGER
*/
int h_to_i(h,len)
char h[];
int len;
{
int val,i,num;

val=0;
for(i=0;i<len;++i) {
val= (val«4);
num=h[i]-’0’;
if (num>9)
num=h[i]-’A’+10;

val=val+num;
}
return (val);

}

/*

CONVERTS BINARY STRINGS TO INTEGER
*/

int b_to_i(b)
char *b;
{

int i,out=0,power=l,nbits=0;

while (b[nbits]!= ’\0’) {nbits++ ; power *=2;}
power /=2;
for (i=0;i<nbits;i++ , power 1=2)

if (b[i] == ’1’) out += power ;
return (out);

}

/*
CONVERTS FLOATING POINT VALUES TO BINARY.
* * * ‘NOTE* * * * THIS IS MACHINE DEPENDENT BECAUSE IT GETS FLOATING POINT

NUMBERS STRAIT FROM MEMORY INTO CHARACTERS
*/

long *f_to_b(val,retl)
float val;
long *retl;
{
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char *c,ret[33];
int i,j,k;

for (i=0,ret[32]=’\0’;i<32;i++) ret[i]=retl[i];
c= (char *) &val;
for(i=0;i<=3;i+=2) {
j= ((int) c[i+l]) &15;
k= (((int) c[i+l]) &240)»4;
if (i==0&&(j!=0||k!=0)){
--j;
if (j<0){
j=15;
—k;

}
}
strcpy (&ret [i * 8 ] ,htob [k]);
strcpy (&ret [ i * 8+4 ],htob [j ]);
j= ((int) c[i]) &15;
k= (((int) c[i]) &240)»4;
strcpy (&ret[i* 8+8],htob [k]);
strcpy (&ret[i*8+12]fhtob[j]);

}
for (i=0;i<32;i++) retl[i]=ret[i]-’0’;
return(retl);

}

float b_to_f(bb)
long *bb;
{
float r ;

int num_exp=8,num_man=23;
int i.sign.exp,two,bias;
double man,pow();
char b[33];

for (i=0,b[32]=’\0’;i<32;i++) b[i]=bb[i] + ’O’;
printf(”\n convertstring = %s \n”,b);
if (b[0]==’0’)
sign=l;

else

sign= -1;
exp=0; man=0;
two=l;

for(i=0;i<=num_exp-l;++i) {
exp=exp+two* (b[num_exp-i]-’0’);
two=two*2;

}
two=l;

for(i=0;i<=num_man-l;++i) {
man=man+two * (b [num_man+num_exp-i] -’O’)
two=two*2;
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}
man=man+two;

r=man;

if (num_exp==8)
bias=127;

else
bias = 1023;

if (exp-bias- (num_man) > 0)
for(i=l ;i<=exp-bias- (num_man) ;++i)
r= r * 2;

if (exp-bias-(num_man) <0 )
for (i=exp-bias- (num_man) ;i<=-1 ;++i)
r= r /2;

r = r * sign;
printf(”\n r= %e \n”,r);
return(r);

}

* FILE firmem.c
***********************************************************

#include <stdio.h>
#include "defs.h”
^include ”sapdefs.h”

extern float b_to_f();
extern int *f_to_b();
extern int h_to_i();
extern int b_to_i0;

DMEM *firmem(dm,word,p_sigs)
DMEM *dm;
micro word;
PROC *p_sigs ;
{

char addr[3],mem[6];
int i,j,ap=l,mp,memcmd;
addr[2] = ’\0’;
mem[4] = ’\0’;
mem[5] = ’\0’;
i = dm->id;
if (i<4) { /* set pointes to memory cmds in micwrd based on id */

ap += 7*i ;

mp = ap + 2 ;

}
else {

ap = 28 + 6 * (i—4);
mp = ap + 2 ;

}
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for (j=0;j<2;j++) addr[j] = word[ap+j]; /*set addr cmd from micwrd*/
for (j=0;j<(5-i/3);j++) mem[j] = word[mp+j]; /’set mem cmd */

/* printf(” * %d %s %s %d %d\n”,i,addr,mem,b_to_i(addr),b_to_i(mem)); */
memcmd = b_to_i(mem) ; /* set up mem cmd for switch statement */
if (i<3) {
switch (memcmd) {
case 0 : /* NC */

break;
case 1 : /* XM.CB */

*dm->c_bus = dm->mem[dm->add_reg] ;
dm->c_pins = f_to_b(*dm->c_bus,dm->c_pins)

/* printf(”\n c_bus =
”, *dm->c_bus,b_to_f(dm->c_pins));

for

%f test = %f c_pins =

0=0;j<32;j++)
printf("\n”);*/

printf(”%d”,dm->cjpins [j ]);

case 2

case 3

case 4

case 5
case 6

do later */

/*

break ;

/’XCB.M - after operation
break ;

XM.PE123 - move data onto bus */
XM.PE1 - move data onto bus */
XM.PE2 - move data onto bus */

/* XM.PE3 - move data onto bus */

dm->d_bus = dm->mem [dm->add_reg] ;
dm->d_pins = f_to_b(dm->d_bus,dm->d_pins)

/*
/*
/’

printf(”\nd_bus %f test

%f\n” ,dm->d_bus,b_to_f(dm->d_pins)); * /
break ;

case 7 : /’ XPE1.M - after operation ...do later */
case 8 : /* XPE2.M - after operation ... do later */
case 9 : /* XPE3.M - after operation ... do later */
case 10 /* XPE1.CB - after operation ... do later */
case 11 /* XPE2.CB - after operation ... do later */
case 12 /* XPE3.CB - after operation ... do later */

break;
case 13 /* XCB.PE1 - move data from common onto bus */
case 14 /* XCB.PE2 - move data from common onto bus */
case 15 /* XCB.PE3 - move data from common onto bus */
case 16 /’ XCB.PE123 - move data from common onto bus */

/’

dm->d_bus = *dm->c_bus ;
for (j=0;j<32;j++) dm->d_pins[j] = dm->c_pins[j] ;
printf(”\n d_bus = %f test = %f d_pins =

’

,dm->d_bus,b_to_f(dm->djpins));
for (j=0;j<32;j++) printf(”%d”,dm->djpins[j]);
printf(”\n”);*/
break ;

}
/* x: all enra, oey = false; chanege only false to trues in switch*/
for (j=0;j<3;j++) {

p_sigs->enra[3*i+j] = 0 ;

p_sigs->oeyb[3*i+j] = 1 ; /* active low */
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}
switch (memcmd) { /* now set pe signals for xmem cmds */
case 0

case 1

case 2

case 3

case 4

case 5

case 6

case 7

case 8

case 9

case 10

case 11

case 12

case 13

case 14

case 15

/* NC */
/* XM.CB */
/* XCB.M */

break ;

/* XM.PE123 - move data onto bus */
for (j=0;j<3;j++) { /* set enra’s true */

p_sigs->enra[3*i+j] = 1 ;
}
break ;

/* XM.PE1 - move data onto bus */

p_sigs->enra[3*i] = 1 ;
break ;

/* XM.PE2 - move data onto bus */

P_sigs->enra[3*i+l] = 1 ;
break ;

/* XM.PE3 - move data onto bus */

p_sigs->enra[3*i+2] = 1 ;
break ;

/* XPE1.M - after operation ... do later */
p_sigs->oeyb[3*i] = 0 ; /* active low */
break ;

/* XPE2.M - after operation ... do later */
P_sigs->oeyb[3*i+l] = 0 ; /* active low */
break ;

/* XPE3.M - after operation ... do later */
p_sigs->oeyb[3*i+2] = 0 ; /* active low */
break ;

/* XPE1.CB - after operation ... do later */
p_sigs->oeyb[3*i] = 0 ; /* active low */
break ;

/* XPE2.CB - after operation ... do later */
P_sigs->oeyb[3*i+1 ] = 0 ; /* active low */
break ;

/* XPE3.CB - after operation ... do later */
p_sigs->oeyb[3*i+2] = 0 ; /* active low */
break ;

/* XCB.PE1 - move data from common onto bus */

p_sigs->enra[3*i] = 1 ;
break ;

/* XCB.PE2 - move data from common onto bus */

p_sigs->enra[3*i+l] = 1 ;
break ;

/* XCB.PE3 - move data from common onto bus */

p_sigs->enra[3*i+2] = 1 ;
break ;

/* XCB.PE123 - move data from common onto bus */
for G=0;j<3;j++) { /* set enra’s true */

p_sigs->enra[3*i+j] = 1 ;

case 16 :
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}
break ;

}
}
if (i>2) {
switch (memcmd) { /* YMEM data movement command decoder */
case 0 : /* NC */

break;
case 1 ; /* YM.CB */

*dm->c_bus = dm->mem [dm->add_reg] ;
dm->c_pins = f_to_b (*dm->c_bus,dm->c_pins)

/* printf("\n
”, *dm->c_bus .b_to_f(dm->c_pins));

for

printf(”\n”);*/

c bus = %i test = %f c_pins

(j=0;j<32;j++) printf("%d” ,dm->c_pins[j]);

case 2

case 3
case 4

case 5
case 6

/*

break ;

/*YCB.M - after operation ... do later */
break ;

/* YM.PE123 - move data onto bus */
/* YM.PE1 - move data onto bus */
/* YM.PE2 - move data onto bus */
/* YM.PE3 - move data onto bus */

dm->d_bus = dm->mem[dm->add_reg] ;
dm->d_pins = f_to_b(dm->d_bus,dm->d_pins)
printf(”\nd_bus %f test

%f\n”,dm->d_bus,b_to_f(dm->d_pins) ); * /
break ;

case 7

case 8
case 9
case 10

/* XCB.PE1 - move data
/* XCB.PE2 - move data
/* XCB.PE3 - move data
/* XCB.PE123 - move data

’

,dm->d_bus,b_to_f(dm->d_pins));

from common onto bus */
from common onto bus */
from common onto bus */
from common onto bus */

dm->d_bus = *dm->c_bus ;
for (j=0;j<32;j++) dm->d_pins[j] = dm->c_pins[j] ;
printf(”\n d_bus = %f test = %f d_pins

for (j=0;j<32;j++) printf(”%d”,dm->d_pins[j]);
printf(”\n”>; V
break ;

}
/* y: all enrb = false; chanege only false to trues in switch*/
for G=0;j<3;j++)

p_sigs->enrb[(3*j)+(i%3)] = 0 ;
switch (memcmd) { /* YMEM pe signals enrb’s */
case 0 : /* NC */
case 1 : /* YM.CB */
case 2 : /* YCB.M */

break ;

case 3 : /* YM.PE123 - move data onto bus */

for(j=0;j<3;j++)
p_sigs->enrb[(3*j)+(i%3)] = 1 ;
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break ;

case 4 : /* YM.PE1 - move data onto bus */

p_sigs->enrb[i%3] = 1 ;
break ;

case 5 : /* YM.PE2 - move data onto bus */

p_sigs->enrb [ 3+(i%3) ] = 1 ;
break ;

case 6 : /* YM.PE3 - move data onto bus */

p_sigs->enrb[6+(i%3)] = 1 ;
break ;

case 7 : /* XCB.PE1 - move data from common onto bus */
p_sigs->enrb[i%3] = 1 ;
break ;

case 8 : /* XCB.PE2 - move data from common onto bus */

p_sigs->enrb[3+(¡%3)] = 1 ;
break ;

case 9 : /* XCB.PE3 - move data from common onto bus */

p_sigs->enrb[6+(i%3)] = 1 ;
break ;

case 10 : /* XCB.PE123 - move data from common onto bus */

for(j=0;j<3;j++)
P_sigs->enrb[(3*j)+(i%3)] = 1 ;

break ;

}
}
return (dm);

* FILE setpe.c
*****************************************************************

^include <stdio.h>
#include ’’defs.h”

^include ”sapdefs.h”

int setpe(p_sigs,micwrd)
PROC *p_sigs;
micro micwrd;
{

void strintcpyO;
char inst[8];
int i,k;

\

for(i=0,k=44,inst[5]=’\0’;i<5;i++,k++) inst[i] = micwrd[k] ;
switch (b_to_i(inst)) { /* set pe instruction pins */
case 0 : strintcpy(p_sigs->I,”00000100000”); break;
case 1 : strintcpy(p_sigs->I,” 10000100000”); break;
case 2 : strintcpy(p_sigs->I,”00001100000”); break;
case 3 : strintcpy(p_sigs->I,”01000000000”); break;
case 4 : strintcpy(p_sigs->I,"01001000000”); break;
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case 5 : strintcpy(p_sigs->I,”01010000000”); break;
case 6 : strintcpy(p_sigs->I,”01011000000”); break;
case 7 : strintcpy(p_sigs->I,"00011000000”); break;
case 8 : strintcpy(p_sigs->I,"00000000000”); break;
case 9 : strintcpy(p_sigs->I," 10000000000”); break;
case 10: strintcpy(p_sigs->I,” 11000000000”); break;
case 11: strintcpy(p_sigs->I,”00000010000”); break;
case 12: strintcpy(p_sigs->I,”00000110000”); break;
case 13: strintcpy(p_sigs->I,”00100110000”); break;
case 14: strintcpy(p_sigs->I,"00001110000”); break;
case 15: strintcpy(p_sigs->I,”00101110000”); break;
case 16: strintcpy(p_sigs->I,”00010110000”); break;
case 17: strintcpy(p_sigs->I,”00000000110”); break;
case 18: strintcpy(p_sigs->I,”00011110000”); break;
case 19: strintcpy(p_sigs->I,”00111110000”); break;
case 20: strintcpy(p_sigs->I,”00000000001”); break;
case 21: strintcpy(p_sigs->I,”10000000001”); break;
case 22: strintcpy(p_sigs->I,”00001000001”); break;
case 23: strintcpy(p_sigs->I,”00000100001”); break;
case 24: strintcpy(p_sigs->I,”00000010001”); break;
case 25: strintcpy(p_sigs->I,” 10000010001”); break;
case 26: strintcpy(p_sigs->I,”00001010001”); break;
case 27: strintcpy(p_sigs->I,”00000110001”); break;
case 28: strintcpy(p_sigs->I,”00011010000”); break;
case 29: strintcpy(p_sigs->I," 10011000000”); break;
case 30: strintcpy(p_sigs->I,”00100000000”); break;
case 31: strintcpy(p_sigs->I,” 10100000000”); break;
}
for(i=7,k=49,inst[7]=’\0’;i>=0;i—,k++) inst[i] = micwrd[k] ;
strintcpy(p_sigs->sel_op,inst); /* set selops */

}

void strintcpy (intstr, str)
int ‘intstr ;

char *str ;

{ int i; for (i=0;str[i]l=’\0’;i++) intstrfi] = str[i]-’0’; }

‘FILE secmem.c

******************************************************************

#include <stdio.h>
^include "defs.h"
^include ’’sapdefs.h”

extern float b_to_f();
extern int *f_to_b();
extern int h_to_i();
extern int b_to_i();

DMEM *secmem(dmtword,p_sigs)
DMEM ‘dm;
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micro word;
PROC *p_sigs ;
{

char addr[3],mem[6],address[4];
int i,j,k,l,ap=l,mp,memcmd,addcmd;
addr[2] = ’\0’;
mem [4] = ’\0’;
mem[5] = ’\0’;
i = dm->id;
if (i<4) { /’set pointes to memory cmds in micwrd based on id */

ap += 7*i ;

mp = ap + 2 ;
}
else {

ap = 28 + 6 * (i—4);
mp = ap + 2 ;

}
for (j=0;j<2;j++) addr[j] = word[ap+j]; /’set addr cmd from micwrd*/
for (j=0;j<(5-i/3);j++) mem[j] = word[mp+j]; /’set mem cmd */
memcmd = b_to_i(mem) ; /’set up mem cmd for switch statement */
addcmd = b_to_i(addr) ; /* set up add cmd for switch statement */
if (i<3) {
switch (memcmd) {
case 0 : /* NC */

break;
case 1 : /* XM.CB - before operation ... did before */

break ;

case 2 : /’XCB.M */

case 3
case 4
case 5

case 6

case 7

case 8

case 9

*dm->c_bus = b_to_f(dm->c_pins);
dm->mem [dm->add_reg] = *dm->c_bus ;
dm->d_pins = f_to_b(*dm->c_bus,dm->d_pins);
break ;

/* XM.PE123 - before operation ... did before */
/* XM.PE1 - before operation ... did before */
/* XM.PE2 - before operation ... did before */
/* XM.PE3 - before operation ... did before */

break ;

/* XPE1.M ’/
/* XPE2.M ’/
/* XPE3.M */

1=(memcmd-1) % 3;
printf(”\n 1 = %d \n”,l);
for(j=0;j<32;j++) printf(” %d”,dm->out_pins[l][j]);
dm->mem[dm->add_reg] = b_to_f(dm->out_pins[l]);
printf(”\n mem[dm->add_reg] = %f addreg

%d” ,dm->mem [dm->add_reg] ,dm->add_reg);
break ;

case 10 : /* XPE1.CB */
case 11 : /* XPE2.CB */
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}

case 12 : /• XPE3.CB */

l=(memcmd-l) % 3;
for (j=0;j<32;j++)

dm->c_pins[j] = dm->out_pins[l] [j]
break;

case 13 : /* XCB.PE1 - before operation ... did before */
case 14 : /* XCB.PE2 - before operation ... did before */
case 15 : /* XCB.PE3 - before operation ... did before */
case 16 : /* XCB.PE123 - before operation ... did before */

break ;

}
}
if (i>2) {
switch (memcmd) { /* YMEM data movement command decoder */
case 0 : /* NC */
case 1 : /* YM.CB - before operation ... did before */

break ;
case 2 : /‘YCB.M */

*dm->c_bus = b_to_f(dm->c_pins);
dm->mem[dm->add_reg] = *dm->c_bus ;
break ;

case 3 : /* YM.PE123 - before operation ... did before */
case 4 : /* YM.PE1 - before operation ... did before */
case 5 : /* YM.PE2 - before operation ... did before */
case 6 : /* YM.PE3 - before operation ... did before */
case 7 : /* XCB.PE1 - before operation ... did before */
case 8 : /* XCB.PE2 - before operation ... did before */
case 9 : /* XCB.PE3 - before operation ... did before */
case 10 : /* XCB.PE123 - before operation ... did before */

break ;

}
}
switch (addcmd) {
case 0 : /‘HOLD*/ break ;

case 1 : /*DEC */ dm->add_reg— ; break ;
case 2 : /’INC */ dm->add_reg++ ; break ;
case 3 : /’LOAD*/

for(j=0,k=43;j<3;j++,k—) address[j] = wordfk] ;

dm->add_reg = h_to_i(address,4);
break ;

}
return (dm);

* FILE wdmem.c
**************************************************************
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^include <stdio.h>
^include ’’defs.h”
#include "sapdefs.h”

void wdmem(fname,dm)
char *fname;
DMEM * *dm ;

{
FILE * fstream, *fopen() ;
int i,j,n,m ;

fstream = fopen(fname,”w”);
if (fstream==NULL) {

printf(”can not open file ‘%s’\n",fname);
exit(l);

}
fprintf(fstream,”Floating Point Array Processor Generated Matrix\n\n”);
fprintf(fstream, ”%s \n\n\n”, fname);

fprintf(fstream,”r m 6 %d\n”,dm[0]->len);
for (i=0;i<6;i++) {

for (j=0;j<2 * dm [0] ->len;j++)
fprintf(fstream,” %f”,dm[i]->mem[j]) ;

fprintf (fstream, ” \n”);
} .

fclose (fstream);
}
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